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Introduction 

Dear Mr Ludovici, — 

You want me to write an introduction to your lectures? Well, 

you may have one—you may have one in this letter, which I al-

low you to reproduce verbatim in your book. 

To begin with then: I like your lectures—I think them, in their 

lucidity, even the best I have read in your language—but I 

hardly like the notion of your giving lectures on Nietzsche, be-

cause I think it contrary to the spirit of your great master to do 

this. I think it wrong to instruct people—if you have something 

to instruct them with. People ought to be instructed by those 

who have nothing to say, nothing to give, nothing to teach, noth-

ing to do. These teachers of nothing do more good than you: they 

make us slaves, and you know that according to your master, all 

higher culture must be based upon slavery. Why then interfere 

with the natural process of enslavement, of stultification, of ed-

ucation which is going on around us? Why not act up to your 

Machiavellian principles, and rather lecture on the drama, so-

cialism, folklore, the sins of the upper classes, or the sanitation 

of Mayfair? Why make a creed popular, which ought to remain 

esoteric? 

But you wish to gain friends to "the Cause." Do you think to 

make them in a lecture-room? I doubt it. Were you converted in 

a lecture-room? I belong to a race whose members, when they 

wanted to know anything, went into the desert and not to the 



lecture-room, and you, dear Mr Ludovici, told me yourself that, 

after a book of Nietzsche's had once fallen into your hands, you 

found no rest or peace until you had gone to Germany, learnt 

German, and thought and meditated there—in the solitude of a 

foreign country—on Nietzsche's teaching until you understood 

it. I myself have often, and unobserved by you, seen you in the 

British Museum walking about in the depth of thought, and I 

liked you for it. You think that many of your audience will be 

able or willing to undergo the hardships, not to say the danger, 

of your thought? In an age of comfort, of ease, of peace, of hap-

piness, of humanitarian and Christian ideals, you will look out 

in vain for an intellectual sportsman like yourself. 

And have you no pity on those few who perhaps love sport 

and danger, and who perhaps may be willing to follow you? 

Will they not be like yourself, seamen upon an unknown sea, 

exposed to all the inclemency of the weather, to frightful fogs 

and terrible storms, forced to watch, day and night, for danger-

ous rocks, which are marked on no map yet, and only upheld by 

the feeble hope, that the German Columbus, after all, must have 

been right: that there must be a new land somewhere beyond, 

and that the looming coast-line there, upon the horizon, must be 

that land? Why drag others after you, who perhaps, after a few 

experiences upon the high sea of the new philosophical thought, 

will repent and cry for the land and the fleshpots of old England? 

People who in their despair may jump overboard? People who 

in their agony may go down on their knees and cry out: "My 

God, my God, why have I forsaken Thee?" Have you no pity for 

all their agonies, their doubts, their internal explosions? But I 

forgot, you have no pity—pity is not a part of your master's 

creed! After all you are perhaps more of a Nietzschean than I 

thought, and it may after all be right to lecture on Nietzsche—

because it is so cruel. 



Another word! A personal but important word! You are 

young and the sort of fellow the women, who form the principal 

part of audiences in your country, will listen to. They will pre-

tend to understand—women are very clever in pretending to 

understand. Instead of finding yourself upon a new continent 

you may, therefore, land in matrimony and then get back all 

your lectures—free of charge—by the lecturing sex par excel-

lence, women. Do not listen to them. Do not condescend. Don't 

marry yet. Remember that even the apostles of the old creed, alt-

hough followed by women, did not marry them. Remember that 

you too have to propagate a gospel—and not a race, and that 

even the propagation of the race, if it is to be worth while, can 

only take place after the propagation of the gospel.—Yours sin-

cerely, 

Oscar Levy 

1 Talbot Mansions, 

Museum Street, W.C. 



I

 

Nietzsche: The Immoralist1 

I am going to speak to you of Friedrich Nietzsche—the Immor-

alist. A philosopher more difficult to understand, and yet more 

full of riches for those who do understand him, it would be hard 

to find. 

Why should I wish to speak to you of Nietzsche? The litera-

ture which has grown round his name and philosophy is already 

enormous. If you have read a third of it, you are already in-

formed concerning him. 

Nietzsche died but eight years ago, and he is now one of the 

most striking figures of modern European philosophy. It is with 

the deepest regret, however, that the inquirer into his life and 

works, gradually realises how completely and often maliciously, 

he has been misinterpreted and misjudged;—not only by igno-

rant commentators and by many of those learned professors 

who have been lured to the exposition of his works by the latter's 

inherent fascination, but even by his best and oldest friends as 

well. 

That is why I wish to speak to you of Friedrich Nietzsche: be-

cause he has been misrepresented, and it were well for you to 

know him as he is;—indeed, it is a pressing necessity that you 

should know him as he is. 

"Mine enemies have grown strong and have distorted the face 

of my teaching," he says, "so that my dearest friends must be 

ashamed of the gifts I gave them."2 

                                                            
1 Delivered at the University of London on November 25th, 1908. 
2 Z., "The Child with the Looking-glass." 



"... like a wind I shall one day blow amidst them and take 

away their breath with my spirit; thus my future willeth it. 

"Verily a strong wind is Zarathustra for all low lands; and his 

enemies and everything that spitteth and speweth he coun-

selleth with such advice: Beware of spitting against the wind!"3 

It is usual to begin a description, such as the one undertaken 

in this paper, with a word-portrait of the hero, or, at least, with 

a short biography. Now, the first, despite its severe difficulties, 

it might have been well to attempt, had there not been serious 

reasons for doubting the reliability of existing writers on the sub-

ject;4 the second, however, the short biography, seemed to rec-

ommend itself to me even less than the first, and for the follow-

ing reasons: the subject I have to treat is a big one, it would there-

fore have been necessary to compress the biography into a com-

pass so small, that it could have proved little more than a weari-

some chain of dates, and this thankless interruption I wished, if 

possible, to avoid. 

In view of these considerations, I ventured to depart from the 

usual methods, and to proceed at once with the discussion of the 

main theme. 

Some people think themselves justified in forming an impres-

sion of a man from his works. However deep-rooted this belief 

may be, which a moment's personal intercourse with any great 

man quickly proves to be pure superstition, in Nietzsche's case, 

it is completely upheaved. With him, as with most other authors, 

we must make the distinction between the man and the writer. 

He himself warns people against the error of neglecting to do 

so5—he himself was the living refutation of that error. 

The most that may be said in all security, at the present stage 

of our knowledge of him, is that he was a modern Heraclitus—a 

                                                            
3 Z., "Of the Rabble." 
4 This was written before Nietzsche's Ecce Homo had appeared. 
5 G.E., p. 245. C.W., p. 86. 



resuscitated Heraclitus, who lived in Europe for fifty-six years 

of the nineteenth century, and who died at its close. Nietzsche 

himself would not have been averse to this comparison; he con-

stantly speaks in high terms of the noble Ephesian,6 and sought 

to establish a not insignificant number of his doctrines. 

Like Heraclitus, Nietzsche's muses were "Solitude and the 

beauty of Nature"; like Heraclitus, "he was a man of abounding 

pride and self-confidence who sat at no master's feet," and like 

him, too, he was a poet-philosopher whom we might surname 

"the Obscure." 

Obscure—why? What advantage does a philosopher derive 

from obscurity? Are not the mass of foolish books that have been 

written about him evidence enough of the futility—nay, the pos-

itive danger—of this very obscurity? 

Mr Burnet, in his Early Greek Philosophers, says of Heraclitus: 

"Perhaps we may go so far as to admit that his contempt for the 

mass of mankind made him somewhat indifferent to the require-

ments of his readers." We shall see that Nietzsche speaks of him-

self in practically the same way: "I will have railings round my 

thoughts," he says, "and even round my words, that swine and 

enthusiasts may not break into my gardens."7 

I draw around me circles and holy boundaries. Ever fewer 

mount with me ever higher mountains."8 

Nietzsche had little patience with the mass of mankind. The 

"many-too-many"—"die viel-zu-vielen"—the German called 

them. But it must not be supposed, as many have supposed, that 

these words express anything more than impatience. We con-

stantly come across passages in his works wherein he most 

clearly emphasises the respect he felt for the mediocre, and for 

                                                            
6 See especially pp. 27–43, Vol. X. of Nietzsche's Complete Works, published by 

Naumann. 
7 Z., "Of the Three Evil Ones," ¶ 2. 
8 Z., "Of Old and New Tables," ¶ 19. 



the necessity of mediocrity; and, in the Antichrist, he actually 

goes so far as to declare it unworthy of a deep mind to take any 

exception at all to mediocrity as mediocrity.9 "A high civilisa-

tion," he says, "is a pyramid, it can only stand upon a broad basis; 

it has for a first pre-requisite a strongly and soundly consoli-

dated mediocrity."10 

In discussing a philosopher so many-sided as Nietzsche, who 

sinks with such precision to the very root of whatever subject he 

gives his attention to, the very utmost I can hope to do, in these 

lectures, is to rouse your curiosity as to his works, or incite you 

to a deeper study of them. 

In attempting to do this, I shall endeavour, where possible to 

let him address you in his own words, that you may hear his 

views, free from the colouring an intermediary—however un-

willingly—might lend them; and, also, that you may listen to his 

thoughts, expressed with as much of their original fire and 

beauty, as it was possible for a translation to retain. 

It has been said by many—more particularly by his fellow-

countrymen—that Nietzsche is too dogmatic; that he gives 

scarcely any reasons for his opinions, and that his philosophy 

therefore bears a dictatorial and unconvincing stamp. 

The two following passages, one taken from The Twilight of 

the Idols, and the other from Thus Spake Zarathustra, will show us 

that Nietzsche was not only aware of this particular method in 

his works, but, also, had his reasons for it. 

In the first we read: 

"With Socrates Greek taste veers round in favour of dialectics. 

What really happens then? In the first place, superior taste is 

vanquished, the mob gets the upper hand along with dialectics. 

Previous to Socrates, dialectic manners were repudiated in good 

                                                            
9 C.W., p. 342. 
10 Ibid. pp. 341, 342. 



society: they were regarded as improper manners, they compro-

mised. The youths were warned against them. Besides, all such 

modes of presenting reasons were distrusted. Honest things, like 

honest men, do not carry their reasons in their hands in such 

fashion. That which requires to be proved is little worth. All the 

World over, where authority still belongs to good usage, where 

one commands—not demonstrates, the dialectician is a sort of 

buffoon: he is laughed at, he is not taken seriously. 

We choose dialectics when we have no other means. ... Noth-

ing is more easily wiped away than the effect of a dialectician: 

that is proved by the experience of every assembly where 

speeches are made. It can only be a last defence in the hands of 

such as have no other weapon left. It is necessary to have to ex-

tort one's right; otherwise one makes no use of dialectics." 11 

In Thus Spake Zarathustra, we meet with another reason. One 

of his disciples has just asked him why he said that poets lie too 

much. 

Why," Zarathustra replies. "Thou askest why? I am not of 

those who may be asked for their whys." 

Is mine experience of yesterday, forsooth? It is long ago that I 

found by experience the reasons of mine opinions. 

Should I not require to be a very barrel of memory if perforce 

I must have my reasons with me? 

Even to keep mine opinions is too much for me; and many a 

bird flieth away."12 

Thus, Nietzsche maintained, that to prove is to plead, to plead 

is to beg, and that he, at all events, did not wish to be a beggar. 

Albeit, strictly as he adhered to this principle in the composi-

tion of Thus Spake Zarathustra, this book was so grossly misun-

                                                            
11 C.W., pp. 110, 111. 
12 Z., "Of Poets." 



derstood when its earlier parts appeared, that, in the end, he re-

solved partly to abandon the proud non-dialectic position for the 

semi-dialectic one adopted in his later works. 

One may ask: why, as English people should we concern our-

selves at all about this German philosopher? 

Is it enough that many great men have found it worth their 

while to give him a respectful hearing, or that his countrymen 

are beginning to read and learn him in grim earnest? Is it enough 

that the enlightened Government of France thought it incum-

bent upon them to encourage the French translators of his 

works, by subscribing to that translation? 

It is for you to decide whether these reasons are sufficient to 

urge you to turn to him. 

Nietzsche says: "My philosophy reveals the triumphant 

thought through which all other systems of thought must ulti-

mately go under. It is the great disciplinary thought: those races 

that cannot bear it are doomed; those which regard it as the 

greatest blessing are destined to rule."13 

He here speaks of races; he realises that the consensus of pub-

lic opinion constitutes the philosophy of a country, and guides 

that country's destinies; and he speaks so solemnly of the new 

teaching he offers us, that it may not be amiss to ask, whether 

this is precisely a time when a new philosophy, given to the 

world with words of such earnest warning, ought to be treated 

lightly or condemned unheard? 

In Germany, Nietzsche was for years admired for his style 

alone. People did not take him seriously. They would speak of 

him as the great "Epigrammatist" or "Sentencer." If one ventured 

to make an inquiry concerning his Ethics, his Sociology or his 

Metaphysics, one was rebuked, and not always delicately; for his 

would-be critics did not refrain from pruning, what they held to 

                                                            
13 Vol. XV. p. 403, Nietzsche's Complete Works, published by Naumann. 



be his most seditious paradoxes, of all their pregnant context, in 

order to carry their point. "It is for his style that we read Nie-

tzsche," the Germans would say. 

Things have changed. 

They are now beginning to read him for other than "style" rea-

sons. For years they refused to listen to what he told them in The 

Twilight of the Idols: "My ambition is to say in ten sentences what 

every one else says in a whole book,—what everyone else 

does not say in a whole book." ... 14 

 Now they are taking it to heart; they are beginning to see that 

his aphoristic style was but a form necessary to coping with the 

difficulties attendant on the distribution of his overwhelming 

riches;—it was the cheque-book of the wealthy man who cannot 

spare the time to count out separate coins. But it was only a form, 

and, excellent though it undoubtedly is, the ideas to which it 

served but as a means, were ultimately recognised as the still 

more valuable end. 

Germany is now studying Nietzsche, and, if we are to take his 

solemn note of warning seriously, is it not high time that we, in 

England, also began reading and learning him? 

He was an earnest man. He took his calling very seriously. 

Like Heraclitus, he parted with his relatives and friends, and 

lived quite alone, that he might concentrate the whole of his 

thoughts upon the one problem: are we on the right road? Is our 

morality—that is to say, the table of valuations which is gradu-

ally modifying us, compatible with an ideal worthy of man's in-

heritance and past? "I love men," said his second self—Zarathus-

tra, "I am bringing gifts unto men."15 

                                                            
14 C.W., 221. 
15 Z., Introductory Speech, ¶ 2. 



Let us be satisfied, for the moment, to know that Nietzsche 

brings us something quite new—something great and of para-

mount importance which is quite new, and let us turn to his 

teaching. 

What was Nietzsche? Was he a philosopher? The orthodox 

world of philosophy says: "He brings us no system!" True, in the 

same class with Herbert Spencer we cannot classify the German 

Nietzsche. Nor can we include him in a group of his fellow-

countrymen with Kant and Schopenhauer. 

Seeing, however, that he not only assumes the authority of 

the philosopher, but again and again, in his works, also speaks 

of himself as one, it would be well for us to understand what the 

term "philosopher" means to him. 

"A philosopher's mission," he says, "is to create new val-

ues,"—to give mankind new principles, new standards. The as-

certaining and classifying of "many little common facts," is use-

ful and meritorious work,16 but it is only the menial work which 

prepares the way for the philosopher. 

"It may be necessary for the education of the real philosopher, 

that he himself should have once stood upon all those steps, 

upon which his servant, the scientific worker of philosophy, re-

mains standing and must remain standing: he himself must per-

haps have been critic, and sceptic, and dogmatist, and historian, 

and poet, collector, traveller, riddle-reader, moralist, seer and 

free-spirit besides. ... But all these are only preliminary condi-

tions for his mission; this mission itself is to create values"; to 

command arid to give laws. "Philosophers determine the 

'Whither' and the 'Wherefore' ... they snatch with creative hands 

at the future, and everything that is or has been, serves them as 

a means, as an instrument—as a hammer."17 

                                                            
16 G.E., p. 212. 
17 Ibid., pp. 131, 152. 



Are such philosophers to be found? Nietzsche asks. We shall 

see that he was one of them. 

Before proceeding, and by way of further establishing our 

parallel, it is interesting to read how Professor Gomperz, in 

his Greek Thinkers, speaks of Heraclitus' mission. "Heraclitus," he 

says, "was not cast for the rôle of an exact investigator, his pas-

sions were too free, he lacked the requisite soberness and he was 

too prone to seek satiety in a debauch of metaphors; but he was 

admirably suited to be the herald of the new philosophy."18 

How perfectly these words express all a fair critic might say 

of Nietzsche! 

In trying to account for the abusive language that has for 

years been levelled at his philosophy, no fact, I suppose, brings 

more enlightenment with it than this one: Nietzsche placed him-

self "Beyond Good and Evil." 

To those who failed to understand even the motive which 

prompted him to take up this attitude, what course could have 

been more natural—more obviously pre-determined—than to 

dub all his works, "dangerous," "immoral "in its worst modern 

sense, and "seditious"; just as if he had written to release the pent 

passions of savages, or to cloy the libidinous appetites of satyrs. 

"The destroyer of morality I am called by the good and the just, 

my tale is immoral."19 

Nietzsche looked solemnly around him, and an examination 

of the world led him to ask us the admittedly daring question: Is 

that which we have for centuries held for good and evil, really 

good and evil? 

Do we understand the part these two terms have played in 

our history? Is morality, its raison d'être and its mode of action 

comprehended at all? Nietzsche answers these questions with 

                                                            
18 Vol. I. p. 73, Greek Thinkers, by Professor Th. Gomperz, translated by Laurie 

Magnus. 
19 Z., "Of the Bite of the Adder." 



such originality and depth, that at first, willing as we may be to 

give him a friendly hearing, we are too shocked by the strange-

ness of his language to be conscious of anything at all, except 

excessive displeasure. "He will strike at the very heart of our 

hearts!" we protest indignantly. But if we say that, he is already 

there—where he wants to be; that is to say. Beyond our Good 

and Evil. 

To his mind, these concepts: good and evil, are but mere 

means, adopted by all in order to acquire power.20 Power for 

what?—Power to universalise their kind or make it para-

mount—power to enable their species, and their species alone, 

to preponderate or be supreme on earth. 

"The refrain of my practical philosophy," he says, "is, Who is 

to be master of the world?"21 

Morality decides this point. The morality which prevails 

bears its inventors and adherents along to victory with it. If we 

wish to answer Nietzsche's question: "Who is to be master of the 

world?" we must ask ourselves, first, what type is attaining to 

power under the morality which prevails in the civilised world 

today? 

Does our table of ethical principles seem to be favouring the 

multiplication of a desirable type? Is a dignified or noble species 

tending to prevail by means of it, or is the case precisely the re-

verse? 

Nietzsche challenges us to show that our way is the right way. 

He does not coerce us, he does not over-persuade; he simply 

says: "I am a law only for those who are mine, lam not a law for 

all.22 This is my way—where is yours?"23 

                                                            
20 Z., "Of Self-overcoming." 
21 Vol. XII. p. 208, Nietzsche's Complete Works, published by Naumann. 
22 Z., "The Supper." 
23 Z., "Of the Spirit of Gravity," ¶ 2. 



"Good and evil are the same," said Heraclitus. "Morality is just 

as 'immoral' as anything else on earth," says Nietzsche, "morality 

itself is a form of immorality."24 

"Verily, I say unto you: good and evil which would be imper-

ishable do not exist."25 

Nietzsche places himself "Beyond Good and Evil"; he under-

takes to give us new values; he wishes to purge us of the old 

leaven. He does not merely destroy, and despoil us of, what we 

possess; he refills our emptied hands; he is an immoralist first; 

only, however, that he may be a moralist afterwards. And one 

more severe, or with a greater antipathy to looseness and laisser-

aller, we could not hope to possess. 

It may now be pertinent to ask, what the figure of Zarathustra 

means in Nietzsche's opus magnum,—the book to which all his 

later works serve but as a commentary. 

Why Zarathustra? Why should this ancient law-giver seem to 

Nietzsche the best suited to be his mouthpiece? He answers thus: 

"Zarathustra was responsible for the error 'morality'; conse-

quently, he should be the first to perceive that error. Zarathustra 

was more truthful than any other thinker before or after him; in 

his teaching alone, do we meet with truthfulness upheld as the 

highest virtue, moreover he was braver than all other thinkers 

taken together. To speak the truth and to aim straight, that is the 

first Persian virtue. The overcoming of morality through truth-

fulness, the overcoming of the moralist by his opposite—by 

me—that is what the name Zarathustra means "in my mouth."26 

In order to grasp how thoroughly and conscientiously he set 

about his task, it will be necessary to look back for a moment to 

see how he contemplated the mission he undertook. For Nie-

tzsche preaches to us, it is true, from a hermit's cell; but he is 

                                                            
24 Vol. XV. p. 192, Nietzsche's Complete Works. 
25 Z., "Of Self-overcoming." 
26 Vol. II. p. 430, Das Leben Friedrich Nietzsche's, by Elizabeth Foerster Nietzsche. 



standing on the shoulders of giants whose strength he has en-

listed in his cause. Goethe, Hegel, Schopenhauer, Darwin, Her-

bert Spencer, are at his fingers' ends, and behind him lie the an-

cients in whose wisdom he is deeply versed. 

Let us hear him describe how he became what he was: 

"Three metamorphoses of the spirit I declare unto you; how 

the spirit becometh a camel, the camel a lion, and the lion at last 

a child. 

"There are many things heavy for the spirit, the strong spirit, 

which is able to bear the load and in which reverence dwelleth: 

its strength longeth for the heavy—for the heaviest. 

"What is heavy? asks the spirit which is able to bear the load, 

and, dropping like a camel on its knees, wisheth to be well 

laden." 

And then he describes how the spirit is laden with the wis-

dom of minds that have preceded it; how it takes up all the 

knowledge of the past and, under this weight, rises to depart on 

a voyage of discovery in the wilderness. 

"But in the loneliest wilderness," Nietzsche continues, 

"cometh the second metamorphosis: there the spirit becometh a 

lion. Freedom it will take as its prey and be lord in its own wil-

derness. 

"There it seeketh its last lord; to him and its last God, it see-

keth to be a foe"... 

But in its way standeth the dragon "Thou shalt." 

"Values a thousand years old are shining on its scales, and 

thus saith the mightiest of all dragons: 'The value of all things is 

shining on me.' 

"My brethren, why is there need of the lion in the spirit? What 

can the lion do, that the camel—the beast of burden—cannot? 

"Create new values—that even the lion is not able to do, but 

create freedom for itself for fresh creations, that the lion can do. 



"To create freedom for one's self—and a holy Nay even to-

wards duty; for this, my brethren, there is need of the lion. 

"As its holiest, the spirit once loved 'Thou shalt,' now it must 

find illusion and arbitrariness even in the holiest, in order to cap-

ture for itself freedom from its love. The lion is needed for this 

capture. 

"But say, my brethren, what can the child do which even the 

lion could not? Why hath the preying lion still to become a child? 

"The child is innocence and oblivion, a new beginning, a 

game, a wheel rolling by itself, a prime motor, a sacred pro-

nouncing of yea to life. 

"Ay, for the game of creating, my brethren, a sacred pro-

nouncing of yea is necessary; it is its own will the spirit now wil-

leth, it is his own world the outcast wisheth for himself. 

"Three metamorphoses of the mind I declared unto you; how 

the mind became a camel, the camel a lion, and the lion at last a 

child. 

"Thus Spake Zarathustra."27 

Thus, before Nietzsche could give us new values, he had to 

attain to his second ingenuousness—to the artlessness of a child; 

to do that he must have the freedom of a lion, and, before his 

mind could gain the freedom of the lion, like a beast of burden, 

it had first to bear the wisdom of the past. 

In an early work, The Dawn of Day, he tells us something con-

cerning this wisdom which he acquired, and why humanity 

seeks wisdom at all. 

"Fear," he tells us, "has promoted our general knowledge of 

mankind more than love; for fear tries to ascertain who the other 

is, what he knows, what he wants,—it were dangerous and det-

rimental to deceive one's self on this head."28 In order to guard 

                                                            
27 Z., "Of the Three Metamorphoses." 
28 D.D., p. 260. 



against the danger of lightning, we must know its nature; if we 

wish to meet a foe with the hope of overcoming him, we must 

know his resources. Wisdom, like morality, therefore, is a means 

to power, it strengthens the species. 

Another passage in the same book draws an inevitable con-

clusion from this idea: "Even the sense of truth, which is really 

the sense for security, man has in common with the animals: we 

will not allow ourselves to be deceived—we will not allow our-

selves to be misguided by ourselves; we listen with suspicion to 

the whisperings of our passions; we control ourselves and are on 

the qui-vive against ourselves; all these things the animal under-

stands as thoroughly as men understand them; in the animal 

also, self-control develops out of a desire for the real—for the 

unmistakable."29 

Our hatred of falsehood, therefore, is but the outcome of our 

loathing of insecurity and its concomitant dangers. We will 

know everything, that we may be armed against everything. 

Truth therefore, or our notion of it, like wisdom and morality, is 

a weapon of power, it makes us and our kind more formidable. 

Now, it is with this fearful eagerness for the truth that Nie-

tzsche asks us: "Where is your way? Who is going to be master 

on earth?" It is out of a feeling of fear—fear of the future—that 

he tells us: "No one knoweth yet what is good and what is evil."30 

We are all travelling blindly towards a point which we do not 

know. The colours we fly, the standards of morality we sail un-

der, were followed by a people who wished to attain to power. 

But these standards mean nothing to us now. We are so used to 

them, and their colours have got so blurred through wear and 

tear, that we do not even know out of which port we originally 

sailed. 
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"Lo," says Zarathustra, apostrophising the sun at the very be-

ginning of his teaching, "I am weary of my wisdom, like the bee 

that hath gathered too much honey, I need hands outstretched 

to take it. 

"I would fain give away and distribute. 

"To that end, must I descend into the deep, as thou dost in the 

evening, when sinking behind the sea, thou takest light to the 

nether world, thou glorious star! 

"Like thee, I must go down, as men say, to whom I am about 

to descend. 

"Then bless me, thou tranquil eye, that canst behold the great-

est happiness without envy. 

"Lo, this cup is about to be empty again, and Zarathustra will 

once more become a man. 

"Thus began Zarathustra's descent."31 

Like Heraclitus, Nietzsche is a poet as well as a philosopher, 

and, in these opening lines of Thus Spake Zarathustra, he will con-

vey to us in what mood, with what depth of conviction, he began 

his teaching. 

*        *        *        *        *        *        * 

Looking back for a moment, that we may be in a position, 

fully to realise the magnitude, and great importance to us, of 

Nietzsche's achievement, let us recall, roughly, what has taken 

place in European thought since the birth of Christ. 

We know now what the culture of the ancient Greeks was. We 

have learned to admire its character of extraordinary intellectual 

freedom, the like of which our continent was not to see again for 

centuries, and we know through what chapter of foolish acci-

dents, it was buried—completely buried alive—by a more 
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youthful and perhaps more implacable rival—the culture of 

Christianity. 

We have but to listen to Tacitus, in order to learn what it 

meant to the ancient world of thought, to see itself being ousted 

by the incoming philosophy. Paganism, however, fell, and 

Christianity rose in its stead. 

The period of the Apostolic Fathers, during which Christian-

ity was preached far and wide, was followed by that of a school 

of philosophy known by the name of "Patristic," to whose la-

bours the establishment of the new faith upon a solid basis in the 

heart of the old culture is mainly due. The men whose work con-

stituted this Patristic philosophy were chiefly engaged either in 

opposing paganism and the philosophy of the Greeks, or in ren-

dering the latter harmless, in so far as opposition was concerned, 

by incorporating it in the teaching of the militant church. 

Scholasticism followed, and philosophy was pursued in a still 

greater degree under the authority of theology. Its object being 

the enunciation of Christian dogma in its union with dialectics 

and reason. 

Thomas Aquinas practically put the coping-stone on the 

Scholastic edifice. 

Any further development of it could only lead to its transfor-

mation. Once reason and faith had each been allotted its pre-

cise rôle, and sphere of action, and reason had been enlisted in 

the cause of faith, to support and consolidate it, wherever it 

could do so; the aim of the schoolmen had practically been 

achieved, and their system of thought began to be superseded. 

The other causes which occasioned its break-up, were the re-

vival of learning and the re-awakening of the scientific spirit in 

man, which, resulting as it did in a deeper knowledge of mathe-

matics and physics, ultimately altered the whole of man's atti-

tude towards nature. 



From the beginning of the fourteenth century, dates the grad-

ual downfall of Scholasticism and the preparing of the ground 

for the Renaissance and the revival of learning, i.e. a revival, on 

a larger scale, of all the lofty and independent sentiments in 

which the people of antiquity had rejoiced, and which had lent 

their classical period its peculiarly practical character. 

The germs of the Renaissance may, of course, be traced to a 

date much earlier than the one given; we see them already in the 

rationalism of the Averroists, in the cells of Gerbert and Roger 

Bacon, and in humanism. 

But not until Petrarch, in the first half of the fourteenth cen-

tury, introduced the new learning can the wonderful movement 

be said to have been really under way. With Petrarch, free 

thought was awakened, curiosity was encouraged, and liberty 

of action and conscience seemed to be established. 

He dared to storm the strongholds of scholastic thought; he 

attacked the Church of Rome; working with his friend Boccaccio 

at the publication of MSS. he was practically the inaugurator of 

the Renaissance in Italy, and he never ceased, during the whole 

of his lifetime, to encourage and promote that interest in classic 

literature which he had done so much to awaken. The example 

he set was soon followed. Italy became a centre of learning and, 

as we know, in course of time, the languages of Greece and 

Rome were so completely acquired, that scholars once again 

handled both tongues in verse and prose. It is interesting for our 

purpose to note, that even the Church lent its influence to the 

classical revival. Popes Nicholas V. and Leo X. are examples of 

this. 

At the close of the fifteenth century, the knowledge of Greece 

and Rome had been almost reappropriated, the dulness and ob-

scurity of mediæval modes of thinking were scorned and super-

seded—the humanistic movement had actually triumphed. 



The progress of the revival was amazing; with almost incred-

ible speed, it passed northward from Italy to Germany, then on 

to the Netherlands, Spain, France and England; awakening ge-

niuses wherever it made its influence felt, and sweeping away 

the intellectual cobwebs of centuries. 

It is no part of our purpose to decide how far it led to the 

Reformation in Germany; let us rather hear Nietzsche's own 

words concerning this stage of European history. 

"The Germans have caused Europe the loss of the last great 

harvest of civilisation that was to be garnered for Europe—the 

Renaissance. Do we understand—do we wish to understand 

what the Renaissance was? The transvaluation of Christian val-

ues, the attempt, undertaken with all means, with all instincts, 

with all genius, to bring about the triumph of the opposite val-

ues, the noble values. There has been no greater war, there has 

been no more decisive question than the Renaissance,—my 

question is the question put by the Renaissance: neither has there 

ever been a form of attack more fundamental, more direct, more 

strenuously delivered with a whole front upon the centre of the 

enemy! To attack at the most decisive place, at the seat of Chris-

tianity itself, and here to set the noble values upon the throne, i.e. 

to introduce them into the most radical longings of those sitting 

there. ... I see before me a possibility of a perfectly supernatural 

enchantment and colour-charm: it seems to me to gleam forth in 

all tremors of refined beauty, that there is an art at work in it, so 

divine, so devilishly divine, that one might seek for millenniums 

in vain for a second example of such a possibility; I see a specta-

cle so ingenious, so wonderfully paradoxical at the same time, 

that all Divinities of Olympus would have had an occasion for 

an immortal laughter—Cæsar Borgia as Pope. ... Am I under-

stood? Well, that would have been the triumph for which I alone 

am longing at present—Christianity would thereby have been 

done away with! What happened? A German monk, Luther, 



came to Rome. This monk with all the vindictive instincts of an 

abortive priest in his nature, became furious against the Renais-

sance in Rome. Instead of, with the profoundest gratitude, un-

derstanding the prodigy that had taken place, i.e. the overcom-

ing of Christianity at its seat,—his hatred knew only how to 

draw its nourishment from this spectacle. A religious person 

thinks only of himself. Luther saw the depravity of Popery, 

while the very reverse was palpable: the old depravity, the pec-

catum originale, Christianity, no longer sat on the throne of the 

Pope! But life! The triumph of life! The great yea to all things 

high, beautiful and daring! And Luther restored the Church 

once more: he attacked it. ... The Renaissance became an event 

without meaning—a great in-vain! Ah those Germans, what 

have they already cost us! In-vain—that has ever been the work 

of the Germans.—The Reformation; Leibnitz; Kant and so-called 

German philosophy; the wars of 'Liberation'; the Empire—every 

time an in-vain for something that had already existed, for some-

thing irrevocable. 

"... They are my enemies, I confess it, these Germans: In des-

pising them I despise every kind of uncleanliness in concepts 

and valuations, every kind of cowardice in presence of every 

straightforward ay and nay. They have tangled and confused for 

a thousand years almost, whatever they laid their fingers on, 

they have on their conscience all the half-measures, all the three-

eighth measures from which Europe is sick,—they have also on 

their conscience the foulest kind of Christianity, the most incur-

able, the most irrefutable that exists,—Protestantism. If we do 

not see an end to Christianity, the Germans will be to blame for 

it."32 

The harvest of this movement, to which, as we see, Nietzsche 

grants so much importance, was to be reaped everywhere in the 
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western countries of Europe, and even though some of the 

greater men came but a century later, the seeds of their wisdom 

can, without a doubt, be traced to the Renaissance. In this respect 

we have but to think of Bacon of Verulam, Galileo, Thomas 

Hobbes, Descartes, Spinoza, John Locke, etc. etc. 

In this rapid survey of the progress of Europe's mind we have 

seen, that from the birth of Christ to the Renaissance, almost all 

the best available intellect was for centuries engrossed in the one 

theme—the proving of Christianity to the pagans and the at-

tempt to reconcile Christian doctrine with reason. This was the 

work of the later, Patristic philosophy and of Scholasticism. 

Then, suddenly, as if illumined by a propitious flash of under-

standing, the mind of Europe seemed to grow clearer; men ap-

peared who were bent on breathing freer, fresher air. More lib-

erty for brain and lungs, greater scope for thought and action, a 

keener asking of why and how,—these were the ideals of the 

men whose struggles gave Europe the Renaissance. 

Humanism woke, stretched itself, and breathed its quicken-

ing principles into the spirit of mediæval Italy. It then seemed 

nonsense to continue proving what was generally regarded as 

an accepted truth; because that Christian metaphysics was then 

regarded as an almost unassailable certainty, scarcely need be 

mentioned. What was needed was research—research which 

would lead to a broadening of the basis of knowledge. 

Curiously enough, no one attempted yet to question Chris-

tian Dogma. It was still believed that God was a power outside 

the world he had created; that the world continued its existence 

under his supervision, and that he could, at will, interfere with 

its existence. Gradually, however, the first mediæval scientists 

began to observe that things do not occur singly, that there is 

harmony in the phenomena of the universe. They began to see 

law and order in what had theretofore seemed chaos, and effects 

began to be traced to causes. A new notion of God was necessary 



to fit in with this new aspect of things, and a God was pictured, 

not outside the world, but in it. 

God and the world stood or fell together;—the one was a 

manifestation of the other. This was Pantheism. Bruno, and later 

Spinoza (in opposition to Descartes,) elaborated this view. Leib-

nitz, who wished to evade both of these men, followed with his 

Monadology. It is neither convenient nor necessary to describe 

this theory in detail; let it therefore suffice to say that it was the 

last attempt, on a large scale, philosophically to uphold Chris-

tian metaphysics. 

While, however, Descartes, Spinoza and Leibnitz were en-

gaged upon metaphysical research, while they were speculating 

as to the beginning and end of things, our philosophers. Bacon, 

Hobbes and Locke, more prosaic than idealistic, more calculat-

ing than speculative—in fact more English than continental—

were breaking the road to what is now called Empiricism, the 

philosophy based on experience, experiment, induction. The 

philosophy which was to influence Voltaire, Condillac, and 

many other French and German writers, and which was ulti-

mately to make Nietzsche exclaim: 

"European ignobleness, the plebeianism of modern ideas, is 

England's work and invention."33 

All these men, however, Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz, Bacon, 

Hobbes, Locke, and later Hume, although prosecuting the 

search after truth in two totally different directions, aimed no 

decisive blow at Christian metaphysics, and this despite the fact 

that Hobbes' views favoured atheism and that Hume was openly 

anti-theological. The definite step in this direction was left to 

Kant, who, incited chiefly by Hume's scepticism, constructed his 

Critical Philosophy. 
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Although Kant's chief merit as a philosopher lies in his exam-

ination of the worth of our knowledge and the value of our 

means of acquiring it, the agnostic element in his later works 

gave a turn to modern thought, which was so new, and freed the 

human intellect so successfully from all theological bias, that, in 

the light of recent philosophical speculation, it might well be 

given a more important position. 

"Kant terms every philosophy which transcends the sphere of 

experience without having previously justified this act by an ex-

amination of the faculty of knowledge, a form of 'Dogmatism.' 

He says it is impossible to prove that there is a God. All proofs 

hitherto adduced are false. The attitude assumed towards reli-

gion by Thomas Huxley and Herbert Spencer was thus foreshad-

owed by Kant, who, as we know, in the end, dealt a heavy blow 

at Christian metaphysics. In his heart of hearts, though, he be-

lieved in God and the immortality of the soul and it is of im-

portance to us to observe, that Christian morality had a sacred-

ness for him which made him quite irrational. His reason partly 

gets the better of his heart, however, in his writings; and, alt-

hough he never casts any doubt upon Christian morality, he de-

stroys the highest hopes and the cruellest fears of the Christian 

religion. Like Spencer, Kant had no special argument against 

Christianity, he simply urged that all metaphysics are point-

less—impossible!" 

Freedom of thought was now secured. Kant had swept away 

old systems of philosophy as untenable; now, among his coun-

trymen, appeared creators of new metaphysics. Hegel came with 

his system of Absolute Idealism. Philosophy to him is the science 

of the absolute. He bases his philosophy upon mankind—upon 

history. Schopenhauer followed with a doctrine which may be 

described as "a transitional form from the idealism of Kant to the 

prevalent realism of the present day." He supersedes Hegel in 

reputation and in the number of his adherents. 



Inasmuch as I shall be able to discuss his view of life only in 

my next lecture, let it suffice to record here that he left Christian 

morality practically unaffected. This point is important, more 

particularly as morality was a subject to which he paid consid-

erable attention. 

With Schopenhauer's philosophy, Christian metaphysics may 

perhaps be said to have received its coup de grâce. Nevertheless, 

just as in the Middle Ages Christian metaphysics had not been 

treated as a problem but as an already accomplished fact which 

needed but the support of reason,—just as, immediately previ-

ous to Kant, philosophers had begun energetically to criticise 

Christian metaphysics, although always hoping to hold by it, so 

now (that is to say in the first half of the nineteenth century) 

Christian morality had not yet become a problem. 

Is it distinctly understood what the term "Christian morality" 

covers? Some of us may protest that we are not Christians. The 

term Christian morality, in Nietzsche's philosophy, means that 

morality which reigns as an ideal of conduct in the most civilised 

parts of the world at the present day. It is the moral philosophy 

we inherit and try to make our own without a question, despite 

the fact that we may be agnostics, or atheists, or completely in-

different to any form of belief or disbelief. 

Now this morality, with its values "good" and "evil," has often 

enough been called upon to answer for itself. Doubting the like-

lihood of its having had a divine origin, moralists have not re-

frained from assigning to it other sources more or less plausible. 

And the labour expended in doing this has been enormous. Pre-

cisely what happened to Christian metaphysics also happened 

to Christian morality. The question was: could it be made com-

patible with reason? Could sceptics who had parted with the old 

Faith, still, by means of reason, be made to abide by Christian 

morality? 



Blindly seizing upon the Christian notions of good and evil, 

as foregone conclusions, these men, many of whom, remember, 

were the most rampant unbelievers, consumed all their energy 

in trying to establish upon rational and scientific principles the 

moral values current in a creed which they had rejected! 

The authority for the old morality was sought by some in a 

"moral sense," by others in the feelings of pleasure and displeas-

ure, by yet others in law, or in expediency and non-expediency, 

and by one in a Categorical Imperative. 

No one, however, seemed to halt at the terms "good" and 

"evil" themselves, in order to ask himself: what these words 

meant: "seen through the glasses of life!" 

It will be seen that the step taken by these moral philosophers 

was only the first of a long series of steps, which led to a much 

more pressing and fundamental question. This question was, are 

the concepts of good and evil which reign at the present day to 

be adhered to at all? Whatever their respective sources or au-

thorities may be, is not the relation of good and evil to human 

life still a debatable point?—or are the existing valuations under-

stood in spite of the fact that they have been reft of their super-

terrestrial warrant? 

All the philosophers since the Renaissance had left the moral-

ity of the old religion practically where it was; nay, many as we 

have seen, had sought to fix it where it was with reason; that is 

to say, had tried to rebuild it upon science, in the hope of making 

it more compatible with the views of a world that was inclining 

ever more and more confidently towards a scientific grasp of 

things in general. 

As Nietzsche observes, in every discourse upon morals that 

had appeared before his time, the problem of morality itself had 



been lacking, the suspicion that morality was something prob-

lematic, at all, appeared to be entirely absent.34 

To put it in Lecky's words, philosophers had been satisfied to 

hold that: "The business of a moral philosophy is to account for 

and justify our moral sentiments, or, in other words, to show 

how we came to have our notions of duty, and to supply us with 

a reason for acting upon them."35 In short, taking our concepts 

"good" and "evil" for granted, the question which always occu-

pied them was, how could these best be justified, or made com-

patible with reason. 

*        *        *        *        *        *        *  

We are now prepared to understand how it was, that the 

world suddenly stood aghast, when a man appeared, who tow-

ered as completely above these moral compromisers and cutters 

of misfits, as Kant had towered above the metaphysicians who 

preceded him. 

We can almost sympathise with the "start" Europe must have 

been given when, above the muddled murmurs over morality, a 

roaring voice suddenly announced, amid a veritable hail of epi-

grams: "No one knoweth yet what is good and evil!" 

"No one knoweth? Why, a moment ago we all knew!" This 

was the cry of the Europe that was baffled and startled,—of the 

Europe that was convinced that Nietzsche must be raving mad! 

What is the net result of your giving "a basis to morality?" 

Nietzsche asked of the moralists at his back. It is simply this, that 

we have the learned expression of your good faith in that moral-

ity which happens to be prevalent in your quarter of the globe at 
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the present day.36 But I tell you, speaking in your own language, 

that "life itself is something essentially immoral!"37 

"Life is appropriation, injury, conquest of the strange and 

weak, suppression, severity, obtrusion of its own forms, incor-

poration, and at least, putting it mildest, exploitation."38 

We know it is all this; but at the present day we should like to 

believe that it is not so. We know it is all this: but we prefer to 

blind ourselves to the real facts, and to say with Spencer simply: 

"Life is activity!"39 

Activity may mean anything, harmless or harmful. We must 

therefore define our word. What do the evolutionists say? The 

activity they speak of is the "struggle for life." 

Nietzsche says this definition is inadequate. He warns us not 

to confound Malthus with nature.40 There is something more 

than a struggle for life, between the organic beings of this earth;41 

want which is supposed to bring this struggle about, is not so 

common as is supposed; some other force must be operative. Is 

there no aggression without the struggle for existence? Nie-

tzsche answers in the affirmative, and his reason is, that life is 

not "activity" striving after survival alone, but after power. Not 

Schopenhauer's will to live, but Will to Power is the motive force 

behind all living phenomena; the instinct of "self-preservation is 

only one of the indirect and most frequent results thereof."42 

Every species of organic being behaves as if its kind alone should 
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ultimately become paramount upon earth, and whether it at-

tempt to achieve this end by open aggression or cowardly dis-

simulation, the motive in both cases is the same. 

Moreover there are many things valued higher than life itself 

by living beings;43 the Will to Live, therefore, often finds itself 

opposed to a still higher Will. What, then, is this mightier force 

to which the will to live sometimes has to submit? We have 

heard what Nietzsche calls it—it is the Will to Power. 

Nietzsche now goes to the root of the matter, by applying this 

doctrine to man, and the morality of man. He says, before we 

justify or account for our modern European morality, are we cer-

tain that the values "good" and "evil" which it gives us are to be 

upheld or retained at all? Are we clear as to what they mean? 

But, above all, are we clear as to what morality means? How 

does it appear "seen through the glasses of life?" 

If we turn to Nature, we find every species of organic being 

instinctively adopting and practising those acts which most con-

duce to the prevalence or supremacy of its kind. If it fail to dis-

cover that conduct which will bear its kind to power, either by 

aggression or by dissimulation, then, the chances are, that it will 

be exterminated: those animals are already doomed to become 

extinct that cannot select that order of conduct which is best cal-

culated to make them overcome, either numerically, strategi-

cally, or by sheer physical strength, the will to power of other 

species. But, once that order of conduct is found, proved efficient 

and established, it becomes the ruling morality of the species 

that adopts it, and bears them along to victory with it. That is all 

perfectly clear. 

The animal world, therefore, is the scene of an uninterrupted 

war—the war of modes of conduct. If a devouring species ever 
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adopted the system of valuing, current among the species de-

voured, it would thereby achieve its own extinction, and vice 

versa. The lion's "good" is what is good for him. It may be the 

antelope's notion of "evil," in fact it generally is, and if the ante-

lope's notion of "good" were ever adopted by lions, these would 

have to cease their slaughter among the antelopes. 

With the help of the evidence afforded by biology, Nietzsche 

therefore inquires whether it is sufficiently recognised that con-

cepts of good and evil are originally only a means to an end, that 

they are only the expedient of a species to acquire power—

power to become paramount? 

The fact that the war of conducts which now especially con-

cerns us, is a war carried on among men, does not in the least 

alter the first principles of the question. Wherever we find 

"good" or "evil" used to designate one or another mode of con-

duct, we may be sure that one particular species of man is there 

attempting to ensure his supremacy under the cover of these val-

ues. 

So far, therefore, Nietzsche merely takes up the position of the 

relativist with regard to morality. Good and evil, he says, are rel-

ative values. They are a question of point of view. Absolute good 

and absolute evil are myths. 

"Many lands were seen by Zarathustra, and many peoples: 

thus he discovered the good and evil of many peoples. No 

greater power on earth was found by Zarathustra than good and 

evil. 

"No people could live that did not in the first place value; if it 

would maintain itself, however, it must not value as its neigh-

bour doth. 

"Much that one people called good, was regarded with scorn 

and contempt by another: thus I found it. Much I found named 

evil here, and there decked with purple honours. 



"A table of values hangeth over each people. Lo! It is the table 

of their triumphs, behold it is the voice of its will unto power. 

"Whatever enableth a people to dominate and conquer and 

shine to the horror and envy of its neighbour, that is regarded as 

the high, the first, the standard, the significance of all things. 

"Verily men have made for themselves all their good and evil. 

Verily, they did not take it, they did not find it, it did not come 

down as a voice from heaven. 

"Values were only assigned unto things by man in order to 

maintain himself—he it was who gave significance to things, a 

human significance. Therefore he calleth himself man, i.e. the 

valuing one."44 

Every moral principle which Nietzsche saw exercising power 

in this world, he attributed to the will of some species of being, 

which therewith desired to attain to ascendency over his fellow 

beings. 

From the ichneumon fly, which has to regard as "good" the 

laying of its eggs inside the skin of an unsuspecting caterpillar 

which is afterwards devoured alive by the hatched brood, to the 

action of the cannibal who thinks he must eat his enemy that he 

may acquire something of the latter's prowess and ferocity, the 

basis of every action to be witnessed on this earth seemed to Nie-

tzsche the instinct of self-universalisation or self-enhancement, 

led by the thirst for power. 

This doctrine was a revelation. All the difficulties attendant 

on the absolute view of good and evil, seemed to vanish in the 

light of Nietzsche's discovery. We could now group together the 

thousand and one different concepts of "good" distributed over 

the man-inhabited parts of the world, and understand their 

origin at a glance; indeed, with Nietzsche's view of the meaning 
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of good and evil before us, we should even have felt some sur-

prise at finding but one notion of good ruling everywhere. Na-

tions, like species of animals, must value differently, otherwise 

they cannot resist each other. 

Reasonable as this aspect of morality may appear to us now, 

however, we can readily understand why (when it was first put 

before the world, that is to say, at a time when people had 

scarcely digested Darwin), it seemed to all but a few, little short 

of dangerous madness. 

The Christian notions of good and evil,45 having grown, so to 

speak, into the modern, civilised man's blood, he had come to 

regard them even as the moral philosophers had done, that is to 

say, as facts which needed but to be accounted for; and, although 

the evidence that other moralities flourished and protected peo-

ple elsewhere, proved rather a "stumper" to him; still he believed 

that his particular notion of good would ultimately become uni-

versal and thus clear up the vexed question.46 

A conclusion so profound as that of Nietzsche's was, of 

course, not the work of a day or of a year of days. Indeed it might 

be looked upon as the result of his life's study. He tells us that as 

early as his thirteenth year the origin of evil haunted him. "A 

little historical and philological schooling," he continues, "to-

gether with an inborn and delicate sense regarding psychologi-

cal questions, changed my problem in a very short time into that 

other one: under what circumstances and conditions did man in-

vent the evaluations good and evil? And what is their own spe-

cific value?"47 
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It was only in the summer of 1864, however, when he was in 

his twentieth year, that he began to approach a solution of the 

difficulty, and in the following manner: He was expected to do 

some work during his holidays, and it was to consist of a Latin 

thesis upon some optional subject. He chose Theognis, and, it 

was while studying the latter's works, that he was struck with 

the author's use of the words "good" and "bad" as synonyms of 

aristocratic and plebeian.48 

This was the first hint that put him on the right track. With it 

he grew more than ever convinced that there could be no abso-

lute or universal Good and Bad; that different modes of valuing 

conduct must be just as instinctively adopted and adhered to by 

different classes of men as they are adopted and adhered to by 

different classes of beasts, and when Theognis, in the sixth cen-

tury B.C. spoke of the democrats as "bad," and of his party as 

"good," at a time when the fall of Theagenes, tyrant of Megara, 

had brought about a struggle between the oligarchy and the de-

mocracy, the fact that was plainly to be read from the particular 

use of these two words, was, in Nietzsche's opinion, that Theog-

nis and his party, wishing to maintain their power, had to regard 

any force which threatened to thwart that very natural desire as 

bad,—"bad" in the sense of "unfriendly to their particular mode 

of power." 

From that time forward, Nietzsche began to regard our mod-

ern values "good" and "evil" with ever-increasing suspicion, and 

literally did not rest until he had formulated the theory ex-

pounded in his latter works. 

Of course we had had moralists, or preferably immoralists, 

who, without offering a substitute, had attacked the Christian 

values. French books had been plentiful, and Stirner in modern 

times had presented us with a strikingly original and very deep 
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work on the subject.49 But the only favourable comment we find 

concerning any modern school of ethics, in Nietzsche's works, 

relates to Herbert Spencer. The position Spencer assumes, alt-

hough not sanctioned by Nietzsche, is nevertheless declared to 

be "psychologically tenable."50 

With the metaphysics of Christianity in ruins behind him, it 

will be seen that Nietzsche took a step as bold and stupendous 

as Kant's, and as necessary; but against that remnant of Christi-

anity which his great predecessor and the orthodox world per-

haps cherished as even more sacred than the metaphysics. 

Nietzsche attacked Christian morals. He declared them to be, 

like all other morals, merely an expedient for lending power to, 

or universalising, a certain type of man. His courage was un-

precedented, his wickedness, of course—terrible! 

Conceiving all moralities to be but codes adopted by various 

peoples in order to perpetuate their kind or make it alone para-

mount, we have seen that he had to face the disconcerting corol-

lary that all kinds of men, like all kinds of animals, must at some 

time or other have taken to moralising. Conflicting moral codes 

were, therefore, nothing but the conflicting weapons of different 

species of men. Thus, the important question to be answered 

was, not so much, what class of man now believes in such and 

such a moral principle and tries to act upon it? but in what class 

of mind must it have originated?—for then it would be made 

clear what type would ultimately owe its preservation to it. 

What sort of morality shall we now allow to rule? The solu-

tion of that problem will determine who, ultimately, will be mas-

ter on earth! 

We know that Christianity has come forward for two thou-

sand years with its solution of the problem. Let us pause to ask 
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ourselves, says Nietzsche, who is tending to attain to power un-

der it? 

We can understand now, how it was he said: "Good and evil 

themselves are but intershadows and damp afflictions and wan-

dering clouds."51 

And we can follow him when he exclaims: "When I came unto 

men, I found them sitting on an old conceit. All of them thought 

they had known long what was good and evil unto man. 

"All speech about virtue appeared unto them an old weary 

thing, and he who wished to sleep well, still spoke of 'good' and 

'evil' before going to bed. 

"This sleeping I disturbed when teaching that no one knoweth 

yet what is good and evil!"52 

I warned you that it was time we began reading and learning 

Nietzsche in England. I think you will now be willing to grant, 

that the importance of his philosophy warranted my words of 

warning. With the religious sanction destroyed, and moral val-

uations shown to be but the self-enhancing expedients of a spe-

cies, morality derives this enormous advantage, namely: it is 

freed from all taint of morality!—virtue or vice in the old sense. 

It becomes an adjustable instrument in the hand of the moralist 

wherewith he can rear a species—a world-conquering species, 

provided the code he writes be calculated to make such a type 

thrive. 

"With your values and words of good and evil, ye exercise 

power, ye valuing ones."53 

"No greater power on earth was found by Zarathustra than 

good and evil."54 
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These values are things to be juggled with for our highest ide-

als. Not what the past has cherished and revered as good and 

evil is the question; but what notions of good and evil are we 

going to allow to persist? 

That good and evil, we are now at liberty to choose, we have 

now a perfect right to determine. The yoke of tradition has been 

lifted from our necks. Too long had we ascribed to the inventive-

ness of an all too officious divinity, the laws which are purely 

human in origin. Nietzsche and Herbert Spencer are here in per-

fect agreement, as are also most modern ethicists outside the 

church and chapel. 

"Who is to be master of the world?" This is of unparalleled 

importance; this is moreover a question beset with considerable 

difficulties;—for, like all really important questions, it is solely 

and purely a matter of taste. 

Morality is ultimately, and through and through, a matter of 

taste. With our choice of moral valuations, we betray our choice 

in regard to man; we divulge our taste in regard to what species 

of man we would see attain to power. 

Nietzsche knew perfectly well, that to break all tables of good 

and evil, and then to construct a new table compatible with his 

ideal of man, meant abandoning his position as a relativist; 

hence his emphatic acknowledgment of the fact that there are 

other ways than his,55 hence, too, his definite utterance concern-

ing his attitude towards morality in these words:56 

"No good, no bad, but my taste, for which I have neither 

shame nor concealment."57 

The first problem that faces us, however, on the new road, is 

this: We are in a world already possessed of moral values, are 

these existing values to be wholly discarded? How can we select 
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from among the values of the past, those we still hold to be com-

patible with our ideal,—compatible with the man whose kind 

we would see paramount? 

Nietzsche gives us the clue; but along with it, curiously 

enough, comes that part of his moral philosophy which accounts 

for probably three-quarters of his bitterest enemies. 

He says58 he has investigated the finer and coarser moralities 

which have hitherto prevailed or still prevail on earth, and in 

them all has found certain traits recurring so regularly together, 

that, at last, he was obliged to recognise two fundamental 

types—two distinct classes of morality which appear to be in a 

state of perpetual conflict on earth. In mankind, there is a con-

tinual war between the powerful, the noble, the strong and the 

well-constituted on the one side, and the impotent, the mean, the 

weak, and the ill-constituted on the other. The war is a war of 

values; occasionally, as history shows, it becomes a war of grape-

shot and guillotines—a war to the knife; but the values that are 

fought for are always the values of a master-morality on the one 

hand and of a slave-morality on the other. 

Nietzsche recognises a fact that is mostly overlooked by those 

who declare the self-preservative instinct to be the prime motor 

of organic life. 

"A living thing seeks above all to discharge its strength,"59 he 

says. 

The natural function of the strong, of the exuberant, is to dis-

charge their strength and to spend their energy. "To demand of 

strength that it should not manifest itself as strength, that it 

should not be a will to overpower, to subdue, to become master 
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of, that it should not be a thirst for enemies, resistance, and tri-

umphs, is just as absurd as to demand of weakness that it should 

manifest itself as strength."60 

The strong will and must discharge their strength, and in do-

ing so, the havoc they may make of other beings in their envi-

ronment is purely incidental. There is a superfluity of energy in 

them, an excess, which is neither claimed nor availed of, by any 

circumstance in their lives. This superfluity, this excess, is the 

pressure in them which accounts for their acts of destruction for 

destruction's sake; it is the motive force which explains their will 

to overpower, to create or destroy above their immediate needs, 

to create at all, and to sing, shout, spring, play, romp, kill, op-

press, and seek danger. These natural functions of the strong, the 

hale and the hearty, like all natural functions, were perforce re-

garded as "good" by those who possessed them. Valuing as all 

must value, who wish to maintain their power, these strong 

ones, the natural masters of any community in which the quali-

ties they possessed meant self-aggrandisement, declared that to 

be good which was their good; bad, to them, meant all that 

which was unlike them,—the despicable, the weak and the ill-

constituted. 

But, curiously enough, there is one trait common to both mas-

ters and slaves, which is, that both, somehow, desire to make 

their species paramount, and, if possible, to attain to supremacy. 

What, then, could be more self-evident, more pre-determinated, 

than that the natural slaves, that is to say: the mean, the weak, 

and the ill-constituted, should also moralise? They must also 

have a concept of "good," and that concept must likewise be a 

self-enhancing concept; it must be their good, and everything 

that thwarts it must be their evil. Do we find the weak and the 
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ill-constituted moralising thus? Nietzsche craves attention; he 

says they do. 

He illustrates his meaning by declaring the master-morality 

to be that which, standing above, looks downwards, thus obtain-

ing its own peculiar perspective; and the slave-morality to be 

that which, standing below looks upwards, thereby obtaining a 

perspective quite its own.61 

In the first, the master-morality, it is the eagle which, looking 

down from a ledge of rock upon a browsing lamb, contends that 

"eating lamb is good." In the second, the slave-morality, it is the 

lamb which, looking up from the sward and espying the eagle, 

bleats dissentingly: "eating lamb is evil." 

We know that these two classes exist everywhere on earth. 

Mankind, irrespective of racial distinctions, does fall into the 

two broad classes already described. We are moreover com-

pelled to admit that both classes moralise, are forced to moralise, 

in order to meet that ever-pressing desire to acquire power for 

their species; but, when we have acknowledged this we have 

done all that Nietzsche wishes of us; for it is the key to the whole 

question of morals today; it is the clue to the answer of Nie-

tzsche's haunting question: "Who is to be master of the world?" 

Of course, as we are told in Beyond Good and Evil, in all higher 

and mixed civilisations, attempts have now been made to recon-

cile the two moralities; at present, they are seldom found juxta-

posed in sharp contrast. They are more often found confused 

and mingled in one community, in one man; yea, often in one 

soul. 

But, that we may trace, and know how to distinguish, them, 

when we meet with them, we have only to think of what proba-

bly took place when the ruling caste and the ruled class took to 

moralising. 
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Taking the ruling caste first, it is clear that they must have 

posited the proud and exalted states of the soul as "good," as also 

all that is strength, power, health, well-constitutedness, happi-

ness and awfulness; the antithesis "Good" and "Bad" to this first 

class meant the same as "noble" and "despicable." Even our word 

"noble," which was originally expressive of social status, shows 

us, when we apply it to character, who they must have been who 

first appropriated it as a designation of their caste.62 

"Bad," in the master-morality, must have been applied to the 

coward, to the over-anxious and niggling one, to the man with 

"the eye to the main chance," as also to the distrustful one with 

the stealthy glances, the self-abasing one, the dog-like kind of 

man who submits to being mishandled, to the mendicant flat-

terer, and above all to the liar. It is a fundamental belief in all 

aristocratic communities, that the mob consists of liars. "We, 

truthful ones," thus spake the noble Greeks of themselves and 

their equals. 

With the second type, the slave-morality, the case is different. 

There, inasmuch as the community is an oppressed, suffering, 

unemancipated, and weary one, all that will be held to be good 

which alleviates the state of suffering. Pity, the obliging hand, 

the warm heart, patience, industry, humility and a sneaking 

friendliness towards honours,—these are unquestionably the 

qualities which we shall here find flooded with the light of ap-

proval and admiration, because they are the most useful quali-

ties;—they make life endurable. To this class, all that is awful, in-

stead of being regarded as good, as it was in the morality of the 

ruling caste, will be precisely the evil par excellence, quite the 

worst kind of evil, because it cuts at the very roots of the com-

munity's existence. Strength, health, superabundance of animal 
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spirits, and antagonistic power of any sort whatever, are re-

garded with hate, suspicion and fear by the ruled class. To them 

the virtues of their rulers are vain, pointless, evil. Even the hap-

piness of those above them, they would fain regard as delusive 

and spurious. He is accounted "good" amongst them, who is 

harmless, good-natured, easily-gulled, and perhaps a little fool-

ish;—in short, a good sort of fellow.63 

Now, in this rough analysis of the two fundamental types of 

morality, we have our touchstone for the work of selection 

which lies before us; for unless we are quite apathetic, we must 

know that the process which is most needful at the present day, 

is that of selection: not alone in morality, but perhaps in every 

department of our social life. 

As it went with Nietzsche, so it will go with us. We shall find 

the master and the slave-morality everywhere mingled and con-

fused, sometimes beyond recognition. We must not be surprised 

to find, here and there, men like harlequins, patched by lord and 

serf. In certain parts of the world, and not necessarily far from 

home, we may find the slave-morality triumphing over the other 

kind, and we may there observe what type of man is tending to 

dominate under the existing conditions. Before determining 

what our good and evil are going to be in the future, the results 

of such observations must be duly weighed in our minds. That 

is what Nietzsche means when he bids us take our stand beyond 

good and evil; that is the position he would have all new philos-

ophers assume; it is, at the same time, the position which has 

earned for him the titles "dangerous," "vicious," and "iniquitous," 

from the courteous lips of "the good and just." 

"There is an old illusion called good and evil," Zarathustra 

declares. "Round fortune-tellers and astrologers, hitherto, the 

wheel of that illusion hath turned. 
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"Once the folk believed in fortune-tellers and astrologers, and 

therefore they believed: 'All is fate. Thou shalt for thou must.' 

"Then, at another time, they mistrusted fortune-tellers and as-

trologers, and therefore they believed: 'All is freedom. Thou 

canst for thou wilt!' 

"O my brethren, as to the stars and the future, there hath only 

been illusion, not knowledge. And therefore, as to good and evil, 

there hath also been illusion, not knowledge!"64 

This roughly speaking terminates the account of his analysis 

of the past in morality. The questions of conscience and the sense 

of guilt, as treated by Nietzsche, ought, strictly speaking, to be 

dealt with now. Seeing, however, that this could not be done ad-

equately, and that they both deserve very serious attention, it is 

perhaps best to avoid them altogether here, though not without 

a hope, that I may be able to treat of them later.  

As we have already seen, Nietzsche was a moralist as well as 

an immoralist. He destroyed, only in order to be able to con-

struct afresh. "He who must be a creator in good and evil," he 

says, "verily, he must first be a destroyer, and break values into 

pieces."65 

Having shown us that morality is merely a matter of taste, 

Nietzsche proceeds to divulge his taste in regard to the all-im-

portant subject. 

Every notion of good and evil, which we cherish, Nietzsche, 

like a numismatist, takes up and examines, and, before he esti-

mates its worth, inquires in what class of mental mint the coin 

originated. This question, and the relentless way in which he 

puts it and answers it, during his examination of modern Euro-

pean values, practically constitutes the nutshell of his ethics. 
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The moral code he offers us, in exchange for the one he would 

see us partly abandon, and the high ideal to which it is intended 

to attain, I cannot now consider with you. In my next lecture, 

when I shall treat of Superman, I will describe Nietzsche's ideal, 

that is to say, the Man of his taste, and, in the last one, "Nietzsche 

the Moralist," I shall attempt to deal with the constructive side 

of his moral philosophy. 

Let it now suffice, to perceive, that the slate is clean, and that 

we have been warned concerning the blood of old laws and prin-

ciples which may crave a place upon our new tables of com-

mandments. 

Morality is a problem which we are left to solve for ourselves. 

We must, henceforth, determine our good and evil. The good 

and evil of past peoples, races and tribes, has not been utterly 

condemned, it has merely lost the whole of its authority. 

Now, since moral valuations are pointless unless they have a 

goal in view,66 unless they are the expedient to the enhancement 

of a certain species of man, it is obvious that our duty is to decide 

what this species of man is going to be, and then to determine 

our good and our evil accordingly.67 

The responsibility thrown upon us is enormous; we are all 

put upon our mettle; our taste becomes our prime monitor, and 

we betray our taste to the world, when we declare what our 

ideal, our good and bad, is going to be,—when we declare whom 

we would make master upon earth. 

I need hardly to tell you how deeply Nietzsche was conscious 

of the responsibility he threw upon our shoulders when he in-

vited us to reconsider our position. The following lines from Zar-

athustra are evidence enough of his earnestness, and with them 

I shall conclude: 
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"O my brethren, when I bade you break the good and the ta-

bles of the good—it was then only that I put man on board ship 

for the high sea. 

"Only now cometh the great terror unto him, the great look 

round, the great illness, the great loathing, the great sea-sickness. 

"False shores and false securities ye were taught by the good. 

In the lies of the good ye were born and hidden. Through the 

good, everything hath become deceitful and crooked from the 

root. 

"But he who discovered the land 'man' discovered also the 

land 'human future.' 

"Now ye shall be unto me sailors, brave, patient ones! 

"Walk upright betimes, O my brethren, learn how to walk up-

right! The sea stormeth, many wish to raise themselves with 

your help. 

"The sea stormeth. Everything is in mid-sea. Right away! 

Come on ye old sailor hearts!"68 
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II 
Superman1 

It was found convenient to treat Nietzsche's doctrine of the Su-

perman, next, in order, and for the reasons stated in the last pa-

per. It will be remembered that moral values were there said to 

be quite pointless, which did not have the rearing of some par-

ticular type of man as their end, as their goal. 

"Who is to be master of the world?" was the question which 

recurred in my last lecture; we saw that this was entirely a ques-

tion of taste, and moreover, one left for us to decide. We saw, 

also, that in deciding it we involved ourselves in a still more in-

tricate question,—the question of morality, and that the one con-

ditioned the other. 

Taking Nietzsche's doctrine of Superman, his taste in regard 

to man, first, therefore, we shall be better prepared, when the 

time comes, to understand the morality with which he wishes to 

attain to it; this morality, as I have already informed you, I shall 

discuss in the last paper. 

*        *        *        *        *        *        *  

Nietzsche speaks of himself as a firstling and he adds: "first-

lings are ever sacrificed." To the old idols, on the altars of socie-

ty's old idols, firstlings are ever sacrificed; they are young; their 

flesh is still tender; that tickleth old palates. How could firstlings 

help being sacrifices, since they excite old idol-priests?2 
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Already in 1883, Nietzsche could speak in this way of himself 

and of those whom he wished to rally round him. Two parts of 

his Zarathustra had been written; five most original books had 

gone out to the world, and he was beginning to understand, 

from the reception these works were receiving, that his mouth 

was not for the ears of his time. 

What people did not comprehend in him, they disliked; what 

was new and strange, proved irksome to them, and everything 

that threatened to disturb their smug ease, they did not hesitate 

to reject. In short, as he tells us, they sacrificed him, like a first-

ling, to the idols that still held sway over them. 

Nietzsche made a special diagnosis of European culture, and 

he found it attacked by a terrible disease—the "Paralysis of 

Will."3 He found Europe settling down smugly to a pitiable self-

complacency, and it was the struggle of his lifetime to awaken 

her to a sense of her danger. 

Indeed, so concerned was he, on her account, that he even 

wished her a formidable foe,4 that she might be compelled to 

make up her mind to become equally formidable. On the one 

hand there was a sort of Quietists who believed: "Everything is 

equal; nothing is worth while, the world is without sense, 

knowledge choketh"; on the other, were those who still clung fa-

natically to Christianity as the best alternative, the best opiate—

the softest couch; and there was yet another class which, alt-

hough it remained apathetic concerning superterrestrial possi-

bilities, was willing to embrace any cause or belief, provided its 

specific aim were to bear its adherents to the greatest remoteness 

from pain of any kind. 

All these classes, however, were unanimous in this one ideal-

isation of the notion Progress: that it meant that at some time or 
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other—to be made as proximate as possible, there would be 

nothing left to fear, nothing left to tremble at, in the whole of the 

civilised world.5 

Everywhere, virtue was being associated and confounded 

with those qualities which lead to the greatest possible amount 

of ease. The most virtuous man was the tamest man, because he 

would be the least likely person to ruffle other people's feelings, 

or to make ripples upon the calm waters of peace and comfort. 

Conformity with a given, harmless, domesticated type, uni-

formity of manners, views, and little desires; these were the ide-

als of Europe when Nietzsche focussed his attention upon it, and 

those Europeans who succeeded in realising these ideals really 

believed they had solved the problem of life. 

With his vigorous and full-blooded teaching, Nietzsche dis-

turbed the slumbers of the indifferent; he snatched the soft 

couches from under the religious ones, and to those who held, 

that the greatest good must be the total suppression of pain, he 

spoke thus: "What is good? ye ask. To be brave is good. Let the 

little girlies talk: To be good is sweet and touching at the same 

time. Ye say, a good cause will hallow even war?: I say unto you: 

a good war halloweth every cause. 

"War and courage have done more great things than the love 

of one's neighbour."6 

Over the so-called virtuous, he lashed himself into a veritable 

fury. He told them they were a vulgar herd whose one preoccu-

pation was the comforting and the fattening of that herd. "Eve-

rything that elevates the individual above the herd, and is a 

source of fear to the neighbour, ye call 'evil,'" he said; on the 
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other hand, "the tolerant, unassuming, self-adapting, self-equal-

ising disposition, the mediocrity of desires, attain to moral dis-

tinction and honour" among you.7 

Is it a matter for surprise, that, speaking thus, he was reviled 

by a Europe that was steadily dozing off in smug content? 

We read in Beyond Good and Evil: "It is difficult and painful for 

the ear to listen to anything new; we hear strange music badly. 

When we hear another language spoken, we involuntarily at-

tempt to form the sounds into words with which we are more 

familiar and conversant—it was thus, for example, that we mod-

ified" the French words écrevisse and chaussée into crayfish and 

causeway, and again the German weissager into wiseacre, be-

cause "our senses are ... hostile and averse to the new."8 

On his own showing therefore, Nietzsche was not only dis-

turbing, but also painful to the ears of his contemporaries. And 

among the people who wished, at any cost, to grasp him by iden-

tifying his philosophy with something they thought they al-

ready knew, we find those who call it Egoism9 and Material-

ism.10 

I hope to be able to show you it is neither the one nor the 

other. Dr Tienes, in an interesting little pamphlet11 calls Nie-

tzsche the Evolutions-ethiker, the moral philosopher of Evolution, 

and the epithet is surely deserved; but, as Spencer very rightly 

observed: "The doctrine of Evolution, under its purely scientific 

form, does not involve Materialism though its opponents persis-

tently represent it as doing so." 

When Zarathustra came to preach to men for the third time, 

he looked for changes in them; ... "he wished to learn what in the 
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meantime had gone on with man, whether he had become taller 

or smaller," and much that he says in this respect will remind 

English readers of Mr Kipling's profound lines in the song enti-

tled "Chant-Pagan": 

"I will trek South and make sure 

If it's only my fancy or not 

That the sunshine of England is pale 

And the breezes of England are stale, 

And there's something gone small with the lot."12 

In the third book of Zarathustra's history we read the follow-

ing account of his criticism: 

"All hath become smaller! 

"Everywhere I see lower doorways. He who is of my kin, can 

still pass through them, but—he must stoop! 

"I pass through these people and keep mine eyes open. They 

do not forgive me for not being envious of their virtues. 

"They bite at me because I say unto them: 'For small people, 

small virtues are necessary,' and because it is hard for me to un-

derstand that small people are necessary! 

"They cough when I speak; they are of opinion that coughing 

is an objection to strong winds. 

"They divine nothing of the fury of my happiness! 

"We have not yet time for Zarathustra!—they say as an objec-

tion. But what matter about a time that hath 'no time' for Zara-

thustra? 

"Unto small virtue they would fain allure and flatter me. To 

share the ticking of their small happiness, they would fain per-

suade my foot. 
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"I walk through these people and keep mine eyes open. They 

have become smaller and are becoming ever smaller. And the 

reason thereof is their doctrine of happiness and virtue. 

"And they are modest even in their virtues; for they are desir-

ous of ease. But with ease only modest virtue is compatible. 

"Here is little of man; therefore women try to make them-

selves manly. For only he who is enough of a man will save the 

woman in woman. 

"At bottom they desire plainly one thing most of all: to be hurt 

by nobody. Thus they anticipate the every wish of everyone and 

do well unto him. 

"But this is cowardice; although it be called virtue. 

"For them virtue is what maketh modest and tame. Hereby 

they made the wolf a dog and man himself, man's best domestic 

animal."13 

With the gravest misgivings, Nietzsche thus beheld the con-

dition of the modern Europeans. He saw how unexhausted man-

kind still is for the greatest possibilities, and he wondered how 

the race could be directed into channels of thought and valua-

tions which might lead it to a prouder, more dignified, and 

higher state. For this purpose, he declared new philosophers to 

be necessary, new commanders—new valuers. Harder leaders 

than we have had heretofore must arise; their hearts must be of 

brass and their consciences of steel, that they may bear the al-

most crushing responsibility of directing a clever, crafty, surrep-

titious, comfort-loving and fearful crowd such as the present-

day crowd of modern and satisfied Europeans. But such philos-

ophers are certainly coming, they must come; he tells us their im-

age hovers before his eyes! 

Nietzsche's only fear is, that these coming leaders may mis-

carry or degenerate; his one anxiety, his one gloom is, that they 
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may miss, or deliberately abandon, their way, discouraged or 

overwhelmed by the colossal dimensions of the task that lies be-

fore them.14 

"A single individual, alas, only a single individual am I," Nie-

tzsche cries despairingly, "and this great forest, this virgin for-

est" of errors, of prejudices and of petty, myopic immediate-ad-

vantage-seeking principles! Oh, that I had dogs, assistants, 

scouts, to help me in my big hunt; but courage and sagacity are 

requisite for such a hunt, and scholars and all men who could 

assist me, are unused to danger nowadays. Where the great dan-

gers commence,—"it is precisely then that they lose their keen 

eye and nose."15 

"To entice many from the herd—that is why I have come. Folk 

and herd will be angry with me: a robber Zarathustra wisheth to 

be called by herdsmen. 

"Herdsmen I call them, but they call themselves the good and 

the just. Herdsmen I call them, but they call themselves the fear-

ful of the right belief. 

"Lo, the good and just! Whom do they hate most? Him who 

breaketh to pieces their table of values,—the breaker, the law-

breaker—but he is the creator."16 

*        *        *        *        *        *        *  

We have seen how, for hundreds of years, Christianity had 

been the philosophical birthright, so to speak, of all Europeans 

and of all people like them: we have seen how, even the clearest 

minds, owing to their having been born into it, were led to re-

gard it pretty well as a modern town-child regards the pavement 
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in the street, that is to say, as a thing that is, that always has been, 

and ever will be. 

We know what it cost the bravest and deepest thinkers to op-

pose Christianity, and we have read how they struggled rather 

to uphold than to subvert the old faith,—so tenacious are early 

and hereditary associations. 

We have spoken of the many centuries, during which God 

was pictured as an autocratic power outside the world whose 

destiny he determined from second to second with all the ca-

price of a primitive tribal chieftain, and we watched the trans-

formation of this idea into pantheism—the belief which placed 

God in the world, which made the world a manifestation of 

God's being. 

The relations between man and this new God of Pantheism, 

it is true, were not so familiar, not so confidential, as the previous 

ones had been; but men could still honour and respect Him, and 

that is all that this new teaching demanded of them. 

Still, even this view, broad as it was, did not entirely satisfy 

natural scientists. It was the latter's ambition to ascribe all phe-

nomena to natural law. The thought of an interfering deity's un-

derlying the natural world was discomfiting to them; it rendered 

their generalisations problematic. Otherwise, however, they 

were not unfriendly to a notion of God, and they and their fol-

lowers therefore circumvented the difficulty by means of this re-

ally creditable stratagem: God would still be upheld, and still be 

believed in, but He must be made innocuous in so far as their 

text-books were concerned; He must be placed outside the world 

again. It would be admitted that He had created it, and that its 

laws were divine laws; but on this condition: that it would be 

thoroughly understood that God ceased to take any active part 

in the proceedings, once He had established their fundamental 

laws. This was Deism. 



This belief accorded perfectly with all the needs of the time. 

It allowed of scientists prosecuting their researches undisturbed 

by fears of incurring stigma, and it enabled those among the ed-

ucated classes, who were inclined to lend a friendly ear to sci-

ence, to read learned works with a clear conscience. 

Such, roughly speaking, was the state of affairs, when Kant 

approached the question of General Metaphysics, and, in deal-

ing with it, killed it. The very existence of the God, who had been 

given so many different interpretations, was shown by Kant to 

be not even demonstrable. Kant not only showed that the God 

of the Christians could not be proved; but that the proofs of all 

Gods, all Metaphysics, were imperfect, impossible—impudent. 

In morality, however, Kant granted an authority to human 

reason, which he denied it in metaphysics. Where morality is 

concerned, he believes in liberty, in the inexorable law of duty, 

in the necessary harmony between happiness and virtue, and, in 

this way, he practically committed himself to the re-establish-

ment of those principles which the ones above imply, namely: 

the existence of God, and the immortality of the soul Metaphys-

ics is not a possible science, let us, however, abide by what we 

have already been given in this respect. Revealed religion is al-

ready with us; it may be needful for us to have such a religion; 

in any case, it is a comfort: let us tolerate it! 

Thus, Kant's uncompromising attitude towards Metaphysics, 

in theory, was followed by a compromise on his part, where 

practice was concerned, which materially weakened his posi-

tion, and I hardly need tell you how eagerly thinking people 

availed themselves of Kant's high authority in order, once more, 

to give their whole minds and hearts up to the "right belief," as 

Nietzsche characterises it. 

The flame of Christianity was fanned once more among the 

educated classes. And, in view of the eminent philosophical 

sanction it had suddenly acquired, was it not perfectly natural 



that it should as suddenly experience a period of enormous pros-

perity and support? Kant had shown that nothing could be cer-

tain in the realm of Metaphysics; why not, therefore, espouse the 

cause of that belief which had stood the test of years? Why not 

embrace the improbable provided it were superannuated? 

This revival in the "true belief," however, proved to be but of 

a very transient nature. It gradually dawned upon Europe, that 

the blow levelled at Metaphysics was one that could be ill 

warded off, and a period of doubt soon superseded the inflamed 

return to Christianity. The belief in God, where it survived, was 

seen to have been considerably weakened, and hundreds of 

thousands had it no more. 

It was then, according to Dr Ernst Horneffer, the late Director 

of the Nietzsche Archives, that a general discontent and hope-

lessness in the hearts of thinking Europeans, paved the way for 

what is now known as Pessimism.17 

Sully, in his interesting work on the subject, rather seems to 

overlook the influence of godlessness upon the hearts of edu-

cated Europeans, in relation to the elaborate Pessimism which 

flourished in Europe in the early part of the nineteenth century 

and a little later. 

There can, however, be little doubt, that the world without a 

God seemed strange and cold to those who were deep enough 

wholly to realise it in this altered aspect. 

It will be said, perhaps, that Pessimism is as old as the ancient 

philosophers. This is perfectly true, and in the religion founded 

by Buddha, we have one of the most striking examples of early 

desperate views of life having been formulated into a system of 

Quietism, symbolised by the one doctrine of Nirvana. But the 

great pessimistic movement among Europeans of the nineteenth 

century certainly owes its origin to an impulse greater than that 
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which can be sought in the influence of ancient melancholy. 

When, therefore, Dr Ernst Horneffer points to the cold and com-

fortless feeling of godlessness which sprung from Hume's, 

Kant's and their followers' teaching, I think we may safely go the 

whole way with him, more particularly when we remember, that 

Buddhism, itself, also denied the existence of a Creator and any 

absolute Being.18 

Now, as we have already observed, the world without a God 

seemed strange and cold, and men were unused to these condi-

tions. They had become adapted to another environment, where 

prayers, hopes of after life, and fear of punishment after death, 

had reigned almost as fixed ideas. Suddenly bereft of these fixed 

ideas they had, as suddenly, become ill-adapted; and who 

means to doubt that Pessimism, in any form, is anything more 

than the expression of ill-adaptedness which does not recognise 

itself as such? 

Responsibility had been laid on the shoulders of a divinity for 

centuries; it now seemed to lie very heavily indeed upon the 

shoulders of men. And, having relinquished all past interpreta-

tions of what people will persist irrationally in calling "the First 

Cause," they began to ask themselves: "What is this world? What 

is its object? What are we all driving at? If there be no God, no 

Heaven to go to, no Hell to which we may relegate our enemies; 

what, indeed, is the point of existence? Where, if you please, is 

the joke?" 

It is no joke, Pessimism replied. It is a most ghastly reality, 

which we are here to endure, come what may. It is a most horri-

ble torment which is in vain, which has no object, no sense, no 

explanation. It is the worst of all possible worlds, and in it we 

are suffering victims, without a hope, without an ideal, without 
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even a justification for our pain! Godlessness is unspeakable—

hideous! 

Byron in England, Schopenhauer in Germany, Leopardi in It-

aly, and Mme. Ackermann in France: each of these voiced the 

sentiments of those who were at their wits' end in a Godless 

world; while among those whose works, although not avowedly 

pessimistic, yet contain passages which betray a tincture of Pes-

simism, we find Lamartine, Heine and Carlyle. 

There were many, however, who did not share these melan-

choly views. Although they had severed themselves from the 

Church, a large number, then as now, were totally and comfort-

ably indifferent. Thousands smiled superciliously at Pessimism 

and lisped: "It will be all the same a hundred years hence!" 

But the thinking world, the deep world, the world that looks 

for an object in existence, and will have an ideal after which it 

may strive—this world was in despair! 

Now, Schopenhauer spoke to this world and taught it a doc-

trine whereby it might defy its wretchedness and steel itself 

against life's horrors. He, too, saw in a Godless world a pointless 

abomination; he, too, could see no excuse for the prevailing pain, 

nor any justification for the misery of the subjected and op-

pressed, and, overcome by his loathing of life and the universe, 

he inveighs against both with a bitterness which throws all other 

pessimists into the shade. 

Nietzsche describes how an accident revealed Schopenhau-

er's works to him. He tells us how he chanced one day to come 

across a copy of The World as Will and Idea, at the old Rohn curi-

osity shop in Leipzig, and how something urged him to buy it, 

despite the fact that he did not usually decide in a hurry con-

cerning the purchase of any book. He goes on to describe, how, 

at home, immediately after the purchase, he dropped into a 

comer of a sofa, and began to let Schopenhauer's energetic and 

gloomy genius work upon him; he exclaims: "here every line 



cried out, renunciation, denial, resignation; here I saw a mirror 

in which I espied the world, life, and my own mind, depicted in 

frightful grandeur," and, he adds: "the need of knowing myself, 

yes, even of gnawing at myself, forcibly seized me."19 

Nietzsche's sister, however, gives us the most striking de-

scription of her brother's attachment to Schopenhauer. 

"Schopenhauer," she says, "was not a book for him, but a 

friend. The philosopher was already dead when my brother first 

became acquainted with his works, otherwise he would have 

journeyed to him immediately, in order to greet him as a friend 

and a father, for, throughout his childhood and youth, he had 

yearned for the fatherly friend whom he had missed so sorely, 

owing to our father's all too early death."20 

But, we shall see that a radical and permanent change was 

very soon to manifest itself in Nietzsche's attitude towards his 

great teacher. Seeing, however, that he does not reject Schopen-

hauer's philosophy completely, but adopts all that he thinks is 

tenable in it, and thereon builds up his own teaching, a careful 

examination of Schopenhauer's views is now inevitable. 

*        *        *        *        *        *        *  

In the year 1781, when Kant was well over fifty years of age, 

his world-renowned Critique of the Pure Reason was published. In 

this book, to the writing of which, as he himself assures us, he 

was incited by the scepticism of David Hume, he undertook the 

examination of the origin, extent, and limits of human 

knowledge, and unfolded his doctrine of the relativity of all 

knowledge. He tried to establish "the distinction between phe-

nomena—whose substance is given us through impressions on 

the senses, but whose form is a purely subjective product of the 
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mind itself—and real things or 'things-in-themselves,' which ex-

ists out of relation to time, space, or causality."21 

He shows us, in this Critique, that what we call external ob-

jects are really only mental representations resulting from the 

nature of our sensibility. To us they are mere appearances, the 

inner nature of which we can never ascertain. The appearance of 

the things we know the things-in-themselves, we do not and 

cannot know! Nevertheless, in opposition to Berkeley, Kant de-

clares that although we do not know how, "we must assume that 

transcendental objects or things-in-themselves exist."22 

Summing up the results of his demonstration of these views, 

in the General Observations on the Transcendental Aesthetic, Kant 

writes as follows: "That the things which we perceive are not 

what we take them to be nor their relations of such intrinsic na-

ture as they appear to us to be; and that if we make abstraction 

of ourselves as knowing subjects, or even only of the subjective 

constitution of our senses generally, all the qualities, all the rela-

tions of objects in space and time, yes, and even space and time 

themselves, disappear, and that as phenomena they cannot exist 

really per se but only in us; what may be the character of things-

in-themselves, and wholly separated from our receptive sensi-

bility, remains wholly unknown to us."23 

Greatly admiring Kant, and adopting many of his first princi-

ples, Arthur Schopenhauer as a young man of twenty-six years 

of age, deeply versed in the lore of Hindu antiquity, took up 

Kant's doctrine of the relativity of our knowledge, and devel-

oped it in his principal work. The World as Will and Idea, by at-

tempting to show that, although the world is only our notion—

our idea; if we regard another aspect of it, we can actually arrive 
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at a knowledge of things in themselves; we can learn the inner 

nature of external objects. 

In what concerns our perception of the outside world, he 

adopts Kant's view, that we are totally unable to derive from our 

mental representation of it any knowledge whatever of it as it 

really is. The inner nature of external objects, in the process of 

imaging them in our minds, completely eludes our perceptive 

powers. It must be clear to everyone, says Schopenhauer, "that 

what he knows is not a sun and an earth, but only an eye that 

sees a sun, and a hand that feels an earth; that the world which 

surrounds him is there only as idea, i.e. only in relation to some-

thing else, the consciousness which is himself.24 

"No truth, therefore, is more certain, more independent of all 

others, and less in need of proof than this, that all that exists for 

knowledge, and therefore this whole world, is only object in re-

lation to subject, perception of a perceiver, in a word, idea."25 

But, he continues ..." the inward reluctance with which any-

one accepts the world as merely his idea, warns him that this 

view of it, however true it may be, is nevertheless one-sided.26 

"The consciousness of everyone is in general opposed to the 

explanation of objects as mere ideas.27 The objective world, the 

world as idea, is not the only side of the world, but merely its 

outward side; and it has an entirely different side—the side of 

its inmost nature—its kernel—the thing-in-itself."28 

How can we discover what this kernel, this thing-in-itself is? 

That was the problem Schopenhauer set himself to solve in his 

work. The World as Will and Idea. We have seen that we cannot 
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arrive at this real nature of things from without. But, says Scho-

penhauer, we are objects in nature, we are things among 

things,29 and of ourselves we have a special, second view which 

we cannot have of other things. Besides being an object of per-

ception, the body of each individual is known to him in its inner 

nature; he knows its kernel immediately:30 and what is this ker-

nel, Schopenhauer asks, which each can immediately perceive in 

himself? Is it not that which we call mind or spirit—that embod-

iment of Feeling, Volition and Intellect, which some call soul? 

In recognising these several attributes of mind which we call 

Feeling, Volition and Intellect, have we not perhaps brought 

ourselves into the presence of the whole of our inner nature, our 

kernel,—our other aspect of the objects which we are? 

Feeling, Volition and Intellect, however, are not the simplest 

expression of our inner nature. There is an attribute in us, which, 

according to Schopenhauer, must be the ultimate attribute. Let 

us examine Feeling, Volition and Intellect, under his guidance. 

In the first place, he lets them fall into two distinct groups, of 

which Feeling and Volition are one, and Intellect and its deriva-

tive. Understanding, Reasoning and Thought are the other. 

It used to be customary to allot Intellect the first place in a 

classification of our mental phenomena; but Schopenhauer de-

nies its primitive importance. Again and again he tells us, "the 

intellect, like the claws and teeth, is nothing else than a weapon 

in the service of the will,"31 it is "the lantern of the will," or "an 

assistant organ of the will." 

In every blind force of Nature, Schopenhauer sees a factor 

that cannot be accounted for by an appeal to intellect; in the early 

actions of animals as also in all functions of our body which are 
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not guided by knowledge, a power is at work which has nothing 

in common with the Understanding or with Reason. 

If we observe ourselves closely, we do, indeed, find that the 

distinction between the parts played by the group Feeling and 

Volition, and that played by Intellect, is more marked than we 

should at first suppose. 

Examining Feeling and Volition, first, we are so struck by the 

way in which each of these necessitates the other, that we see no 

possibility of separating them. Every feeling we have involves 

an action of our will; for, if it be agreeable, we will have that 

which awakens it in us, whereas, if it be disagreeable, we will 

not have it active under any circumstances. Willing and feel-

ing—how can they be thought of apart?32 From the very dawn 

of our lives, they, as one phenomenon infallibly guide us to per-

form life-preserving actions without the very slightest assistance 

from the Intellect, which can only act upon acquired knowledge. 

We may take it, therefore, that our inner life consists of these 

two sharply-defined mental attributes: the Intellect with its de-

rivatives: Understanding, Reasoning, and Thought, and the Will 

which, as we have seen, covers Feeling.33 

Now, are Will and Intellect equally important to us? Could 

one be shown to be more primitive, to be more essential to us 

than the other? As we have already implied, Schopenhauer an-

swers yes, in favour of Will. 

The intellect is an instrument, a mere means in the service of 

the will. We desire, we want, we will have something, hence our 

intellect is employed, that this desiring, this wanting, this will-

ing, may be stilled. Our passions, our love, hate, and physical 

appetites, are matters of feeling and will, and we certainly do 
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make our intellect work, in order to find the means of minister-

ing to them. But they are the primitive force, intellect is but their 

intermediary. 

For a very long time, the intellect was thought to play the 

most important part in our lives. It is quite impossible, however, 

to retain that belief any longer. The ultimate factor in our exist-

ence, therefore, the thing-in-itself, which we have been seeking, 

is will;34 for we cannot avoid giving intellect a secondary place. 

Schopenhauer then proceeds to invest everything about us 

with will. "It is the inmost nature, the kernel of every particular 

thing, and also of the whole."35 

And what is this will, which is the hidden spring of all exist-

ence? Schopenhauer calls it the blind "Will to Live." 

Everywhere, among creatures that are driven by this blind 

will, he sees warfare, oppression, suffocation, maiming, torture, 

misery. The weeds stifle the noble and useful plants, these again 

exhaust the nourishment of the weeds. A mighty oak is here fet-

tered and interlaced by a gigantic, wild vine, in whose fatal em-

brace it at last withers as if choked.36 Elsewhere we see magnifi-

cent trees burgeoning and flourishing in the rays of the sun in 

spring, and preventing the quickening light from reaching strug-

gling shrubs which try to eke out an existence at their feet. "Eve-

rywhere, in Nature, we see strife, conflict and alternation of vic-

tory.37 This universal conflict becomes most distinctly visible in 

the animal kingdom ... for each animal can only maintain its ex-

istence by the constant destruction of some other. Thus the will 

to live, everywhere preys upon itself, and in different forms is 
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its own nourishment; till, finally, the human race, because it sub-

dues all the others, regards Nature as a manufactory for its 

use."38 

"But an optimist bids me open my eyes and look at the world, 

how beautiful it is in the sunshine, with its mountains and val-

leys, streams, plants, animals, etc. etc. ... Is the world then a raree 

show? These things are certainly beautiful to look at, but 

to be them is something quite different.39 

"And, to this world," Schopenhauer exclaims, "to this scene of 

tormented and agonised beings, who can only continue to exist 

by devouring each other; in which, therefore, every ravenous 

beast is the living grave of thousands of others, and its self-

maintenance is a chain of painful deaths; and in which the ca-

pacity for feeling pain increases with knowledge, and therefore 

reaches its highest degree in man, a degree which is the higher, 

the more intelligent the man is; to this world it has been sought 

to apply the system of optimism, and demonstrate to us that it is 

the best of all possible worlds! The absurdity is glaring!"40 

Schopenhauer turns in horror from the world he thus depicts. 

This shambles in which the blind Will to Live reigns like an evil 

and blood-thirsty spirit, he cannot endure to contemplate. The 

sufferings of existence choke him; in the voice of Nature, he 

hears but an exasperated groan, in her smiles he reads deception, 

hoax, vanity. With man, he declares, the blind Will has reached 

self-consciousness. It is for man, therefore, to see that it may turn 

against itself in man—neutralise itself in him. By means of re-

nunciation, asceticism, and the negation of Will, Schopenhauer 

tells mankind, this abominable record of pain, iniquity and in-

justice, which we call Life, may be arrested. Man's highest aim, 
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therefore, must, at all costs, be the destruction of the Will to Live 

in the midst of Life!—the conversion of the shudder and quiver 

of agony into the stiff stillness of apathy, the transformation of 

misery into nothingness—nonentity—Nirvana! 

*        *        *        *        *        *        *  

As Schopenhauer turned in horror from the world he de-

picted, so Nietzsche ultimately turned in horror from Schopen-

hauer. Gradually he learned to regard the hopelessness, the un-

manliness, the effeminate surrender to sorrow, and the cowardly 

despair under the weight of Godlessness, which underlay the 

philosophy of Germany's greatest pessimist, with indomitable 

hatred; nay—nausea. Slowly it dawned upon him that Schopen-

hauer's Nihilism was no more than a short-sighted misrepresen-

tation of facts, an attractive deception on a large scale, prepared 

only for the weak, the spiritless, and, above all, the ill-consti-

tuted. 

Now, ready as we may be to grant, that God and the Christian 

Ideal had hitherto, perhaps, been mankind's greatest thought, 

we cannot help attributing much of the pessimism which invar-

iably follows their withdrawal from men's hearts, to the com-

plete failure of past iconoclasts in providing an adequate substi-

tute for the idols which they destroyed. Nietzsche, who was the 

descendant of a long line of clergymen, and whose piety, as a 

boy, had been the delight of his relatives, knew as well as anyone 

could know, what Christianity means to those who sincerely 

profess it; he did not need to be told that he who attempts to 

destroy this powerful Faith, may find himself the indirect author 

of more errors and consequently more trouble than the Faith it-

self could ever account for. He knew, therefore, as perhaps few 

knew, that those who sally forth against Christianity with the 

sword of destruction in one hand, must also be prepared to 



wield the magic wand of construction pretty dexterously with 

the other. Something stupendous must be offered as a substitute, 

something equally capable of enthralling the minds of men and 

women. We must have a treasure for our riches. 

Nietzsche knew the vast beauty and power of the substitute 

he had to offer, he knew he came loaded with gifts for men; 

hence his good cheer, his exaltation; hence, too, the laughter with 

which he would infect us. 

"God is disproved," he says; "but why despair on that ac-

count? 

"God is a supposition; but I would have your supposition 

reach no further than your creative will. 

"God is a supposition; but I would have your supposing lim-

ited by conceivableness. 

"God is a supposition; but who would drink all the pain of 

that supposition without dying? 

"Creating—that is the great salvation from suffering and alle-

viation of life. 

"But what could be created, if there were Gods!41 

"And when I cry: 'Curse all cowardly devils within yourselves 

who would fain whine and fold their hands and adore!'—They 

cry: 'Zarathustra is ungodly!' 

"And so chiefly their teachers of submission cry. But in their 

ears I rejoice to cry: 'Yea! I am Zarathustra the ungodly!' 

"I am Zarathustra the ungodly. Where find I my like? And all 

those are my like who give themselves a will of their own and 

renounce all submission. 

"Ye become ever smaller, ye small folk! ye comfortable ones, 

ye crumble away! One day ye will perish— 
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"From your many small virtues, from your many small omis-

sions, from your continual petty submission!42 

"I rejoice to cry: 'Yea, I am Zarathustra the ungodly!'" 

Thus we see, that, far from deploring, Nietzsche actually ap-

plauds the news that God had been disproved. It might perhaps 

be said, speaking biologically, that he was one of the first among 

modern European thinkers, to become adapted to the idea of 

Godlessness, and therefore to feel hopeful, strong, nay—creative 

under its influence. In any case, he leaves us in no doubt regard-

ing his reasons for rejoicing. He says, at last, my eyes can turn 

towards mother-earth; and seek their hope there! The plans I 

make, the things I do, will be of the earth; they will belong to no 

back-world or beyond, towards which all humanity has been 

squinting for centuries, with the result that it has neglected its 

life here. "God is dead," man is now responsible for himself; he 

must seek a goal in manhood; he is left standing alone; the spirit 

of fight is kindled in him; the nymph of sport and of self-reliance, 

nudges him that he may notice her and make her his most faith-

ful hand-maiden. He is now at liberty to find an ideal in this 

world, not in a back-world, a beyond; but here on earth, and this 

ideal he may now strive to realise and thereby improve his race. 

Odious comparisons are at last going to cease. This world, what-

ever its defects may be, is no more to be backbitten by people 

whose incredible lack of sporting instincts allow them to decry 

and calumniate the existing and the perceptible, in favour of the 

imaginary and imperceptible. 

For the sake of his generation and the future, therefore, Nie-

tzsche bravely denounced the friend and teacher, who had been 

all to him; the pessimistic point of view, even in a godless world, 

was distasteful to him, and he began a campaign against Scho-

penhauer's teaching, which, for bitterness and implacability, has 
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perhaps never yet been equalled in the annals of philosophical 

enmity. 

But he never forgot the debt he owed to the man he was op-

posing, and in Volume X. of his Complete Works we find the 

following tribute to Schopenhauer's memory: 

"Far be it from me to believe that I ever properly understood 

Schopenhauer; but through him I learnt to know myself a little 

better, and for this reason, alone, he has my deepest gratitude." 

It must be remembered, that Nietzsche was not fighting Scho-

penhauer and his disciples alone; he was fighting an indifferent 

and sluggish Europe, which, he declared, was reclining and de-

caying lazily in a fool's paradise. People then, as now, were 

adopting and practising so-called virtues, not because they were 

the means to what he regarded as a higher development of soci-

ety, not because they would lead to an ideal caste of men; but 

because they were wretchedly comfortable, above all, safe and, 

in any case, not discordant with the views of the majority. 

In the midst of this expedient morality which was devoid of 

any noble character, Schopenhauer's interpretation of Bud-

dhistic Quietism had gradually begun to flourish "with almost 

tropical luxuriance"; the youth of Germany, in Nietzsche's time, 

mustered in thousands beneath Schopenhauer's banner, and the 

whole of Western Europe seemed to be a victim of the one mon-

omania: that of seeking ease—smug ease, at any cost, to the ne-

glect of all higher and worthier aims. 

The view of life held by a very large class of Europeans of that 

time, whether they knew of Pessimism or did not, is admirably 

summed up by Schopenhauer in a discourse upon the Vanity 

and sufferings of Life. Here he tells us: "Whatever one may say, 



the happiest moment of the happy man is the moment of his fall-

ing asleep, and the unhappiest moment of the unhappy that of 

his waking."43 

This resigned doctrine revolted Nietzsche. In spite of there 

being no God, as we have seen, he recognised an aim, a worthy 

object in life. He saw noble goals which men could reach, with-

out straining after the debatable requirements of a back-world, 

and without competing for very doubtful rewards. He therefore 

turned round upon the teacher to whom he owed most; because 

he had something better, greater and nobler to teach than Quiet-

ism. He had to show us that life had sense, significance and 

worth. 

*        *        *        *        *        *        *  

Nietzsche adopts Schopenhauer's metaphysics and builds his 

teaching upon it. 

He also regards blind Will as the motive force of the universe; 

but he does not think this will is a will to life, but, as we have 

already heard, a Will to Power. 

"Wherever I found living matter," he says, "I found will for 

power, and even in the servant I found the yearning to be a mas-

ter. 

"Only where there is life, there is will: though not will to live, 

but thus I teach thee—will to power. 

"Many things are valued higher by living things than life it-

self; but even out of valuing speaketh will unto power!44 

"Psychologists should bethink themselves, before putting 

down the instinct of self-preservation as the cardinal instinct of 

an organic being. A living thing seeks above all to discharge its 
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strength—life itself is Will to Power; self-preservation is only 

one of the indirect and most frequent results thereof."45 

Now upon this base, "the Will to Power," Nietzsche constructs 

a philosophy which, unlike Schopenhauer's, says "Yea" to life 

and blesses it;—a philosophy which presents us with an ideal 

compatible with man's great record, and one which gives us 

something worthy of acceptance in exchange for what it takes 

away. 

Nietzsche is not blind to the suffering in this world, on the 

contrary, he sees even more deeply into it than his predecessors; 

but he is pleased with it; he blesses it too; for, in pain he sees the 

greatest educating and ennobling force of Nature. He who was 

a continual sufferer from cruel disorders, who had served in a 

German ambulance during the Franco-German war, and who, 

as a boy at school, had twice sought to temper his playmates' 

admiration for Mucius Scaevola, by severely burning his own 

hand in their presence,46 was not the kind of man to meditate 

poetically about pain. What he says about it we can listen to with 

attention, we know it to be more than idle theorising. Now, 

again and again, in his later works, we find Nietzsche laying 

stress upon the value and necessity of pain; and it is not improb-

able, that passages of the kind I refer to47 must have gone a long 

way, when misunderstood, towards earning the reputation of 

brutality for his philosophy, which so many in Germany, Eng-

land and France are trying their utmost to keep alive. 

"The discipline of suffering, of great suffering," says Nie-

tzsche, "know ye not that it is only this discipline that has pro-

duced all the elevations of humanity hitherto? The tension of 

soul in misfortune which communicates to it its energy, its shud-

dering in view of rack and ruin, its inventiveness and bravery in 
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undergoing, enduring, interpreting, and exploiting misfortune, 

and whatever depth, mystery, disguise, spirit, artifice, or great-

ness has been bestowed upon the soul, has it not been bestowed 

through the discipline of great suffering?48 Profound suffering 

makes noble, it separates."49 

Elsewhere he rebukes all those who would fain attain to "the 

universal green-meadow happiness of the herd, together with 

security, safety, comfort, and alleviation of life for everyone," 

and who regard suffering "as something which must be done 

away with. We opposite ones," he adds, "who have opened our 

eyes and conscience to the question how and where the plant 

'man' has hitherto grown most vigorously, believe that this has 

always taken place under the opposite conditions, that for this 

end the dangerousness of his situation had to be increased enor-

mously, his inventive faculty and dissembling power (his 

'spirit') had to develop into subtlety and daring under long op-

pression and compulsion."50 

The fear and hatred of pain is paralysing, it checks the adven-

turous spirit. Just as the fear of losing may keep the vain man 

from playing a game, so the fear of suffering may keep many 

from playing a bold part in the game of life. But there are other 

reasons behind Nietzsche's praise of suffering. 

How many among you have not already sought,—feverishly 

sought, perhaps,—to understand the Hedonists—those who at-

tempt to base our morality, our good and evil, upon the feelings 

"pleasure" and "pain." Those of you who have done so, who have 

read, among other books, Sidgwick's somewhat tedious 
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work. The Methods of Ethics51 his puzzling attack on Herbert 

Spencer's Hedonism,52 and Spencer's equally puzzling reply; 

those of you, I say, who have done this, must very often have 

despaired of ever coming to a solution of the vexed question. 

It is remarkable, that once an idea like that of Hedonism be-

comes thoroughly appropriated by one or two philosophers, it 

is almost certain to get buried and completely hidden from the 

view of the lay-excursionist into philosophy, thanks to the 

mountain of words with which those who are supposed to elu-

cidate it, systematically smother it. 

Any layman today, who, with the ingenuousness which char-

acterises his kind, happens to inquire, "What is Hedonism?" or 

"Where is Hedonism?" will be told: "It belongs to Messrs So-and-

So the Philosophers," or "Messrs Thingumbob the Logicians," as 

a matter of fact, though, only the mountain concealing the sub-

ject belongs to these gentlemen. 

What is Hedonism? We may well ask: Why is Nietzsche so 

unfriendly to it,53 and why does he speak so reverently of pain? 

Turning to an ordinary dictionary of the English language, after 

having laid philosophical treatises aside, it is quite a relief to find 

it described in one line, as "the doctrine, in ethics, that happiness 

is the greatest good." 

Now, if we understand what is meant by happiness here, it 

looks as if we knew all we wanted to know. How should we de-

fine happiness in this case? Happiness roughly speaking means 

that state to which we have attained, when we perform those 

actions which we are best apt to perform; in fact we cannot do 

better than to say, it means complete adaptation, it means that 
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state to which an organism arrives, when it is in complete har-

mony with its environment. What happiness then means to the 

individual, may be still further defined; but, as this definition 

could answer no purpose here, we are glad to escape from the 

need of attempting it. 

To proceed, and not forgetting that Herbert Spencer is careful 

to admit, that although happiness cannot perhaps be made the 

immediate, it may be made the ultimate aim of an action, let us 

turn to Nietzsche, and see what he says. 

Nietzsche declares that there is a tremendous assumption un-

derlying all Hedonism, and it is this: that the urging of a per-

fectly possible, complete adaptation to any environment, pre-

supposes that this particular environment is a desirable one to 

become adaptated to. He points out that an environment may be 

unworthy of one's adaptating one's self to it; consequently, that 

complete adaptation to it would be a mistaken rather than a jus-

tified step. His attitude towards Hedonism is the attitude of the 

parent towards the lazy schoolboy. "Is it not too early in your life 

to be lazy?" the parent asks the lazy schoolboy. "Is it not too 

early, yet, to preach Hedonism?"54 is Nietzsche's question to us, 

and with it he practically states his objection to the teaching. 

Complete adaptation to our present environment, if it were pos-

sible, would undoubtedly, I suppose, lead to happiness; what 

has to be decided first, though, is whether we actually have an 

environment which really corresponds to the highest possibili-

ties we are capable of, whether our environment is a desirable 

one, at all, to become adapted to. 
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Nietzsche's attitude towards pain is now, in a measure, ex-

plained. 

Pain, as a rule, means adaptation which is faulty, incomplete 

or totally lacking. He conjures us, therefore, not to go out of the 

way of pain any more; nor to lose our patience under it; for, if 

we should do these things in spite of his warning, the catastro-

phe he most wishes to avert, might occur—we might become 

adapted. 

The heroic attitude assumed in all his books is now more eas-

ily understood. His life, too, appears more transparent, if we 

wish to read this new meaning into it. But, what, above all, is 

understood, is his doctrine of the Superman; and with this word, 

we come to the fundamental question of his philosophy. 

Of course, we know that this doctrine is purely hortatory; but 

what is its purpose? Its purpose is to give us the picture of a type 

to which we might attain, to which it is possible for us to attain, 

and after which he would have us strive. Its incidental purpose 

is to show us by comparison that our present ideals of manhood 

and womanhood are mean, unworthy of our great past, and cer-

tainly quite unworthy of all the powers which are still unex-

hausted in us. 

The possibility of attaining to the Superman, is to be our war-

rant for pain; it is to be the significance of our refusing to adapt 

ourselves to existing conditions. Hitherto, we have had no 

meaning for pain. Superman is to be that meaning. Nietzsche 

had this one great advantage over his eminent teacher, Schopen-

hauer, namely, that when he approached the problem of the uni-

verse, Europe was already in possession of Darwin's great 

book. The Origin of Species. 

It may be even said, that Nietzsche actually returned critically 

to Schopenhauer with the theory of Evolution as his scalpel. And 

he saw, then, what Schopenhauer could not very well have seen: 

That this long and cruel process of evolution, impelled by the 



blind Will to Power which spurs on all things, gave a meaning 

and an importance to life, which the notion of unalterable Being 

could not offer. He saw hope and promise in the thought that 

this world is a Becoming and not a Being, and, in revaluing Scho-

penhauer's Will to Live as Will to Power, he also revalued the 

Pessimistic Weltanschauung into one of the most thorough-go-

ing optimistic philosophies that has ever yet been taught. 

Recognising, like Heraclitus, the eternal flux of things, Nie-

tzsche says: 

"Everything goeth, everything returneth. For ever rolleth the 

wheel of existence. Everything dieth, everything blossometh 

again. For ever runneth the year of existence."55 

Nietzsche in one sense was a Darwinian. All his later works 

bear the unmistakable stamp of the Theory of Evolution as 

taught by our most celebrated naturalist; but, although Darwin's 

teaching as to the "Descent of Man," with all its consequences, 

moral and physical, meets with Nietzsche's partial assent, the 

two philosophers differ seriously in respect of the question of 

means,—in respect of the question of the lines upon which the 

process of evolution worked. Nietzsche, however, is not alone in 

finding fault with Darwin's demonstration of the laws govern-

ing evolution, and, although he only transformed the "Struggle 

for existence" into the "Struggle for power," the alteration is one 

of such far-reaching importance and involves so many new as-

pects of the Development Hypothesis, that, as we have already 

seen, whether it be right or wrong, we cannot dispose of it at a 

breath, as a mere play upon words. 

Evolution, therefore, in the widest possible sense of the term, 

Nietzsche accepted conditionally, as an explanation of the origin 

of species; but he did not halt where most naturalists have 

halted. He by no means regarded man as the highest possible 
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being which evolution could arrive at. If the process be a fact; if 

things have become what they are, and were not always so; then, 

he contends, we may describe no limit to the aspirations of man. 

If it were possible for him to struggle up from barbarism, and 

still more remotely from the lower Primates, then, says Nie-

tzsche, his ideal, his ambition should be to surpass man himself 

and reach Superman. 

The raising of society to a higher level is Nietzsche's aim, the 

most profound Optimism is his philosophy. 

"Dead are all Gods," he cries, "now we will that Superman 

live."56 

He implores us to turn our thoughts from a Back-world, from 

a Beyond. He points to a task on earth, our ideal lies in manhood 

itself, we must aspire to the excellence of man. 

"I conjure you, my brethren, remain faithful to earth and do 

not believe those who speak to you of superterrestrial hopes! 

Poisoners are they, whether they know it or not. 

"Despisers of life are they, decaying and themselves poi-

soned, of whom earth is weary, begone with them! 

"Once blasphemy against God was the greatest blasphemy, 

but God died, so that this kind of blasphemy died also. Now, the 

most terrible of things is to blaspheme the earth and to rate the 

importance of the unknowable higher than the significance of 

the earth."57 

Nietzsche teaches us a new will, a will for the improvement 

of our race. Hitherto the ideal of most philosophers had been the 

happiness of the greatest number; Nietzsche rebukes those of his 

predecessors who held this view, and points out very reasonably 

that our aim should be the perfection of society, and that our 
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morality and religion, if we have any, should be calculated to 

achieve that end. 

"A new will I teach men: to will that way that man hath gone 

blindly and to call it good and no longer to slink aside from it 

like the sickly and the dying.58 

"The most careful ask today: 'How is man preserved?' But 

Zarathustra asketh as the only and first one: 'How is man sur-

passed?'59 

"All beings [in your genealogical ladder] have created some-

thing beyond themselves, and are ye going to be the ebb of this 

great tide? 

"Behold, I teach you Superman!"60 

The word "Superman," "Uebermensch," and the notion under-

lying it, were not quite new, when they appeared in Nietzsche's 

teaching. Novalis, Heine, Hölderlin, Goethe, and others, had al-

ready made use of the word, while Wilhelm Jordan, in his song 

entitled "Die Nibelunge," and Madame Ackermann, in a short 

and brilliant poem, "La Nature a l'Homme," written in 1876, are 

among the most striking examples of those in whom the notion 

of a superior being's superseding man, was a cherished ideal. 

In addition to these, we have good grounds for supposing 

that even Charles Kingsley "believed that man, as we know him, 

is by no means the highest creature that will be evolved";61 but 

whether he expresses the idea anywhere in his works, I am 

afraid I am incompetent to say. 

It is Nietzsche's undeniable merit, however, as Dr Alexander 

Tille observes, to have led this new moral ideal to a complete 

victory. 
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Nietzsche puts the question to us very pointedly. He asks us 

what right we have, in the face of the Evolution Hypothesis, to 

regard ourselves as the summum bonum of humanity. Has Devel-

opment come to a standstill with us? No, that is impossible. But 

there is such a thing as retrograde development; there is an as-

cending and a descending line of life; are we certain which line 

our race is following? 

"Mankind does not manifest a development to the better, the 

stronger, or the higher in the manner in which it has at present 

believed. 'Progress' is merely a modern idea, i.e. a false idea. The 

European of the present day is, in worth, far below the European 

of the Renaissance; onward development (progress, as it is un-

derstood today) is by no means, by any necessity, elevating, en-

hancing, strengthening."62 

The law that "the fittest" survive in a given environment, does 

not by any means imply that the stronger or the better will sur-

vive, and our authorities for this apparently heterodox doctrine 

are no less than Prof. Huxley and Herbert Spencer,63 I say "het-

erodox doctrine," because I am speaking popularly, and because 

I know that a very large number of people (the late Dr James 

Martineau was among them), who have not gone below the sur-

face of the Evolution Hypothesis, believe most fervently that the 

survival of the fittest must mean the survival of the better and 

stronger. But perhaps it would be as well to make the matter 

quite clear by referring to Herbert Spencer's and Huxley's actual 

words. 

The former tells us in Vol. I. p. 379 of his Collected Essays, 

where he is replying to an attack made by Dr Martineau, upon 

the hypothesis of General Evolution: 
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"... The law is not the survival of the 'better' or the 'stronger,' 

if we give to those words anything like their ordinary meaning. 

It is the survival of those which are constitutionally fittest to 

thrive under the conditions in which they are placed; and very 

often that which, humanly speaking, is inferiority, causes the 

survival. Superiority, whether in size, strength, activity or sagac-

ity is, other things equal, at the cost of diminished fertility; and 

where the life led by a species does not demand these higher at-

tributes, the species profits by decrease of them, and accompa-

nying increase of fertility. This is the reason why there occur so 

many cases of retrograde metamorphosis—this is the reason 

why parasites, internal and external, are so commonly degraded 

forms of higher types. Survival of the 'better' does not cover 

these cases, though survival of the 'fittest' does; and, as I am re-

sponsible for the phrase, I suppose I am competent to say the 

word 'fittest' was chosen for this reason. When it is remembered 

that these cases outnumber all others—it will be seen that the 

expression 'survivorship of the better' is wholly inappropriate." 

And now turning to Professor Huxley's Romanes Lecture, we 

find these words: "there is another fallacy which appears to me 

to pervade the so-called 'ethics of evolution.' It is the notion that 

because, on the whole, animals and plants have advanced in per-

fection of organisation by means of the struggle for existence and 

the consequent 'survival of the fittest,' therefore men in Society, 

men as ethical beings, must look to the same process to help 

them towards perfection. I suspect that this fallacy has arisen out 

of the unfortunate ambiguity of the phrase 'survival of the fit-

test.'"64 
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Now what implied fact is common to the three passages I 

have just quoted from Nietzsche, Spencer and Huxley respec-

tively? Nietzsche says: 

"Progress is by no means, by any necessity, elevating, enhanc-

ing, strengthening." Spencer says, "the survival of the fittest un-

der the conditions in which they are placed, does not by any 

means necessarily signify that the better and the stronger will 

survive," and Huxley tells us, we look in vain to the struggle for 

existence, and the consequent survival of the fittest, to help us 

towards perfection. 

Is it not quite clear from these three statements that the envi-

ronment is the determining factor? If the environment is best 

met by mean, emasculated, puny and rickety beings, it follows 

that those men will be the fittest to survive who are mean, emas-

culated, puny and rickety. 

The parasites in all their loathsomeness, we are told, are ex-

amples of the survival of the fittest, but were not those creatures 

much nobler, from which they were derived, and who unlike 

them were overcome in the struggle for existence? Is this point 

quite clear? Is it quite understood, that we may be the "fittest" 

and yet still degenerate, provided our environment be such that 

only degenerate beings may survive in it? 

Nietzsche points to the moral inexorably. He shows us that 

our environment is not conducing to an elevation of man; on the 

contrary, the man who survives today, that is to say the average 

man who is happy and almost adapted today, must have quali-

ties which promise nothing for the future of his race, except its 

belittlement. In the modern man, Nietzsche sees a sort of "Tom-

linson"—Mr Rudyard Kipling's famous creation in the "Barrack-

room Ballads"—and, writing in very much the same spirit as that 

in which "the sublime Longinus" wrote in the third century A.D., 

and actuated by similar motives; at a time, too, when Europe 

seemed to be showing the same symptoms of degeneracy which 



his great Greek predecessor saw in his contemporaries of the Ro-

man Empire, Nietzsche denounces and condemns "the pigmies" 

with whom, he says, he is "fatally contemporaneous"; he cannot 

regard them as the crowning glory of Evolution, and, with the 

words Mme. Ackermann put into Nature's mouth, he might well 

have sung to man: 

"Non, tu n'est pas mon but, non, tu n'est ma borne. 

A te franchir déjà je songe en te créant; 

Je ne viens pas du fond de l'éternité morne 

Pour n'aboutir qu'à ton néant. 

*        *        *        *        *        *        *  

"Toi même qui te crois la couronne et le faîte 

Du monument divin qui n'est point achevé, 

Homme, qui n'es au fond que l'ébauche imparfaite 

Du chef-d'œuvre que j'ai rêvé, 

 

"A ton tour, à ton heure, il faut que tu périsses. 

Ah! ton orgueuil a beau s'indigner et souffrir, 

Tu ne seras jamais dans mes mains créatrices 

Que de l'argile a repétrir."65 

With terrible earnestness, Nietzsche exclaims: 

"I teach you the Superman. Man is a something that must be 

surpassed. What have ye done to surpass him?"66 

Like the true Evolutionist that he was, Nietzsche would have 

us alter our environment; he would make it harder for us. 

We are in the dangerous position of being, to a certain extent, 

able to create our own environment. This is the great temptation, 
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the greatest temptation, perhaps, man has ever had—the temp-

tation of making life too easy for himself, before he is sure that 

his unexhausted powers do not render it imperative that he 

should aim at a still higher development. The Hedonistic school-

boy who creeps like a snail unwillingly to school, does not know 

that there are latent powers in him, which it is the business of his 

education to draw out; consequently, his superiors, who know 

this, force him to adopt the less pleasant course, and to work. 

But we who know, who have no excuse for our Hedonism, who 

have, rather, every reason to believe that Superman is within our 

power; we have but one course, any other means that we are de-

liberately shirking our work and blinding ourselves to our duty. 

Let us try to rid ourselves of the superstition that lamp-posts 

have grown in the street, where morals are concerned. Let us 

take our stand Beyond Good and Evil. The truth in Morality, like 

the truth in everything else, what does it mean to Nietzsche? It 

is this way he replies: "Truth to me is what elevates man!"67 

"Over ye virtuous, my beauty laughed today. And thus came 

its voice unto me: 'They wish to be paid in addition!' 

"Ye wish to be paid in addition, ye virtuous! 

"Ye wish reward for virtue, heaven for earths, and eternity for 

your today? 

"And now ye are angry at my teaching that there is no re-

warder nor pay-master. 

"Nay I do not even teach that virtue is its own reward. 

"Ye love your virtue as the mother does her child; but did an-

ybody ever hear of a mother wishing to be paid for her love? 

"It is your dearest self, your virtue. ... 

"But, to be sure, there are men who call the agony under the 

whip virtue; and ye have hearkened too much unto their crying. 
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"And there are others who call the stultification of their vices 

virtue. 

 ..." Others who walk about heavily and creaking like wag-

gons carrying stones down hill, talk much of dignity and vir-

tue,—their skid they call virtue. 

"And there are others who are wound up like everyday 

watches; they go on ticking and wish that ticking to be called a 

virtue. 

"Verily, these are mine entertainments. Wherever I find such 

watches, I shall wind them up with my mocking; and they shall 

even click at that. 

"And again there are others who sit in their mudbaths [in 

their ruts] and thus speak out of their bulrushes: 'Virtue—that 

meaneth to sit still in the mudbath.' 

"We bite nobody, and go out of the way of him who seeketh 

to bite; and in all things we have the opinions we are given. 

"And in this way almost all believe they share in virtue. At 

any rate every body would have himself to be an expert as to 

'good and evil.' 

"Zarathustra hath not come to say unto all these liars and 

fools: 'What know ye of virtue! What could ye know of virtue!' 

"But that ye, my friends, may become weary of the old words 

which ye have heard from fools and liars."68 

The modern European, this "gregarious animal," this "ludi-

crous species," this "something obliging, sickly" and "medio-

cre,"—this modern European; a man of Progress and of "modern 

ideas," the fittest surviving, because he is small and debased and 

bereft of all nobility: this man fills Nietzsche with the gravest 

misgiving. He cannot think without terror of the individual that 

will ultimately be the fittest to survive in the conditions which 

we have created for ourselves, and to which we may yet become 
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adapted, led thereto by a Hedonistic philosophy. Something 

tame, soft and sensitive, something harmless with a keen but 

timid "eye to the main chance," some abortion of man it will be; 

Nietzsche sees the day coming and its approach is only made the 

more probable, seeing that it is taking place under the cover of 

such veneering terms as Progress, Modernity, "equality before 

God," etc. ... 

With all the energy of his being, Nietzsche raises his voice 

against this degeneration of man; he calls to us earnestly to trans-

value our values and change our conditions, that another kind 

of creature may survive in the "struggle for power." 

"I teach you Superman. Man is something that must be sur-

passed. What have ye done to surpass him? 

"What is the ape unto man? A laughing-stock, a thing of 

shame. Man shall be the same for Superman, a laughing-stock, a 

thing of shame. 

"Ye have made your way from worm to man and much 

within you is still worm. 

"He who is the wisest among you is but a hidden mutiny and 

a hybrid of plant and ghost. But, do I order you to become ghosts 

or plants? 

"Behold, I teach you Superman!"69 

But Superman must take a very heavy load upon his shoul-

ders; a load of filth mostly; for, during our tenancy of the World, 

we have not helped to make it spick-and-span. He will have to 

have a healthy stomach too, this higher individual, that it may 

not turn when he looks back and contemplates our filthiness; 

when he looks back and tries to bury our filthiness! 

"Verily a muddy stream is man. One must be at least a sea to 

be able to absorb a muddy stream without becoming unclean. 
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"Behold, I teach you Superman: he is that sea, in him your 

great contempt can sink. 

"Where is the lightning to lick you with its tongue? Where is 

that insanity with which ye ought to be inoculated? 

"Behold, I teach you Superman: he is that lightning, he is that 

insanity."70 

Nietzsche perceived "all that could still be made out of man, 

through a favourable accumulation and augmentation of human 

powers and arrangements;" he knew "how unexhausted man 

still is for the greatest possibilities, and how often in the past, the 

type man has stood at mysterious and dangerous crossways, 

and has launched forth upon the right or the wrong road, im-

pelled merely by a whim, or by a hint from the giant 'Chance.'" 

He knew what trifling obstacles have often shattered "promising 

developments of the highest rank," and owing to what quibbles, 

saviours of mankind have often been sacrificed. "The universal 

degeneracy of mankind," he adds, "to the level of the 'man of the 

future'—as idealised by the Socialistic fools and shallow-pates—

this degeneracy and dwarfing of man to an absolutely gregari-

ous animal (or as they call it, to a man of 'free society,') this bru-

talising of man into a pigmy with equal rights and claims, is un-

doubtedly possible! He who has thought out this possibility to 

its ultimate conclusions, knows another loathing unknown to 

the rest of mankind, and perhaps also, a new mission!"71 

But disciples of Nietzsche may ask, who is this Superman? 

What is he like? How are we to picture this ideal after which we 

are to strive? Nietzsche cannot hope to describe and does not 

attempt to give us, any definite image of the Superman. He is to 

be an evolution of the higher men of the present day, he is a 
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prophecy that Nietzsche bade the world strive to realise, he is a 

promise which Nietzsche exhorted us to keep for him. 

How could he describe a development not yet reached? Here 

and there in his works we get glimpses of what Superman was 

to his imagination, and, by analogy of the past, he certainly 

could claim to form some rough sort of notion of the kind of be-

ing his table of morals and his principles of Sociology would 

rear. An excellent and tentative analysis of his forerunner's nec-

essary attributes, which I regret to say I cannot quote here, oc-

curs in the Winter Number 1906 of Mr Thomas Common's bril-

liant little Quarterly, The Good European Point of View. In any case, 

we may say that the Superman's first virtues must be upright-

ness and truthfulness; he must be courageous to the point of 

hardness, and his giving, if he give at all, his charity, if he be 

charitable, must not be the outcome of pity, but the conse-

quences of an impulse generated by a superabundance of power. 

Gifted with a sublime intellect,72 and free—free in the sense 

that he have the Will to be responsible for himself73—he will be 

able to rule, not because he will but because he must,74 he will be 

possessed of the "genius of the heart, which imposes silence and 

attention on everything loud and self-conceited, which smooths 

rough souls and makes them taste a new longing—to lie placid 

as a mirror that the deep heavens may be reflected in them;—the 

genius of the heart, which teaches the clumsy and too hasty hand 

to hesitate and to grasp more delicately; which scents the hidden 

and forgotten treasure, the drop of goodness and sweet spiritu-

ality under thick dark ice, and is a divining-rod for every grain 

of gold, long buried and imprisoned in mud and sand; the ge-

nius of the heart, from contact with which everyone goes away 

richer; not favoured or surprised, not as though gratified and 
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oppressed by the good things of others; but richer in himself, 

newer than be fore, broken up, blown up, and sounded by a 

thawing wind; more uncertain perhaps, more delicate, more 

fragile, more bruised, but full of hopes which as yet lack names, 

full of a new will and current, full of a new ill-will and counter 

current."75 

This possible demi-god, leading men because he is a leader, 

and followed by men loyally, without a murmur of "why" or 

"how," because they cheerfully acknowledge, not only that some 

are born to follow, but that unlimited confidence is the highest 

form of reverence for one who deserves reverence at all; this 

knight of intellect and will, regarding the interests, the true in-

terests, of his fellows, as more sacred than his own, and deter-

mined that errors of thought and judgment will no more be al-

lowed to return, in order, for the thousandth time, to botch the 

figure "Man"; this "world-approving, exuberant and vivacious 

man, who has not only learnt to compromise and arrange with 

that which was and is, but wishes to have it again, as it was and 

is, for all eternity insatiably calling da capo, not only to himself, 

but to the whole piece and play":76 this, if I am not mistaken, is a 

faint forecast of Nietzsche's Superman; it was with this ideal in 

his thoughts that he called our present state the momentous 

Noon—the great Mid-day of man; it was for this belief that he 

would have us live and die. 

Naturally, he looks upon us as but very remote steps to this 

ideal; but he conjures us not to think meanly of our position and 

its heavy responsibility. 

"Man is a rope slung between animal and Superman,—a rope 

over an abyss 
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"A dangerous crossing, a dangerous half-way station, a dan-

gerous looking backward, a dangerous shivering and halting. 

What is great in man is that he is a bridge and not a goal: what 

can be loved in man is that he is a transition and a destruction.77 

"It is time for man to mark out his goal. It is time for man to 

plant the germ of his highest hope. 

"His soil is still rich enough for that purpose. But one day that 

soil will be impoverished and tame, no high tree being any 

longer able to grow from it."78 

He was only too well aware of the impossibility of appealing 

to the many with a doctrine such as this. "They understand me 

not," he says, "I am not the mouth for these ears." Hedonism is 

far more to their taste, much more simple, and above all, much 

more pregnant with immediate advantages. 

Nietzsche professes to appeal to those deep ones, whose ears 

are delicate enough to hear a jarring note in the sensational mu-

sic of modern progress; to those who are discerning enough to 

guess at the humbug underlying the tinsel of "modern ideas"; in 

short he would fain appeal to those deep and refined ones, who 

constitute the few and the select, and who already know, in their 

innermost hearts, that all is not above-board with man. 

"A thousand paths there are which have never yet been 

walked, a thousand salubrities and hidden islands of life. Unex-

hausted and undiscovered, are still man and man's world. 

"Awake and listen, ye lonely ones! From the future winds are 

coming with a gentle beating of wings, and there cometh good 

tidings for fine ears. 

"Ye lonely ones of today, ye who stand apart, ye shall one day 

be a people: from you who have chosen yourselves, a chosen 

people shall arrive: and from it Superman. 
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"Verily, a place of healing shall earth become! And already a 

new odour lieth around it, an odour which bringeth salvation—

and a new hope.79 

"Never yet Superman existed. I have seen them, both naked, 

the greatest and the smallest man. 

"Much too like are they still unto each other. Verily even the 

greatest one I found to be—much too human."80 

To men Nietzsche cried: "Superman is the significance of this 

earth. Your will shall say: Superman shall be the significance of 

this earth."81 

To women, he said: "Let a ray of starlight shine in your love! 

Let your hope be: 'Would that I might give birth to Superman!'"82 

And in this last passage, where Nietzsche tells us in a simile, 

what he was and how we are to regard him, we get in a poetical 

form his concept of his mission. 

"I love all those who are like heavy drops falling one by one 

from the dark cloud lowering over men: they announce the com-

ing of the lightning and perish in the act. 

"Behold, I am an announcer of the lightning and a heavy drop 

from the clouds: that lightning's name is, Superman."83 
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III 
The Transvaluation of All Values 

In the two preceding lectures, I attempted to deal with Nie-

tzsche's newness—his originality,—first in regard to the ques-

tion of modern European morality, secondly in regard to his 

ideal of man. Much that you heard must have seemed new, even 

to outlandishness—even to eccentricity—to you. Now, however, 

I am approaching a side of his philosophy, the "Transvaluation 

of all Values," which promises, already by its very title, to trans-

cend even the foregoing in novelty and originality. 

In fact, it is not without great diffidence that one can venture 

to treat of this subject at all in a lecture. The views I have to lay 

before you will, at first, seem topsy-turvy. 

One has to get acclimatised, even to new and strange thought. 

But, so radically will these thoughts probably subvert your 

most deeply-cherished beliefs, that to hear them for the first time 

may mean to be shocked, to be offended, or even to be wounded, 

and there where you are most vulnerable. 

In my last lecture, you heard what Nietzsche said of new mu-

sic, new words, new effects of colour; you heard that he declares 

them hostile to the senses; "We hear new music badly," he says. 

Need I point the moral? 

What you are going to hear under the title, "Transvaluation 

of all Values," will be new music to you; not alone new music, 

but the instrument upon which it will be played, will be strange 

also. 

Nietzsche was a new human instrument. A costly one whose 

sad end was proof enough of his fragility. No one who has stud-

ied his works deeply, can doubt that Nietzsche's breakdown was 



anything more than the snap of an organisation which was too 

highly strung for the conditions in which it lived. 

He was a new instrument; he had eyes and ears for subtleties 

which most eyes and ears are too coarse for, nowadays. The mu-

sic he gives us is new music; let us therefore be prepared to "hear 

it badly," remembering, however, to seek the fault in the proper 

quarter. 

With this warning, I hope to secure you from that indignation 

and impatience which may blind you to the true merits of the 

views I now wish to present to you. The way I present them, I 

know to be full of shortcomings; but let this fact serve but as a 

further reason urging you to turn to his works themselves, for a 

better knowledge of their message. 

No better opening could be chosen for this paper however, 

than that made by Nietzsche, himself, in the first book of the 

Transvaluation. Perhaps only too well aware of the reception his 

doctrine would meet with, he there writes in the following 

strain: 

"This book belongs to the select few. Perhaps even none of 

them yet live. They may be those who understand my Zarathus-

tra: ... It is only the day after to-morrow that belongs to me. Some 

are born posthumously: 

"The conditions under which a person understands me, and 

then necessarily understands,—I know them only too accu-

rately. He must be honest in intellectual matters even to stern-

ness, in order even to endure my seriousness, my passion. ... He 

must have become indifferent, he must never ask whether truth 

is profitable or becomes a calamity to him. A predilection of ro-

bustness for questions for which, at present, no one has the cour-

age; the courage for the forbidden; the predetermination for the 

labyrinth. New ears for new music. New eyes for the most dis-

tant. A new conscience for truths which have hitherto remained 



dumb. ... Well then! Those alone are my readers, my right read-

ers, my predetermined readers: of what account are the rest?"1 

A thinker who writes in this way expects to be misinter-

preted; indeed he deliberately courts misinterpretation. For he 

knows that it is one thing to understand, and something quite 

different to endure what one understands. "Every deep thinker," 

he tells us, "is more afraid of being understood than of being 

misunderstood. The latter perhaps wounds his vanity; but the 

former wounds his heart, his sympathy, which always says: 'Ah, 

would you also have as hard a time as I have?'"2 

We may ask what it was that gave Nietzsche a hard time. 

True, he led a lonely life,—the life of an ascetic; he was also an 

invalid, and, to a certain extent an out-cast against whom almost 

every hand was raised; but if we look into these facts concerning 

him, we find that they are rather the symptoms than the cause 

of his unhappiness. The cause of this unhappiness was in reality 

Nietzsche himself—the particular way in which he was consti-

tuted. His only alternative was to live alone, it was a foregone 

conclusion that he would be an invalid, and his contemporaries 

were compelled to raise their hands against him; simply because 

Nietzsche had no company, could find no health and possessed 

no real contemporaries in a world into which he had come, per-

haps two or three centuries before his time. 

Nietzsche was wretched because he was ill-adapted to his en-

vironment, he was an anchorite because he never succeeded in 

finding the friend, the equal, who could be company for him,—in 

the language of the biologist who could make him feel in har-

mony with his surroundings. 

At the end of a very beautiful poem, entitled "From Lofty 

Mountains," he tells us that this actually was the case. 
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O noon of life! A second youthful land! 

"Fair summer station! 

O restless bliss in watchful expectation— 

For friends I wait—both day and night attend,— 

For the new friends! Oh, come! The time's at hand! 

*        *        *        *        *        *        *  

"This song is o'er,—the longings' sweet refrain 

Ceased with good reason: 

By charmer's spell, the friend at the right season, 

The noonday friend—but why should I explain— 

It was at noon when one was changed to twain. ... 

We celebrate, now sure of conquering might, 

The grandest lustra— 

The guest of guests arrived, friend Zarathustra! 

The world now smiles, rent is the veil of night— 

And marriage comes for darkness and for light." ... 3 

Could any lines be more irresistibly poignant? After having 

sought the friend year in, year out, Zarathustra—his own crea-

tion, is the only guest he can tolerate at his table! 

Elsewhere, Nietzsche tries to explain the nature of his suffer-

ings, and we see perhaps more clearly still, that our view of the 

case is only too probable. 

He tells us he suffered from man. 

"Ye do not yet suffer enough!" he declares, apostrophising 

"Higher men." "For ye suffer from yourselves, ye have never suf-

fered from man. Ye would lie, did ye say otherwise! None of you 

suffereth from what I have suffered."4 
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Nietzsche, by virtue of the very ill-adaptedness which was his 

bane, was practically in the position of a spectator at a play. He 

saw man as a looker-on sees all things, that is to say, he saw most 

of the game. 

But what time have we nowadays to think of man? 

We think we propitiate the imaginary spirit of our race, from 

time to time, when we fling some of our victuals to the cripples, 

the good-for-nothings and the diseased that throng our neigh-

bourhood; but mankind in general?—man as a species? Who has 

time to think of this question? Who has even a wish to think of 

this question? 

In the midst of all our bustle and hurry! our greed for comfort, 

our desire, ever to be on the safe side, Nietzsche arises like a 

warning figure of destiny and bids us look ahead. An artist with 

a very distinct taste of his own, his object is not so much to im-

pose his taste upon us, as to make us feel sure that we are exer-

cising our taste. 

He leaves us in no doubt as to what we are; gives us a daz-

zling picture of what we might be, and exhorts us to accept his 

ideal or make another of our own. 

With passionate emphasis he cries: the "Earth hath a skin, and 

that skin hath diseases. One of these diseases, for example, is 

called 'man.'"5 

For this passion, for this emphasis, Nietzsche has been 

scorned. We, of modern Europe, have given up talking in this 

way. Even in our arguments, the hypersensitive and the lovers 

of peace and smug ease, whisper to us, not on any account to be 

personal. Indeed, so suspicious have we become of him whose 

heart is in his convictions or his ideas, and who therefore speaks 

with vehemence, that we have grown milder, even than the 
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mildest man in history—the Founder of Christianity. Christ cer-

tainly said: "Whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn 

to him the other also," but when in the presence of his most ran-

corous enemies, he, too, did not refrain from venting his passion; 

as witness his attack on the money-changers. 

Nietzsche is nothing if not vehement in his appeal to us, and 

in England, above all, therefore, we are inclined to purse our 

lips. Even such an authority in criticism, as Professor Saintsbury, 

cannot help taking exception to Nietzsche's "reckless, uncon-

trolled, uncontrollable flux and reflux of mood and temper,"6 

and the learned critic more than once alludes, with grave expres-

sions of fear and commiseration to a taint of dementedness,7 

which, in his opinion, most certainly peeps out of the pages of 

the German philosopher's works. How very easy such criticism 

is; how simple it is to point to madness in a man's work, when 

we have been told that he died insane!8 

To be philosophical at all, the prerequisite, hitherto, has been 

tediousness, longwindedness, dryness,—anæmia! In men whose 

writings savour of these things, in our Kants, our J. S. Mills, our 

Sidgwicks, we have faith. 

Now Nietzsche is a man who wrote with his blood, who made 

philosophy as palpitatingly interesting as the most thrilling ro-

mance, who himself said, he had no particular wish to be read at 

present, whose ambition was to create "things on which time 

might vainly try its teeth,"9 and who, as we have already seen, 

endeavoured to "say in ten sentences what everyone else says in 
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a whole book,—what everyone else does not say in a whole 

book."10 

At this man, the orthodox and lovers of tradition, with Pro-

fessor Pringle Pattison in the van, immediately foam with indig-

nation; he is new music to them, he is not tedious;—they are at 

sea! And these people who worship dry land, dry books and dry 

ideas, insist on it, that they must be bored when reading philos-

ophy, otherwise the self-castigating element in their studies, 

which is their measure of the latter's depth, is felt to be entirely 

wanting. 

"Do not forget," says Nietzsche, "the higher we soar, the 

smaller we appear to those who cannot fly."11 

This is not an aphorism for the sake of an aphorism, it is a 

thought expressing the experience of his whole life. 

His eyes were constantly upon his fellows; mankind becomes 

self-conscious,—blushes even, when reading his works. The 

steady, critical gaze is sometimes too piercing;—hence, perhaps, 

the hatred he has roused and the opposition he has provoked. 

"Towards my goal I struggle, mine own way I go, I shall over-

leap those who hesitate and delay. Let my way be their destruc-

tion."12 

"I am a railing alongside the stream; whoever is able to seize 

me, may seize me. Your crutch however I am not."13 

Nietzsche was a critic, above all. Even Professor Saintsbury 

admires him in a lukewarm fashion in this capacity. Nietzsche 

bids us look around. He criticises the whole of modern culture, 

and the keynote of his indictment is, that we are all decadent. 

We have seen that the survival of the fittest does not by any 
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means signify the survival of the more desirable or even tolera-

ble, if we give to these words anything like their ordinary mean-

ings. Given the necessary conditions, and the survival of the fit-

test might signify the survival of the meanest, most abject and 

most contemptible type, according to our present notions 

We create our conditions by means of our values of Good and 

Evil. Now are the conditions we have created leading to a goal 

which would answer to our present acceptation of what is dig-

nified or worthy of our inheritance? Is it our taste that the man 

of the future be nobler, better-constituted, and stronger than he 

is at present, or that he be mean, deformed—ignoble? 

Nietzsche assures us that decadence is the only possible, ulti-

mate end of our present values. In fact he already sees decadence 

in a hundred different manifestations about us today, and he im-

plores us to alter our values, before it is too late. "It is time for 

man to mark out his goal. It is time for man to plant the germ of 

his highest hope. 

"His soil is still rich enough for that purpose."14 

"Not only the reason of millenniums—but also their madness 

breaketh out in us. Dangerous it is to be an heir."15 

But, how, you may ask, are we to determine new values? As 

we saw in my first paper, Nietzsche gives us the key. He says, 

not the prevalence of a certain moral principle is of importance 

in estimating its worth; but its origin. Let that be our rule 

throughout our investigation of the values which reign today, 

and it will be seen, how few may be retained, if our taste happen 

to coincide with Nietzsche's. 

Morality, in all its forms is merely a means to self-enhance-

ment and to power. This life is will to power. But, if we grant 

this, as we saw in the first paper, we also grant by implication, 
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that not only the actually powerful, but also the impotent, the 

oppressed, the ill-constituted, the defeated, will struggle for 

power too. What did we say would be the result, suppose each 

of these classes moralise? Would not the powerful, the happy, 

the healthy, the well-constituted, probably posit health, power, 

strength, well-constitutedness as "good"; and is it not also likely 

that the impotent, the weak, the diseased and the ill-constituted 

would regard exactly those attributes as evil—as their evil? 

Life means struggle, battle—war. Where it ceases to be that, 

its standard falls;16 it degenerates. The attacks that life survives, 

as a rule, leave it stronger. Even, today, we carry on a sort of 

bloodless war with the weapons which our professions or trades 

place in our hands. 

But fight entails exertion and fatigue; to the weak, the ill-con-

stituted and the defeated, however, it is unbearable fatigue, in-

sufferable exertion. What will they, therefore, probably regard 

as an ideal of blessedness? With their pale hands on their pant-

ing breasts, will they not cry for peace, love, love for one's neigh-

bour; yes, even love for one's enemy? Will they not say: peace is 

good, love is good, love for one's neighbour is good; yes, even 

love for one's enemy is good? Is not this morality distinctly red-

olent of the weary of the fight, of the wounded of the fight, of 

the incapable of the fight? Will not health, happiness, power, 

prosperity, be regarded by them with revengeful eyes? 

Let this suffice as introduction. Let it suffice to show the 

sound psychological basis upon which Nietzsche builds his two 

moralities: the master- and the slave-morality, and let us be pre-

pared for the somewhat heterodox conclusions which an admis-

sion of these views carries with it. 

For, however eager we may be to follow Nietzsche, we may 

find ourselves so mercilessly assailed by his doctrines, and 
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called upon at every turn to relinquish so many of our most cher-

ished ideals, that we must not be surprised to find ourselves hes-

itating at first, even to listen—even to see clearly—even to think 

fairly. 

"Verily, I have taken from you an hundred words and the 

dearest playthings of your virtue; and now ye are angry with me 

as children are. 

"They played on the seashore,—then came a wave and swept 

all their toys away into the depths: now they cry. 

"But the same wave shall bring them new play-things and 

spread before them new coloured shells. 

"Thus they will be comforted; and like them, ye also, my 

friends, shall have your comfort and new-coloured shells. 

 "Thus Spake Zarathustra."17 

*        *        *        *        *        *        * 

Nietzsche did not allow his mother ever to peep into one of 

his books. The old lady died without having read a line of her 

son's philosophical writings.18 Was he going to let his mother 

have as hard a time of it as he had? Apparently not. He left his 

mother with her illusions concerning life. She had fulfilled her 

task on earth; her life was an already accomplished one when he 

began to write; why should he disturb her calm serenity? Why 

embitter her against her world seeing that she had but her au-

tumn to spend in it? 

Nietzsche does not appeal to those whose life-task is accom-

plished. He quite well realises that few men have the courage, 

even if they had the conviction, to turn upon their past selves, 

and recant all they have said and done. It is vain to expect it of 
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them—more particularly in a world which still obstinately re-

gards any revulsion of feeling or change of opinion as a sign of 

weakness.19 

Nietzsche appeals to the young; to those who have their lives 

before them. His speech on marriage in Thus Spake Zarathustra is 

perhaps the finest thing on the subject in the whole of the world's 

literature. He elevates marriage, not virtually, but actually, to the 

most sacred place among human institutions. He regards the 

married couple as pledges for the future of humanity. The words 

of St Paul on the subject, which I do not like even to quote here, 

revolt him;20 to him, marriage is not a last shift, a faute-de-mieux, 

this view of it fills him with disgust;21 for it overlooks the main 

object of the institution, which is the pledge for the future of the 

human race. 

He says rather: 

"Thou art young and wishes! for child and marriage. But I ask 

thee: art thou a man who darest to wish for a child? 

"Art thou the victorious one, the self-subduer, the com-

mander of thy senses, the master of thy virtues? Thus I ask thee. 

"I would that thy victory and freedom were longing for a 

child. Thou shalt build living monuments unto thy victory and 

liberation. 

"Thou shalt build beyond thyself. But first thou must be built 

thyself square in body and soul. 

"Thou shalt not only have descendants, but these shall also be 

thy ascent! Therefore the garden of marriage may help thee! 
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"Thirst unto the creator, an arrow and longing for Superman: 

say, my brother, is that thy will unto marriage? 

"Holy I call such a will and such a marriage."22 

In what religion can similar words be found concerning the 

holy estate of matrimony? 

Nietzsche appeals to the young and tells them the nature of 

modern decadence. He points to it everywhere, and through 

them hopes to overcome it. He writes in the Antichrist: 

"The problem I here put, is not what is to replace mankind in 

the chain of beings (man is an end), but what type of man we are 

to cultivate, we are to will, as the more valuable, the worthy of 

life, the more certain of the future. 

"This more valuable type has often enough existed already; 

but as a happy accident, as an exception, never as willed. It has 

rather just been the most feared, it has hitherto been almost the 

terror, the reverse has been willed, cultivated, attained; the do-

mestic animal, the herding animal, the sickly animal man—the 

Christian."23 

Nietzsche sees two lines of life, the ascending and the de-

scending. After a conscientious investigation of life in the civi-

lised world, he arrives at the inevitable conclusion, that the de-

scending line is almost the rule, and he makes no effort at con-

cealment concerning his belief as to the causes which are at work 

effecting this state of affairs. 

He tells us the morality of the weak, the ill-constituted and 

the slaves, is gaining ascendency over other and nobler morali-

ties. 

Our conditions are determined by our values, Nietzsche 

strikes at these. He assures us that our values are precisely what 

we must alter. If man is to be a being worthy of respect at all in 
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time to come, if he is not to be a semi-sick, listless animal, grunt-

ing and sweating under a weary life, as under a disease, then we 

must alter our ideals; if we will have another kind of man, if our 

taste is a man who is health, who is happiness and strength, and 

whose aspect will not make us entertain doubts as to the inesti-

mable worth of life; then this revolution, this arresting of the dec-

adent current of today, this "ascent" (in Nietzsche's sense), is 

only to be achieved by a Transvaluation of all values: by a Trans-

valuation of all modern values. 

The envisaging of this "topsyturvification," as Professor 

Saintsbury calls it, presupposes at least a certain knowledge of 

our present values, and this leads us to the question, par excel-

lence, which Nietzsche answered with most force, most novelty, 

and most courage. What are our present values? The reply is: 

they are Christian values. However stoutly we may repudiate 

any active participation in Christian forms and pieties, however 

conscientiously we may disclaim all allegiance to the religion of 

pity; the fact nevertheless remains, that in our morality, in our 

appreciation of life, the principles we adopt are Christian prin-

ciples. 

Our concept of "good" today, is not the concept of good with 

which we fought our way from the beast, it is a concept of good 

which has come to us from some law-giver who, like all law-

givers, desired to create a certain type of man. 

This "good" has to be taught as something bran new to little 

boys, who at first, in spite of heredity, and before they have the 

poison of a guilty conscience implanted in them, are refractory 

to it. It is the Christian concept of good. Let us therefore turn to 

Christianity. 

Before embarking upon this trying undertaking, however, it 

would be well to bear in mind what Nietzsche's position pre-

cisely was towards religions in general. 



I suppose, no careful reader of his works has ever doubted, 

for one instant, that Nietzsche was a profoundly religious man; 

for to do so would be to mistake the whole trend of his thoughts. 

Indeed, taking religiousness to mean that attitude of reverence 

and awe before the inexorability and beauty of Nature, which is 

the salient characteristic of such ancient religions as that of the 

Sun-worshippers, Nietzsche's gift and feeling for it might even 

be regarded as exceptional, and one has only to recall his mag-

nificent poem entitled "Before Sunrise," in Thus Spake Zarathus-

tra, in order to be convinced of the fact. 

In addition to this, however, everywhere in his works we find 

the usefulness of religions extolled as a measure of discipline,24 

as a step to higher intellectuality,25 as a means to invaluable con-

tentedness,26 and, in one place, we even find that man rebuked 

who can love any but a religious woman; while the gift of rever-

ence, which may be regarded as a factor in the development of 

all higher religions, is, according to Nietzsche, a sine-qua-non of 

the aristocratic sum of qualities. 

We cannot therefore say that Nietzsche is anti-religious. As a 

matter of fact, he is very far from being so. But, loyal in every-

thing to his aim, which is the excellence of man, he divides reli-

gions, like moralities, into classes according to the ideals they 

bid men strive after. 

Not the legends, nor the questionable promises, nor the pro-

digious wonders of religions, are held to be of importance by 

him;—but as we might easily have guessed: their moralities. The 

morality of a religion is that part of it which stamps its whole 

character, because it is precisely that part of it which has as its 

object the creation of a certain type of man. The hopes, the little 

fairy stories upon which the warrant for its hopes are based, and 
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the value of the claim which religious founders usually make, to 

having had their teaching revealed to them supernaturally: all 

these things may be as preposterous and as absurd as can be im-

agined, Nietzsche pays no heed to them, and moves not a finger 

to expose them. What does concern him, however, is the kind of 

man who tends to become paramount under the auspices, and 

owing to the morality, of a given religion. 

If the type be a desirable or a tolerable one, then, whatever be 

the absurdities of the religions rearing it, it is applauded for its 

taste. If the reverse be the case, however, no grandeur of rites, 

nor any exploitation of logic, can justify the religion in Nie-

tzsche's eyes. 

Now, turning to Christianity, let us ask ourselves what trait it 

has, which, to an inquirer indifferent as to the issue, and partial 

only to facts, might be regarded as the most salient trait, as the 

very nose of the faith which all believers follow? 

Is it not the positing of a beyond in contradistinction to a 

"here" to a "this earth"—to life? The denial, the calumny and the 

backbiting of this world together with the eulogy, the great 

promises of, and the conditions of admittance to, a world to 

come, every fair critic must surely regard as the leitmotif of the 

Gospels and other books of the New Testament. 

"Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. 

If any man loves the world, the love of the Father is not in him." 

It cannot be said that the sentiment of this text is exceptional in 

the New Testament. And again: "He that loveth life, shall lose it: 

and he that hateth life in this world shall keep it unto life eter-

nal." Nobody, I presume, will deny that this thought is the very 

kernel of Christianity. 

And what are we to suppose this loathing of the world 

meant? How are we to explain it? 



The healthy child romps, the kitten plays delightfully. Who 

can watch a healthy child or a kitten at play, and still maintain 

that they should hate life in this world? 

They both say yea unto life most heartily! 

"Unto the pure all things are pure. ... But, I tell you," says Nie-

tzsche, "unto the swine, all things are swine!" 

"Therefore the enthusiasts and hypocrites, whose very heart 

hangeth down, preach: 'The world itself is a filthy monster!' 

"For they are all of an unclean mind; in particular those who 

have neither quiet nor rest; unless it be that they see the world 

from the back,—those back-worldsmen!"27 

In what class of mind do thoughts of bitterness and resent-

ment against the world originate?28 

Once they have originated, they spread, of course, like a 

plague; for we have only to glance around us today in order to 

see how few are really constituted to say yea unto life, inno-

cently, heartily and consummately, as the healthy child does. It 

is, therefore, merely complicating the problem, to try and sup-

port the mistrust of life and of this world by pointing to those 

who, rightly or wrongly, now share it. The only question we can 

put in the hope of obtaining enlightenments is: what kind of 

mind first gave rise to the mistrust? St John and Schopenhauer, 

Buddha and St Paul: what influence is at work to make these 

men deny life? That is our problem. 

When we hear: "The wretched alone are the good, the poor, 

the impotent, the lowly alone are the good; only the sufferers, 

the needy, the sick, the ugly are pious; only they are godly; them 

alone blessedness awaits;—but ye, the proud and potent, ye are 

for aye and evermore the wicked, the cruel, the lustful, the insa-

tiable, the godless; ye will also be, to all eternity, the unblessed, 
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the cursed and the damned!"29 When we read: "Blessed are the 

poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. 

"Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted. 

"Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth (!). 

"Blessed are the peacemakers: for they shall be called the chil-

dren of God." 

When we read these sentiments, how many sensitive listeners 

among us can help pricking their ears for a sound of the hoarse 

croak of impotence which is to follow them? What fine listener 

amongst us does not detect the Will to Power of the unfortunate, 

the weak, and the ill-constituted, behind these words? Does this 

interpretation require to be substantiated? 

Who is likely to say: "It is God that avengeth me. ... the Lord 

avenge me!" Let us ask ourselves honestly and uprightly, who it 

is who leaves his vengeance to a God or to a future time and 

must posit a hell for his enemies? A certain kind of man must 

have done it, once upon a time, in order to still a rankling hate. 

Was it the man who had power to chastise his enemy? Was it the 

conqueror or successful warrior in any walk of life? 

If we have earnestly asked ourselves these questions, we are 

nearing enlightenment, we are beginning to perceive what type 

of man sought to preserve himself and even universalise his 

kind by means of Christian values. 

God had taken many shapes in the minds of men. But before 

he could be reduced to the mellifluous lower-middle-class deity 

which St Paul describes in the following passage, something 

must have happened to him; what was it? Nietzsche's answer is, 

that a type of men had appropriated and defined him, who, be-

ing in a low and mean position in life, perforce gave him those 

attributes which tended to honour and even to canonise their 

condition. 
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St Paul said to the Corinthians: 

"... Hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this world? 

"For after that in the wisdom of God the world by wisdom 

knew God, it pleased God by the foolishness of preaching to save 

them that believe. 

"... Not many wise men after the flesh, not many mighty, not 

many noble, are called: 

"But God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to con-

found the wise; and God hath chosen the weak things of the 

world to confound the things which are mighty; (!) 

"And base things30 of the world, and things which are des-

pised, hath God chosen, yea and things which are not, to bring 

to nought things that are." 

Is it not perfectly legitimate to inquire to what class of minds 

such words appealed, and what part of the community they 

were supposed to endow with power? Nietzsche thinks the 

question very pertinent, and he replies, that only the oppressed, 

the weak, the ill-constituted, or the slaves of any community 

could have felt the need of such words. These sentiments of St 

Paul are values involving the morality of two thousand years. 

What kind of values are they? Are they the values of a noble, an 

ascendant, a healthy morality, or those of a slave, a decadent, an 

unhealthy morality? 

It is clear that no noble or powerful class invented them; no 

such class could have had any use for them. They appeal to those 

who are burning with resentment, to those who are impotent, 

crippled, diseased, or in any way physiologically botched, and 

who are tired and sick of the sight of the mighty, the happy, the 

well-constituted; that is to say, of all those on whom the future 

welfare of mankind depends.31 
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The resenting ones on earth, wrestling with their weakness, 

or disease, playfully, as with a friend, were also parched, as all 

humanity is, with the thirst for power. They also wished to uni-

versalise their kind. In their way stood the values of the noble, 

strong and well constituted. How could they make their concept 

of good and evil universal? That was their problem, and on its 

solution depended the attainment to power of the whole race. 

The natural function of the strong is to discharge their 

strength. Not passive inactivity, but aggressive activity is their 

business. 

"To demand of strength that it should not manifest itself as 

strength, that it should not be a will to overpower, to subdue, to 

become master of, that it should not be a thirst for enemies, re-

sistance, and triumphs, is as absurd as to demand of weakness 

that it should manifest itself as strength."32 

But how did the weak, the ill-constituted, and the physiolog-

ically botched regard the matter? To them the natural discharge 

of strength on the part of their superiors in body or mind, was 

an intolerable persecution which threatened to jeopardise the 

universalisation of their class. 

A discharge of strength on the part of a weak man, amounts 

to an affectation, it is an effort upon which he must concentrate 

the whole of his attention, and, even so, he does not necessarily 

succeed in showing strength. What, therefore, was the very nat-

ural conclusion of the weak man? Is it not clear, after indulging 

in introspection, that he must have held all manifestations of 

strength to be, not necessary, but voluntary?—Even on the part 

of the strong? Must he not have thought that the strong are at 
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liberty to behave like the weak if they choose, and that if they do 

not, since the difference is voluntary, therefore it must be their 

deliberate choice, their fault,—their guilt?33 

It only remained to teach the strong this Machiavellian doc-

trine, and the position of the weak would become secure. 

Nietzsche then proceeds to show us that the weak believing 

the strong free to be weak, if they chose, not only tried to cry 

"shame" to them for their strength, but, themselves, began to re-

gard weakness as voluntary. Their weakness seemed to them, at 

last, a performance, not the inevitable outcome of their constitu-

tions, but an act of choice and discernment, for which their taste, 

their principles were responsible, and the chasm between weak-

ness and virtue was thus spanned; for the inability to retaliate, 

to mingle actively with their fellows, to have any contact with 

evil, to be impatient, proud and unjust, thereby became a thing 

self-willed, self-chosen, a deed, a desert.34 

For this deliberate and virtuous choice of weakness, for their 

exaltation of their great asset—pity, they were chosen by their 

God to confound the things which were mighty. "Free will" was 

the necessary belief and instrument of these early weaklings, as 

it was the necessary belief of all tamers of the animal—man. 

To Nietzsche, as we are now beginning to perceive, Christi-

anity is the embodiment of all slave values. In all its principles, 

he sees protection, shelters, means to power, for the impotent, 

the sickly and the oppressed. 

But in thus classifying Christianity as a religion based upon 

slave-values, Nietzsche once more opens that much-debated 

question, which Gibbon refers to with such a show of depreca-

tion in the famous fifteenth chapter of the Decline and Fall;—the 

question whether the first Christians were mean and ignorant. 
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For, if it can be proved that they were, then Nietzsche's conten-

tion concerning Christianity although it does not rely on this ev-

idence alone, may, at least, be said to be partly justified. 

Unfortunately, this question, deeply interesting though it un-

doubtedly is, involves a discussion of so many authors' works, 

that to treat it even with scant justice, would mean to allot it 

more space than is here occupied by the whole of these four lec-

tures, taken together. When this is borne in mind, and when we 

also remember that the solution of the question exacts a some-

what profound knowledge of the first two centuries of our era; 

and that, even then, a certain "cloud" of uncertainty will still be 

found to "hang" over the first age of the church, concealing those 

facts which are of the most vital importance to the point at issue; 

it will be seen, that the task of the investigator, is not only very 

far from being an easy one, but also that it is beset with peculiar 

and inevitable disappointments, thanks to the freedom with 

which the various authorities refute and contradict one another 

in the course of establishing their own particular beliefs. Now I 

make no claim to having investigated this matter adequately, 

neither do I pretend to possess that knowledge of ancient his-

tory, which would justify me in deciding arbitrarily either 

against or for Nietzsche's contention; I have therefore placed 

myself entirely in the hands of those English, German and 

French authorities who seemed to me to have made a conscien-

tious inquiry into the points which are at issue. 

In stating the result of my modest researches, my object, 

therefore, will be not so much to establish Nietzsche's conten-

tion, as to show you, that if he is sinning at all in making it, he is 

at least sinning in very good company. 

To begin with, therefore, let it be said at once, that for Nie-

tzsche's contention that Christian values are those of a slave, dec-

adent, or resentment-morality, the evidence from various quar-

ters is exceedingly strong. 



Albeit, no attempt shall be made here to present the argument 

in its favour as strongly as possible, because there seems to be 

no need to attach such wonderful importance to it, and for rea-

sons which will be given later. In any case, though, the attitude 

of some well-known authorities may prove interesting, and to 

these it will now be our business to turn. 

Remembering that men of letters and of high society in Rome, 

of the second century, either did not know Christianity, or knew 

it exceedingly badly, and, therefore, that in spite of Tacitus, Sue-

tonius, Juvenal, the younger Pliny, Plutarch, Lucian, Hadrian 

and Marcus Aurelius, our information is comparatively scanty 

on the subject, and in any case but for the famous letter of the 

younger Pliny, not very important; if we turn to the results of 

modern research, we shall find many serious attempts at grap-

pling with our problem. 

Taking Gibbon first, how many, who have read his fifteenth 

chapter of the Decline and Fall, have found any reason to doubt 

what his attitude really was regarding the question? Beneath his 

irony we do indeed read dislike, and his sneers rather make us 

halt with surprise, seeing that he set out with the view of making 

"a candid but rational inquiry." But setting aside the tone in 

which he writes, a tone which, as Mr Bury points out, would 

have been altered by force of circumstances, had he been writing 

in our own time, in which "a wide diffusion of unobtrusive scep-

ticism among educated people ... seems to render offensive war-

fare superfluous,"35 does anyone suppose that his attitude to-

wards the single question of the alleged low status of early 

Christians would have altered? We shall see that the opinion of 

other writers, and even, of Mr Bury himself, do not justify our 

assuming this. Allowing, therefore, as fully as we can, for the 

peculiar influences and deficiencies of the time in which he 
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wrote, we still cannot entirely overlook, in an historian like Gib-

bon, the value to Nietzsche's contention, of such passages as 

those, in which he refers to the "humble and obscure followers 

of Christ,"36 or to the "pusillanimous sentiments of the new 

sect,"37 or in which he explains the readiness of early Christians 

to believe in a beyond or a back-world, in words very similar to 

Nietzsche's.38 

Turning to Merivale we certainly meet with a valiant attempt 

to elevate the status of primitive Christians; but the best even he 

can do for them, is to raise them to the rank of a certain "middle 

class,"39 of which he gives us but the vaguest description. 

Hermann Schiller, writing a retrospect of the years preceding 

117 A.D., brings Nietzsche's contention considerable support. 

He says the proofs upon which the belief is based that members 

of the higher and more cultivated circles of Roman Society lent 

an ear to Christianity, are still exceedingly unreliable, and even 

the Christianity of men and women attached to the imperial 

family may be held to be as little proved, as a persecution of 

Christians, as Christians, through Domitian, may be said to be 

proved. "Still," he continues, "even if it could be demonstrated, 

beyond a doubt, that members of the higher classes did belong 

to the new religion, the fact would not be of great value, since it 

could only be established in regard to very isolated and excep-

tional cases."40 

He then proceeds to go into other evidence, for which there is 

no room here, but which is all in perfect harmony with Nie-

tzsche's views. 
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Duruy brings overwhelming facts in support of Nietzsche's 

side. He speaks of the Mosaic God—the implacable and jealous 

master of a privileged race, being turned by Jesus into the uni-

versal God of the poor and the afflicted.41 He also describes the 

early Christians at Rome, as "converts made among the poor,"42 

as people "living in hovels,"43 he speaks of their clothes as con-

sisting mainly of rags44—of their sect, as being despised and 

therefore treated mostly with indifference by the higher clas-

ses,45 of Christianity as spreading in the mob which is inaccessi-

ble to philosophers.46 

In a retrospect of the years preceding 180 A.D. he says: "For a 

long time the Faith had spread only among the lowest classes of 

the population, where it brought consolation for all the wretch-

edness, and that virtue—charity, which Christ and St Paul had 

taught from the first. It condemned riches, which seemed to it 'a 

fruit of iniquity or an inheritance of injustice,' and it showed love 

to poverty and suffering, which it regarded as the means of re-

deeming terrestrial life. ... How sweet to the disinherited must 

the gospel of equality before God have seemed, or the redemp-

tion of souls by the Eternal Son who had been insulted, scoffed 

at, scourged, and finally crucified like a slave. Christ's passion 

appeared to them merely a page out of their own history, and 

the Good Tidings seemed to have been directed more particu-

larly at the small and the lowly."47 

There are yet other passages in Duruy, which might be ad-

duced as further supporting Nietzsche; but there is no room to 
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quote all, and we shall be obliged to return to him, in regard to 

the relation of women to Christianity. 

Dr Hertzberg, in his History of the Roman Empire, speaks in 

very much the same terms as Schiller and Duruy,48 while Lecky, 

Bury, Stewart Jones and Professor Lindsay, severally say inter-

esting things in more or less perfect agreement with those al-

ready mentioned; but I shall only find occasion to quote them in 

the course of the discussion. 

Most authors also seem to agree with regard to another ques-

tion relative to the point at issue, and that is the attitude of 

women to the early Church. Indeed, from all accounts, women 

seem to have shown rather a weakness for Christianity, and the 

importance of this element cannot be overrated. As Mr Bury ob-

serves: "Christianity cherished the amiable affections, and was 

particularly suited to be understood and embraced by women 

and children, who, according to Aristotle, are creatures of pas-

sion, as opposed to men who are capable of living by reason."49 

"Christianity," says Duruy, "has always been particularly ten-

derly disposed towards women. And this is only just, seeing that 

they are still its most powerful adherents. Their fertile imagina-

tion, their delicate nature, so virginal still in the spouse and the 

mother, were captivated by a Faith which commanded charity 

and love... . By virtue of their nervous constitutions, women are 

predisposed to exalted states of mind; many yielded thereto, and 

these had visions or prophetic lapses."50 

Hertzberg speaks in similar language, and Lecky says: "The 

Christian teacher was early noted for his unrivalled skill in play-

ing on the chords of a woman's heart. The graphic title of 'Ear-

picker of Ladies,' which was given to a seductive pontiff of a 
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somewhat later period, might have been applied to many in the 

days of the persecution."51 

The social aspect of Christianity, in its influence upon 

women, must also not be overlooked. As Hertzberg says, it con-

siderably elevated them socially, and therefore would very nat-

urally meet with particular support from their sex. 

In point of fact, though, a discussion upon this subject will be 

found to be very little to the purpose. What would it matter after 

all, even if overwhelming evidence could be brought from the 

other side, proving to the hilt, that aristocrats and men of culture 

constituted at least a reasonable proportion of the primitive 

church, let us say, in Rome? 

We know the decadent philosophy, which, even before the 

republic fell, had been introduced into Italy by Carneades, and 

which prepared the transition that was very soon to take place, 

from the tempestuous liberty of that age, to the flat servitude of 

the empire.52 

Scepticism and Epicureanism were gaining their converts 

long before the birth of the Man who was ultimately to draw the 

famous retort: "What is truth?" from Pontius Pilate, and in this 

retort itself, we are able to form some idea of the cynicism of the 

average cultivated Roman, at the time when Jesus of Nazareth 

was preaching His gospel. 

Are we going to compare the Roman élite of the early empire, 

even with the illustrious patricians from which Cæsar sprang? 

Even admitting that aristocrats of the debased type described by 

Duruy and Milman, in their respective comments on the court of 

Constantine, were proselytes of the church, what, after all, does 

such a fact prove? Is it supposed, for a moment, that it elevates 

the status of the Christian values? 
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We know "the world had grown grey independently of Chris-

tianity, and if it had not grown grey, Christianity would hardly 

have been possible—would not have had much meaning; it met 

the need of the world at the time ...";53 we know that "it aspired 

to a type of character and [was] actuated by hopes and motives 

wholly inconsistent with that proud martial ardour by which the 

triumphs of Rome had been won, and by which alone, her im-

pending ruin could be averted."54 

"It exalted the feminine un-Roman side of man's nature, the 

side that naturally loves pleasure and shrinks from pain, and 

[above all] feels quick sympathy;—in fact, the Epicurean side."55 

Putting it briefly, we know it was decadent (in the accepted 

sense of that word) and appealed to a decadent people. Almost 

all historians are unanimous in attributing the dissolution of the 

Roman world, partly to its influence; and we know, or we have 

understood from what has gone before, in this paper, that Nie-

tzsche makes no distinction between the slave and the decadent 

type. It is therefore of very little moment what the early church 

consisted of, whether of slaves or of nobles; for, apart from the 

fact that, owing to the influx of provincials, the intermarriage of 

freedmen with their superiors, and the consequent mixing of the 

races, the nobles must have become exceedingly corrupt; we fur-

ther know, that the ideals and hopes, even of the haute volée of 

Rome, were growing ever more and more degenerate during the 

second and third centuries of the Christian era. 

In the heart of this decaying society, Christianity shot her 

firmest roots; the noble values succumbed, stifled by the over-

whelming numbers of those who shared the other, the baser 

kind. It was the triumph of the poor in spirit. It was the Will to 

Power of the degenerate, the sick and the generally impossible. 
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If, however, this is all exaggeration, calumny, and overstate-

ment, how can we account for the fact, that "one of the earliest 

results of Christianity in the [Roman] empire was the promulga-

tion of laws ensuring the protection of the feeble and the help-

less?"56 How can we explain the circumstance that, "the condi-

tion of slaves was also greatly ameliorated by the new spirit of 

Christianity57 which was then working in society";58 or that "the 

silent revolution which Christianity wrought in social morality 

is to be traced ... above all, in the establishment of buildings for 

the reception of strangers, alms-houses for the poor, hospitals 

and orphan-houses for the sick and the forsaken?"59 

These people would have power, they would propagate their 

species and survive as well as the high, the healthy and the 

happy; how could they do so? How could they get the powerful, 

the believers in healthy and well-constituted life, to allow them 

to do so? 

Everything was against them. Even the law of Nature seemed 

to be that they should perish. What did they do? Danger lends 

cunning. We have seen what they did. They made the astutest 

attempt that was ever made to turn all things topsy-turvy. Theirs 

was the first Transvaluation of all Values. If with Professor 

Saintsbury, we are going to speak of topsyturvifica-

tion: theirs was the first topsyturvification. But we prefer Herbert 

Spencer's expression: "Inversion of thought and sentiment." 

Indeed it would even be unwise to ignore the passage in his 

works in which he finds cause to make use of this expression so 

reminiscent of Nietzsche's own phrase: "the world upside-

down." It throws light upon our subject, and it shows, moreover, 
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how near even Spencer himself was, to the discovery of two mo-

ralities,—of a slave- and a master-morality, although at the time 

when he comes nearest to it, he is only speaking of the Restraints 

on Free Competition. 

In the second volume of his Ethics, he says: "Among those 

who compete with one another in the same occupation, there 

must in all cases be some who are the more capable and a larger 

number who are the less capable. In strict equity, the more capa-

ble are justified in taking full advantage of their greater capabil-

ities, and where beyond their own sustentation, they have to 

provide for the sustentation of their families, and the meeting of 

further claims, the sanction of strict equity suffices them. Usu-

ally, society immediately benefits by the putting-out of their 

highest powers, and it also receives a future benefit by the effi-

cient fostering of its best members and their offspring. 

"In such cases then—and they are the cases which the mass of 

society, constituted chiefly of manual workers, presents us 

with—justice needs to be but little qualified by beneficence. This 

proposition is indeed denied, and the opposite proposition af-

firmed, by hosts of workers in our own day. Among the trades-

unionists and among leading socialists, as also among those of 

the rank and file, there is now the conviction, expressed in a way 

implying indignant repudiation of any other conviction, that the 

individual has no right to inconvenience his brother worker by 

subjecting him to any stress of competition. A man who under-

takes to do work by the piece at lower rates than would else be 

paid, and is enabled by diligence long-continued to earn a sum 

nearly double that which he would have received as wages, is 

condemned as 'unprincipled'! 

It is actually held that he has no right thus to take advantage 

of his superior powers and his greater energy; even though he is 

prompted to do this by the responsibilities a large family entails, 

and by a desire to bring up his children well; so completely have 



the 'advanced' among us inverted the old ideas of duty and 

merit." 

Here, as Spencer might have seen, we have an example of the 

Will to Power of the less capable, becoming victorious over the 

more capable, through a valuation. And what is this valuation? 

Why, that to the less capable, all that is more capable is "evil"; 

therefore they call the more capable man unprincipled! If he ac-

cepts this valuation, as he very often must, owing to being out-

numbered, his greater capabilities are vanquished, and are can-

celled from among the factors that may lead mankind a step far-

ther forward. "Inversion of thought and sentiment"; that is what 

inferior- or slave-morality must accomplish before it can be vic-

torious: that is the expedient of the incapable, the impotent and 

the poor in spirit, when they wish to make their kind paramount. 

Every means, every artifice, every strategy, that presented it-

self to their imagination, they used to further their subterranean 

purpose. Not only must the strong, healthy and powerful, blush 

with shame for being what they are; but the happy among them 

must be taught, that happiness is almost a sin. They must be 

taught that "wretchedness is a selection and distinction from 

God, that the dogs which are liked most are whipped, that the 

misery of the weak, the oppressed and the diseased, may per-

haps also be a preparation a trial, a schooling, perhaps even 

more—something which at some time to come, will be requited 

and paid back with immense interest in gold, no!—in happiness. 

This they call happiness."60 

"For whom the Lord loveth, He chasteneth," says the writer 

of the Epistle to the Hebrews. "As many as I love, I rebuke and 

chasten," is a sentiment to be found in Revelations. 

Thus they deck out and adorn the inevitable wretchedness of 

their condition, and wish to wield power with this decoration. 
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These listless ones suffering from life as from a crushing burden; 

what do they do? They posit a beyond, where their species alone 

will attain to honour, happiness and the like; where the lowly 

will become mighty, where the poor will be lying in the lap of 

comfort and smug ease, while their enemies, the rich, will be 

writhing in eternal agony "It is easier for a camel to go through 

the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of 

God This is one of their household sentiments. "These people 

who invented hell, that they might have a heaven upon earth,"61 

who invented the concept beautiful soul," that they might at 

least possess something beautiful "here below"62 and with a 

thirst for power which their impotence only aggravated, 

stopped at nothing, no, not even at the attempt to monopolise 

virtue upon earth,63 in order to gain their ends. 

"God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to confound 

the wise; and God hath chosen the weak things of the world to 

confound the things which are mighty. 

"And base things of the world, and things which are despised, 

hath God chosen, yea and things which are not, to bring to 

nought things that are." 

To those who can boast of the smallest "tincture of psychol-

ogy," is it not clear, now, in what kind of mind these thoughts 

originated, or for what kind of minds they were expressed? Is it 

necessary to press the point? 

"We must not embellish or deck out Christianity, it has waged 

a deadly war against the higher type of man, it has put in ban all 

fundamental instincts of this type, it has distilled evil, the evil 

one, out of these instincts—strong man as the typical reprobate, 

as 'out-cast man.' Christianity has taken the part of the weak, the 
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low, the ill-constituted, it has made an ideal out of the antago-

nism to the preservative instincts of strong life; it has ruined the 

reason of the intellectually strongest natures, in that it taught 

men to regard the highest values of intellectuality as sinful, as 

misleading, as temptations."64 

We now clearly see, that it is not the hopes or the little com-

forts or the legends of Christianity, that Nietzsche wishes to 

combat. The nature of Professor Huxley's attack upon Christian-

ity seemed futile to him; as he somewhere declares: "all its leg-

ends and metaphysical beliefs might be a thousand times more 

incredible than they are, and I would have nought to say. But it 

is the morality,—the moralic acid—underlying it all, which I re-

gard as the great danger—Christian ideals." 

Christian values being of that type which he distinguishes as 

slave-morality, they represent the descending line of life, and 

with them, Nietzsche declares, man must perforce degenerate. 

Nietzsche regards these values as the means of handicapping the 

desirable type of man, in the race of life; they equalise the 

chances of the desirable and undesirable in this world, and, 

when Nietzsche points out that this is wrong, he does no more 

than Herbert Spencer did, when he said: "a society which takes 

for its maxim—'It shall be as well for you to be inferior as to be 

superior,' will inevitably degenerate and die away in long-

drawn miseries."65 The only point which is here at issue between 

Nietzsche and Spencer, lies in the meanings given to the terms 

"superior" and "inferior." 

And it is precisely Christian morality and Christian ideals 

which we have not succeeded in ridding ourselves of. Although 

we may repudiate all religious views, it is the religion of pity and 

patient toleration which still reigns in our heart of hearts." 
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We have but to look around, in order to convince ourselves 

as to how many-too-many we are allowing to survive like para-

sites in our midst; how many-too- many we are allowing to 

propagate, who have no right to do so, how many-too-many we 

are cruelly keeping alive as monuments of misery, serving but 

to depress and embitter the rising generation. "Both sexes ought 

to refrain from marriage if they are in any marked degree infe-

rior in body or mind," said Darwin; "but," he added, desperately, 

"such hopes are Utopian."66 

"The sickly are the great danger of man: not the evil, not the 

'beasts of prey.' They who are ill-shaped, prostrated and 

wrecked from birth, they, the weakest, are those who most under-

mine life among men: who most dangerously poison and ques-

tion our confidence in life, in man, in ourselves."67 

And these, with our Christian morality, we maintain, and 

succour, to the detriment of all that is successful, well-consti-

tuted and promising; to the detriment of all that can stand as a 

pledge for the future of our race. It is a war between the sick and 

the sound. The sick elevated pity to the highest place among the 

virtues, and the sound allowed themselves to be duped, because 

virtue is tempting and is attended with great rewards hereafter. 

And who, among you, today, who is clear-sighted enough, 

can doubt which class, the sick or the sound, is obtaining the vic-

tory? Nietzsche asks you, is it your taste that this state of things 

should be allowed to continue? Are you going to be instrumen-

tal in effecting the conquest of the sick over the sound? Does the 

type of man, who is tending to survive with Christian values, 

answer to your ideal of man, to your taste in manhood? 

The problem of the value of pity and morality of pity is the 

serious problem Nietzsche set himself to solve. Are we to cling 
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to this morality, which has been imposed upon us with such 

skill, such insidious subtlety and so much ostentation of all that 

it has appropriated as its own in virtue, value and highest hopes, 

and which under examination proves to have an origin so unde-

niably base? 

Do we not see in this morality of the present day, precisely 

the hindrance of power, the cultivation of an evil odour about all 

that is mighty, healthy and happy? and therefore the multiplica-

tion of that kind of people who possess the other, the opposite 

qualities; dependence, lowliness, impotence, sickness and hu-

mility. The results of these principles are already showing them-

selves, wherever we choose to look, not in thousands, but in mil-

lions of cases. 

"Man is the sick animal" par excellence, and he will continue 

getting ever more sick, in the forcing house of superterrestrial 

virtues and ideals which modern Europe has become. 

"The more normal the sickliness is in man—and we cannot 

deny this normality,—the more highly those rare cases of spir-

itual and bodily capability, the lucky cases of man, should be 

honoured; and the more rigorously the well-constituted should 

be guarded against that worst air, sick-room air. Is that done? ... 

All in all it is not the diminution of the fear of man which is de 
sirable. For this fear compels the strong to be strong, nay, as the 

case may be, even terrible. Fear preserves the well-constituted 

type of man. That which really is to be feared, that which proves 

fatal beyond fatalities—is not the great fear, but the great sur-

feit of man. ... He who smells, not only with his nose, but with 

his eyes and ears as well, will, almost wherever he steps today, 

experience a sensation as of mad and sick-house air."68 
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The noble, healthy and master values in morality have been 

stifled and well-nigh forgotten. The happy and healthy have ac-

tually been taught to say: "It is a disgrace to be happy! There is 

too much misery!"69 

Nietzsche protests against this ridiculous surrender on the 

part of those, only, who have a right to universalise their kind, 

and the multiplication of whose type would be a blessing to 

mankind. ..." There could be no greater, no more fatal misunder-

standing," he says, "than if thus the happy, the well-constituted, 

the mighty in body and soul were to begin to doubt their own 

right to happiness. Away with this world turned upside down!" 

he cries. "Away with this shameful effeminacy of sentiment! 

That the sick may not make the sound sick—and this would be 

the meaning of such an effeminacy—surely this should be the 

first point of view on earth."70 

Nietzsche will not have the higher made a tool of what is 

lower; the idea is repugnant to him; it is not his taste. He regards 

the right of the happy and well-constituted to exist, to be here on 

earth, as a thousand times greater than that of the wretched and 

the sick. For on the happy alone devolves the task of propagating 

worthy and promising men: they alone are under the obligation 

for the to-morrow and the day-after-morrow of mankind. "What 

they are able to do, they shall do, that the sick could never and 

should never do!"71 

This condemnation of Christian values, he would write on all 

walls. He says he has means wherewith he can make even the 

blind see. † From his standpoint Christianity is dwarfing, de-

forming and generally deteriorating man, mentally and physi-

cally. The type that is tending to survive by means of it, is con-

trary to his taste. He wishes this type, to be contrary to our taste. 
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He says his warning comes only just in the nick of time; "the soil 

is still rich enough for that purpose. But one day that soil will be 

impoverished and tame, no high tree being any longer able to 

grow from it."72 

"There are days," says Nietzsche, "when I am visited by a feel-

ing blacker than the blackest melancholy—contempt of man. 

And, that I have no doubt with regard to what I despise, whom 

I despise,—it is the man of today, the man with whom I am fa-

tally contemporaneous. The man of today—I suffocate from his 

impure breath. With respect to what is past, I am like all who 

perceive of a great tolerance, i.e. a generous self-overcoming. 

With a gloomy circumspection I go through the mad-house 

world of entire millenniums (it may be called 'Christianity,' 

'Christian Faith,' 'Christian Church')—I take care not to make 

mankind accountable for its insanities. But my feeling changes 

suddenly, and breaks out as soon as I enter the modern period, 

our period. Our age knows. ... What was formerly, merely mor-

bid, now has become unseemly,—it is unseemly to be a Chris-

tian!"73 

Unless we approach Nietzsche with prejudice, unless we read 

him superficially, and without keeping our eyes constantly upon 

his aim, we must realise that there is much more, under all this 

antagonism towards Christianity, than the mere bitterness of a 

factionary or the destructive lust of an iconoclast. Huxley at-

tacked Christianity very thoroughly and not without some show 

of bitterness; but those among you who have read his Science and 

Christian Tradition, will remember not only that he claims to be 

aiming at the truth alone, but that his methods of attack is quite 

different from the one you have just heard. 
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Nietzsche saw grand and unexhausted possibilities in man, 

in man's past he thought he held the warrant for still expecting 

something great from man's future, and upon this warrant he 

built his hope of Superman. He attacks Christian values, because 

he holds them to be inimical to a higher development of man: 

there is no question with him of a petty dispute with the Church 

concerning the probability of the "Gadarene-Swine" story. His 

attack upon Christian values, as we know, has a loftier and more 

practical aim. He would see man have an ideal on earth. He 

would draw men's eyes downwards and give man a practical 

hope and aim. 

"Remain faithful unto earth, my brethren, with the power of 

your virtue! Let your giving love and your knowledge serve the 

significance of earth! Thus I beg and conjure you. 

"Let it not fly away from what is earthly and beat against eter-

nal walls with its wings! Alas! so much virtue hath ever gone 

astray in flying! 

"Like me lead back unto earth the virtue which has gone 

astray—yea; back unto body and life: that it may give its signif-

icance unto earth, a human significance!"74 

"Many sick folk were always among the makers of poetry and 

the god-maniacs; furiously they hate him who prosecuteth re-

search and the youngest of virtues that is called honesty. 

"Backward they ever gaze into the dark times: then, of course, 

illusion and belief were something else. Intoxication of reason 

was likeness unto God, and doubt was sin. 

"Only too well I know these god-like ones; they wish to be 

believed in and that doubt should be sin."75 

As I told you in my last lecture, Nietzsche was not an icono-

clast, from predilection. No bitterness or empty hate dictated his 
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vituperations against the Church of his parents and forefathers. 

He knew too well what Christianity meant to the millions who 

profess it, to approach the task of uprooting it, with levity or 

even with haste. He broke the idols of his ancestors and contem-

poraries, because he wished to present the latter with an ideal 

more worthy of their inheritance, more compatible with their 

unexhausted powers, and, above all, more earthly and more 

practicable. 

"He who must be a creator in good and evil," he says, "verily, 

he must first be a destroyer, and break values into pieces."76 

In my last lecture you were given a description of the ideal 

Nietzsche had. The object of this lecture was to show you how 

he attempted to clear the ground for it. And it will be the busi-

ness of the next paper to consider how he intends rearing his 

ideal on the land he has devastated. 

Like a prophet, he stands at Man's cross-roads, the time he 

says is Man's great Mid-day. 

"The present and past on earth—alas! my friends,—these are 

what I find most intolerable. And I should not know how to live, 

if I were not a prophet of what must come. 

"A prophet, a willing one, a creator, a veritable future, and a 

bridge unto the future—and alas! besides, as it were a cripple at 

that bridge. All these things is Zarathustra."77 

I cannot remind you too often, that he calls himself only "a 

prelude to better players," that he tells us emphatically that there 

are other ways than his, and that he would prefer us to find one 

of our own which is not his, than that we should have none at 

all, than that we should remain indifferent, or decadent, or 

Christians. 
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"Eagerly and with much crying, they drove their flocks over 

the wooden bridges, as if there were only a single bridge into the 

future! Verily, those herdsmen also were sheep! 

"Petty intellects and comprehensive souls these herdsmen 

had: but, my brethren, what small territories hitherto have been 

even the most comprehensive souls!"78 

With this I am at the conclusion of Nietzsche's condemnation 

of Christianity. It is always an unpleasant task to destroy—even 

to announce the destroyer. A more pleasant task awaits me; that 

of communicating the constructive side of his moral philosophy 

to you. 

At the noon of Life, he said he came; during the forenoon we 

had been irresponsible, he says he regards our past with tolera-

tion. But, now, we Know. It is unseemly, now, to blind ourselves 

to what lies before us. We are at the fateful crossways. Is this 

poet-philosopher estimating us too highly perhaps in supposing 

that the ideal he gives us, is really compatible with our strength, 

with our unexhausted powers? Is our answer to him, going to 

be, that we do not feel able to follow his lead? 

"Oh, sky above me!" he sings. "Thou pure, thou high! Therein 

consisteth thy purity for me, that there are no eternal spiders of 

reason and spiders' webs of reason—"That for me thou art a 

dancing ground for god-like chances, that for me thou art a god-

like table for god-like dice and dice-players! 

"But thou blushest? Spake I things unutterable? did I revile 

whilst intending to bless thee? 

"Oh, sky above me. Thou bashful! Thou glowing! Oh, thou 

my happiness before sunrise! The day cometh! now therefore let 

us part!"79 
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IV

 

Nietzsche: The Moralist1 

In this last paper, I shall attempt to gather up all the threads of 

Nietzsche's teaching, and seek that point towards which all his 

many hints, all his innumerable and apparently unconnected 

paradoxes, and all his thousand and one pregnant innuendoes, 

seem inevitably to direct us; and it is my hope that I may succeed 

in proving precisely the reverse of what has so often been con-

tended in regard to his work. It is my hope to be able to show 

you that his philosophy is, after all, a systematic whole, that 

whatever the votaries of tabulated formulæ and mathematically 

regulated thought may say to the contrary, we have in his teach-

ing, a thing which is of one piece, a well-defined and unmistak-

able figure, hewn from one integral block, whose silhouette, 

however, is so subtly delineated and so artfully contrived, that, 

like Rodin's superb Balzac, it may evade our mental grasp, it 

may seem to us, at first, to be a thing without real form, without 

careful definition and, perhaps, without substance. 

Having grown used to getting much of our mental work done 

for us; living at a time when even thinking is rapidly becoming 

a speciality, and being accustomed to begin a philosopher at his 

First Principles, and to read straight on through his more or less 

easy gradations, until we arrive at what he is pleased to term his 

20th or his 100th or his Last Principles; it is readily admitted that 

we must be somewhat bewildered by a man who is quite capable 

of telling us his last thought first, and of then rolling us, head-

foremost, down hill, over his experiences, so that we reach the 

bottom of his depths, giddy, tired, and often bruised. But who, 
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after all, is to dictate what the method shall be? Are we as a rule 

directed by the recipients of our gifts, as to how and what we 

should buy, and how and when we should bestow our pur-

chases? Do we feel it incumbent upon us to make our form, un-

questionably their form? And when we face Nietzsche, we must 

remember that we are in the presence of a prodigal giver. 

Because we often fail to follow his line of thought, are we to 

deny that he is thinking in a straight line? And may we not, by 

so doing, make him responsible for a fault which he most prob-

ably is quite innocent of? These seem to me questions which 

might well be put, before we hastily proclaim our author's phi-

losophy as unsystematic. 

We are spoilt children, in this sense, but spoilt children are 

generally so, in both acceptations of the word; and there is no 

doubt that the reception which Nietzsche's philosophy has met 

with, shows very pointedly how completely former philoso-

phers have spoilt us. 

Because Nietzsche refused to regard us as children at all; be-

cause he spoke to us, as one speaks to intelligent friends and 

equals, and not as one addresses a classroom of small boys, we 

say he brings us no system; we may even say with Professor 

Saintsbury, that after writing his third or fourth book, he could 

not have been quite compos mentis; let us, however, hesitate be-

fore we underscore these opinions too confidently. Such verdicts 

have been given before in regard to great thinkers. Do we all 

know that when Rodin's Balzac was first exhibited at the Salon 

des Beaux Arts, it had to be protected from a jeering and guffaw-

ing mob, whereas, now, it is acknowledged to be one of his sub-

limest creations by those who are best able to form any judgment 

in the matter? If we did not know this, we certainly know how 

many more cases of the kind it would be possible to quote. 

Nietzsche said to his disciples: 



"Ye say ye believe in Zarathustra? But what is Zarathustra 

worth? Ye are my faithful ones: but what are all faithful ones 

worth? 

"When ye had not yet sought yourselves, ye found me. Thus 

do all faithful ones; hence all belief is worth so little. 

"Now I ask you to lose me and find yourselves, not until all 

of you have disowned me, shall I return unto you."2 

This is an exhortation in favour of independent mental exer-

cise. No teacher who valued his teaching higher than his pupils' 

intellects could talk in this way. And are we to suppose, there-

fore, that in addressing those whom he held to be his equals, this 

same teacher was going to offer them the insult of making things 

easy for them? 

When we approach Nietzsche's philosophy, we must be pre-

pared to be independent thinkers; in fact, the greatest virtue of 

his philosophy is perhaps the subtlety with which it imposes the 

obligation upon one, of thinking alone, of scoring off one's own 

bat, and of shifting intellectually for one's self. 

"I am a railing alongside the stream; whoever is able to seize 

me, may seize me, your crutch, however, I am not."3 

The average philosopher makes disciples and enslaves them. 

Who has not been, for a time, the slave of Kant's Categorical Im-

perative, of Mills' Utilitarianism, of Spencer's Administrative Nihil-

ism, of Darwin's Struggle for Existence? Nietzsche is prouder 

when he lends a man the courage to think honestly and coura-

geously for himself, than when he makes him his proselyte. 

"Have ye courage, O my brethren? Are ye stout-hearted? I 

do not mean courage in the presence of witnesses, but the cour-

age of hermits and eagles on which not even a God looketh any 

more. 
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"Cold souls, mules, blind folk, drunken folk I do not call 

stout-hearted. Courage hath he who knoweth fear but sub-

dueth fear; he who seeth the abyss, but with pride. He who seeth 

the abyss, but with the eagle's eyes; he who graspeth the abyss 

with an eagle's claws; he hath courage."4 

"If ye want to rise high, use your own legs! Do not let your-

selves be carried upwards, sit not down on strange backs and 

heads!"5 

The nearer we get to the heart of Nietzsche's teaching, the 

more honestly convinced we become, that he is rather a friend 

walking at our elbow, in the open, suggesting, insinuating, ex-

horting and chaffing, than a herdsman looking for a herd which 

he may lead and squeeze into a pen. 

This, in fact, is the test underlying Nietzscheism. If we are of 

the herd, we naturally sniff around for our fold, for our rules, 

and formulas, for our restrictions and our constraints; we have 

learned to love these things, and we cry aloud, when they are 

not to be found: "behold our leader has no system! He is but a 

bungler who has no business with herds!"—no, indeed, Nie-

tzsche had no business with herds; this is true. In respect of the 

herd, he was certainly not compos mentis; but then, to do him jus-

tice, he never claimed to be. 

*        *        *        *        *        *        *  

However incredible the statement may sound, it is neverthe-

less true, that Nietzsche's philosophy actually constitutes one 

regularly organised whole. Even the course I was compelled to 

adopt in these lectures, is evidence enough of this; for, after giv-

ing you his analysis of modern morality, I was driven to describe 

his ideal Man, that you might have immediate justification for 
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his drastic criticism; while in the third lecture, his condemnation 

of Christian values came but as a necessary preface to this lec-

ture, in which I wish to treat exclusively of his values. The sur-

prise of those who accuse him of want of system, however, will 

probably increase considerably, when they hear that even his 

moral values cannot be isolated and studied apart, that they 

must be understood through his Sociology and in the light of his 

ideal man. This statement, I know, has been contradicted again 

and again, not only in words, but in actions; for we have only to 

think of Mr George Bernard Shaw in order to have an instance, 

at once, of a distinguished thinker, who believes he can divide 

Nietzsche up into portions, and take only that portion of him 

that happens to show most affinity to the Shavian constitution, 

and leave the rest. Everyone knows that Mr Shaw is a socialist, 

despite the fact that he claims to be in agreement with Nie-

tzsche's attitude towards morality.6 

Be this as it may, Nietzsche's Sociology, his ideal Man and his 

morality are all one, and to separate them would be as foolish 

and as unwarrantable as to separate pity or charity from Chris-

tianity. 

"There are some that preach my doctrine of life," he says of 

the Bernard Shaws of the world, "but at the same time are 

preachers of equality and tarantulæ."7 

Now at the root of all sociologies lies the notion of what life 

means to the Sociologist. The Hedonists and the Utilitarians 

practically agree in solving the problem of life, by making its end 

the greatest happiness, or the greatest smugness, of the greatest 

number. Nietzsche solves the problem of existence by declaring 

life to be Will to Power. 
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What do such cross-purposes mean? The layman who thinks 

an instant upon these questions, becomes desperate. He refuses 

even to believe that the philosophers, themselves, know what 

they are talking about. After arriving at a general concept of 

what social life is, I think we shall be nearer to a clear grasp of 

the question we have to solve. 

The whole matter seems to revolve around the point dis-

cussed in the second paper, where I was considering Nietzsche's 

attitude towards pain. There can be no doubt, I suppose, that 

happiness constitutes the performance of those actions which we 

are most gifted to perform. Spencer says somewhere that the rea-

son why a rhinoceros ploughs up the ground with his horn, in 

confinement, is, that having no enemy to fight, he must seek the 

pleasure of using the weapon of attack and defence, with which 

he is gifted, in some other way. He is an adept in the violent use 

of his natural weapon, it consequently gives him pleasure to use 

it. 

Now, presumably, this view holds good with us. We find 

most pleasure in performing those actions for which we are most 

thoroughly gifted, or, as the biologists say, "to which we are best 

adapted." 

Laotze, writing in China, about six centuries before Christ, 

said: "Whosoever knoweth how to give in and to forget himself 

[in fact, to accommodate himself] will remain whole."8 It is evi-

dent, therefore, that we are not concerned here with a new doc-

trine. It seems to be a very old one, and one that is very generally 

accepted. The only difficulty about it, is its application. 

It seems clear that, since we are rational beings with certain 

inventive powers, we can exercise some choice as to what ac-

tions and what manner of life we shall become adapted to. If it 

really be a fact, that we, as human beings, are still unadapted, 
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and that a large number of the social actions we perform are still 

unpleasant to us; it must be pretty evident that no definite mode 

of life has as yet been fixed upon by our innermost nature,—and, 

speaking without exaggeration, how could we possibly expect 

the case to be otherwise; seeing that, with us Europeans, at least, 

every century turns its predecessor practically upside down? 

But it is possible, as we shall see, to become adapted, to any 

conditions, and therefore to grow happy in any conditions, pro-

vided of course we survive the process of adaptation. That fa-

mous Chinaman, Laotze, did not know, perhaps, that it would 

be precisely the practical acceptation of his doctrine of adapta-

tion which would help to stamp the character of his nation for 

over two thousand years. 

The preachers of Hedonism, therefore, and the Utilitarians, 

unlike Nietzsche and unlike the Puritans, who, as we shall see, 

are also anti-adaptationalists, point peremptorily to happiness, 

that is to say to complete adaptation, as the important aim of all, 

and give no thought to the desirability or the advisability of the 

thing, if it really were achieved. 

All our hasty Parliamentary bills, all our little devices for al-

leviating suffering, almost all our philosophies—except Nie-

tzsche's, are merely little essays, little groping attempts on our 

part, to become adapted to our conditions; that is to say, to be-

come Gifted for the actions we have to perform in our condi-

tions. The growth in London, alone, of the Music-Hall and The-

atre business, is a sign of the times. The arduousness of town-life 

must be forgotten; the unpleasantness of actions, which we are 

not adapted to, must be mitigated,—how do we try to adapt our-

selves to them? This point is important. We try to adapt our-

selves to them by making them merely a part of a whole, which 

we call town-life, and in which we introduce a compensating fac-

tor consisting of Theatres, Music-Halls and Exhibitions. The so-

called "advanced" and "smart" set who jeer at the Puritan when 



he inveighs against Music-Halls and Theatres, forget that of the 

two movements (theirs and his) his is the more advanced, the 

more pregnant with promises for the future. I do not suppose 

now, and I never have supposed that the Puritan rails against 

Music-Halls and Theatres from any deep philosophical motive; 

but the fact remains, that in doing so, he is more conducive to 

reform, movement, and instability than those he rails against, 

because he is preaching against those very measures which 

threaten to adapt us sooner or later to the performance of actions 

which are now, at least, totally opposed to our tastes and inmost 

desires. 

We are trying hard, nowadays, to become adapted. Socialists 

think they have found the road thereto. But, is it clearly under-

stood that any method of life, however base, however ignomin-

ious, might ultimately mean happiness to us, provided we grew 

adapted to it? 

This is precisely the great danger,—the great cloud lowering 

over mankind. This is the danger Nietzsche came to warn us 

about. Even in Socialism, happiness may be found, provided we 

become adapted to it. The question is not, whether Socialism is 

possible, it is rather: whether it is worthy of us; whether it is dig-

nified for us, in view of our unexhausted powers, to adapt our-

selves to it? 

"This universal degeneracy of mankind to the level of the man 

of the future," says Nietzsche, "as idealised by the socialistic 

fools and shallow-pates—this degeneracy and dwarfing of man 

to an absolutely gregarious. animal (or as they call it, to a man of 

'free society'), this brutalising of men into pygmies with equal 

rights and claims, is undoubtedly possible! He who has thought 

out this possibility to its ultimate conclusion, knows an-

other loathing unknown to the rest of mankind—and perhaps 

also a new mission!" 



But let us hear what an avowed Utilitarian and advocate of 

Liberty for all, John Stuart Mill, had to say on the subject of this 

maniacal scurry to become adapted, by all means, by all subter-

fuges, by all prevarications: 

"We have a warning example in China—a nation of much tal-

ent, and, in some respects, even wisdom, owing to the rare good 

fortune" [you notice he cannot even help calling it "rare good 

fortune" in spite of what is going to follow], "owing to the rare 

good fortune of having been provided at an early period with a 

particularly good set of customs, the work, in some measure, of 

men to whom even the most enlightened European must accord, 

under certain limitations, the title of sages and philosophers. 

They are remarkable, too, in the excellence of the apparatus, for 

impressing, as far as possible, the best wisdom they possess 

upon every mind in the community, and securing that those 

who have appropriated most of it shall occupy posts of honour 

and power. Surely the people who did this have discovered the 

secret of human progressiveness, and must have kept them-

selves steadily at the head of the movement of the world.9 

"On the contrary, they have become stationary—have re-

mained so for thousands of years; and if they are ever to be fur-

ther improved, it must be by foreigners. They have succeeded 

beyond all hope in what English philanthropists are so industri-

ously working at—in making a people alike, all governing their 

thoughts and conduct by the same maxims and rules; and these 
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are the fruits. The modern régime of public opinion is, in an un-

organised form, what the Chinese educational and political sys-

tems are in an organised, and unless individuality shall be able 

successfully to assert itself against this yoke, Europe, notwith-

standing its noble antecedents ... will tend to become another 

China!"10 

This is John Stuart Mill's own expression of astonishment that 

the state of affairs which Laotze's doctrine of adaptation un-

doubtedly helped to bring about, was not a progressive, a mer-

curial one! 

But it must not be thought that Nietzsche cries out against So-

cialism alone. It would seem just as great a calamity to him if we 

became adapted to the conditions existing in Europe at the pre-

sent day. This hurry and anxiety to achieve complete adaptation 

at all is what he objects to. He has higher aims for humanity;—

aims more compatible with humanity's antecedents and more 

worthy of its latent possibilities. Hence his bitterness towards 

the Hedonists and the Utilitarians, hence, too, as we have seen, 

his exhortation to us, to be less fearful of pain. 

Honest and truthful in intellectual matters, he could not even 

think that men are equal. Those to whom this thought gives 

pleasure, he conjures not to confound pleasure with truth; and, 

like Professor Huxley, he finds himself compelled to recognise 

"The Natural Inequality of Men." 

"I do not wish to be confounded with, and mistaken for, those 

preachers of equality. For, within me, justice saith: 'Men are not 

equal!' 

"Neither shall they become so! For what would be my love for 

Superman if I spake otherwise? 

"On a thousand bridges and gangways, they shall throng to-

wards the future, and ever more and more war and inequality 
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shall be set up amongst them. Thus my great love maketh me 

speak!"11 

It is the reverse of adaptation that Nietzsche recommends; for 

only those who regard our present conditions as the best possi-

ble, can dare to preach adaptation, as a gospel, today. He says 

rather: 

"Good and evil, rich and poor, high and low, and all the 

names of values: they shall be weapons and clashing signs that 

life always hath to surpass itself again! 

"Upwards it striveth to build itself with pillars and stairs, life 

itself: into far distances it longeth to gaze and outwards after 

blessed beauties—therefore it needeth height. 

"And because it needeth height it needeth stairs and contra-

diction between stairs and those rising beyond them! To rise, 

striveth life, and to surpass itself in rising."12 

Nietzsche recognises the natural Inequality of Men; all sys-

tems of Sociology who refuse to recognise, or who try to com-

promise concerning, it, he condemns; and, in his Sociology, he 

makes provision for it. Those which do not make provision for 

it do violence unto mankind, they are a sort of Procrustean out-

rage on Nature, an attack upon her most fundamental and most 

decent principles. 

He goes further, however, than the average believer in the In-

equality of men usually goes. He sees precisely in this inequality 

a purpose to be served, a condition to be exploited. Every reader 

of his philosophy is familiar with his doctrine of chance,—his 

recommendation to all, to exploit chance and not to avoid it or 

let it exploit them. 
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Well, precisely in this chance distinction of classes among 

men, he sees a condition to be exploited and turned to ad-

vantage. He says: 

"Every elevation of the type 'man' has hitherto been the work 

of an aristocratic society—and so will it always be—a society be-

lieving in a long scale of gradation of rank and differences of 

worth among human beings."13 

The higher men of a society, where gradations of rank are rec-

ognised as a necessary and indispensable condition, constitute 

the class, in which the hopes of a real elevation of humanity may 

be placed. In such a society, no very perfect adaptation is possi-

ble. The border-line between each caste, becomes a territory 

where the contiguous classes act and react upon one another, 

where different influences produce new forms, and where the 

danger of stability is successfully and repeatedly resisted and 

overcome. It is an organism containing in its constitution the 

guarantee, almost, of heterogeneity. Like warmed water, it has 

strata, and currents continually running through those strata. 

 Here, then, is the kind of society in which the moralist, with 

a very fixed idea as to "who is to be master of the world," may 

find the requisite scope for the display and the application of his 

talents. Here he may try to realise his ideal by directing precisely 

those currents we speak of into the direction which will lead to 

an elevation of the type "man." 

In such a society, the very condition of unstable equilibrium, 

of ill-adaptedness, gives rise to a striving spirit which might be 

exploited and guided by the legislator to the benefit of the ideal 

race. In such a society, complete adaptation would have to be 

regarded as the devil himself, since it would be the arch-enemy 

of the spirit of ascent actuating the conduct of its greatest heroes. 

In such a society, Nietzsche says, the higher men might beget 
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Superman, and it is for this society that he would legislate. Hear 

his exhortation unto Higher Men: 

"O my brethren, I consecrate you to be, and show unto you 

the way unto, a new nobility. Ye shall become procreators and 

breeders and sowers of the future. 

"Verily, ye shall not become a nobility one might buy like 

shop-keepers, with shop-keepers' gold. For all that hath its fixed 

price is of little value. 

"Not whence ye come be your honour in future, but whither 

ye go! Your will, and your foot that longeth to get beyond your-

selves,—be that your new honour! 

"O my brethren, not backward, shall your nobility gaze, 

but forward! Expelled ye shall be from all fathers' and forefathers' 

lands! 

"Your children's land ye shall love (be this your new nobility), 

the land undiscovered in the remotest sea! For it I bid your sails 

seek and seek!"14 

This is Nietzsche's taste in Sociology. There are other tastes, 

all equally possible. There's the taste for the herd—the socialistic 

taste; there's the taste for a Man-God—absolute monarchy; 

there's the taste, too, for Anarchy. To define Nietzsche's system 

of Sociology in a sentence, would be to call it an oligarchy, led 

onward by an ideal type of man, which the higher caste is ever 

trying to realise and surpass. 

The aristocracy, in this society, must not be the pusillanimous 

mob that bowed and kowtowed to Louis the Fourteenth of 

France, or, to go further back, to many of the Roman Despots. 

"The essential thing, in a good and healthy aristocracy," says 

Nietzsche, "is that it should not regard itself as a function, either 

of the kingship or of the commonwealth, but as the signifi-
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cance and the highest justification thereof—that it should there-

fore accept with a good conscience the sacrifice of a legion of in-

dividuals, who, for its sake, must be suppressed and reduced to 

imperfect men, to slaves and instruments. Its fundamental belief 

must be precisely, that society is not allowed to exist for its own 

sake, but only as a foundation and scaffolding, by means of 

which a select-class of beings may be able to elevate themselves 

to their higher duties, and in general, to a higher existence. ..."15 

And Nietzsche does not despair, even of the shallow-pated 

socialists helping him. Indeed, he thinks it perfectly possible, if 

not probable, that they may; for, after all, what is it they most 

earnestly strive after? Is it not the levelling of the whole of soci-

ety to the rank of that pusillanimous herd which may ultimately 

be regarded as the necessary groundwork of an oligarchy—the 

sort of muscular cells which, in our body, are subservient to the 

superior nervous cells, and thus constitute the ruled caste of a 

true oligarchy? Supposing the birth of a higher man to be still 

possible in the Ghettoes of this future socialistic society, is it not 

clear that he will find everything ready for him, everything 

smoothed and flattened preparatory to the assertion of his au-

thority and superiority? Admitting slavery, in some form or 

other, to be a necessary "condition of every higher culture,"16 is 

it not clear, that the mob created by the socialists will be just the 

ready instrument which the possible higher man will avail him-

self of? And has not the same sort of thing happened again and 

again, in the past? Although, if he be an adherent of Nietzsche's, 

this higher individual is to be no tyrant in the bad sense, can we 

doubt that, everywhere on earth, where tyrants have succeeded 

in establishing their rule, the ground has not always been al-

ready prepared for them, either by a faint-hearted religious 
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creed, by a degenerate philosophy, or by a corrupt way of living? 

Socialism, in this way, may be a necessary step towards Nie-

tzsche's ideal; but it is a dangerous circuit nevertheless; for there 

is just the remote chance that mankind might stop half way, be-

come completely adapted to it, and then no higher man might 

be possible and an end would come to manly hopes and ideals. 

Mr Chesterton says somewhere, I believe it is in a review of 

Dr Oscar Levy's book, The Revival of Aristocracy, that the oligar-

chic does not need the same manly hardness as the democratic 

state, and I believe he gives as his reason, that democracy pre-

supposes the "desire to be master" in each individual, whereas 

oligarchy grants this master's spirit only to the few and the se-

lect. 

It seems never to have occurred to Mr Chesterton, that in De-

mocracy no real struggle for mastership ever takes place at all, 

that, under it, there is much less of a desire to rule, than a desire 

to further his own pretty personal interests, in the individual. 

Once these have been reasonably furthered, what is the experi-

ence of most legislators?—the interest of the private individual 

in legislation suddenly wanes and, very quickly, vanishes com-

pletely away. Spencer in his Reflections at the end of his Autobi-

ography confesses that he must, however reluctantly, admit this 

to be so,17 and his refusal to sit for Parliament was based to a 

large extent on considerations of this nature. 

No, what the units of a herd most earnestly seek and find, is 

smug ease, not necessarily mastership. For mastership entails re-

sponsibility, insight, nerve, courage and hardness towards one's 

self, that control of one's self which all good commanders must 

have, and which is the very antithesis of the gregarious man's 

attitude of comparative indulgence towards himself. 
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Now, responsibility, insight, nerve, courage, hardness, are 

disturbing, they are moreover not necessarily bound up with the 

individual gregarian's private interests, therefore they are not 

coveted by him. What he covets is smug ease—and every time 

some influence threatens to thwart this wretched complacency, 

he suddenly develops an interest for legislation; then, indeed, 

for a space, he will wish to be master. 

Hardness?—He knows nothing of the hardness that can com-

mand his heart, his mouth and his hand, before it attends to the 

command of others; he knows nothing of the hardness that can 

dispel the doubts of a whole continent, that can lead the rabble 

and the ruck to deeds of anomalous nobility, or that can impose 

silence upon the overweening importunities of an assembled na-

tion. He knows this hardness, that he could coldly watch the en-

emy of his private and unsignificant little interests, burnt at the 

stake; he knows this hardness, that he would let a great national 

plan miscarry for the sake of a mess of pottage;—if this is the 

hardness Mr Chesterton refers to, then we are with him; the gre-

garious man and future socialist has this so-called hardness; but 

so have all those who burn with resentment,—so have all para-

sites and silent warm-gnawers at the frame-work of great archi-

tecture. 

"In every healthy society, three types, mutually conditioning 

and differently gravitating, physiologically separate themselves, 

each of which has its own hygiene, its own domain of labour, its 

own special sentiment of perfection, its own special mastership. 

"Nature, not Manu, separates from one another the mainly in-

tellectual individuals, the individuals mainly excelling in mus-

cular strength and temperament, and the third class neither dis-

tinguished in the one nor in the other, the mediocre individu-

als,—the latter as the great number; the former as the select in-

dividuals. 



"The highest caste—I call them the fewest—has, as the perfect 

caste, the privileges of the fewest: it belongs thereto to represent 

happiness, beauty, goodness on earth. Only the most intellectual 

men have the permission to beauty, to the beautiful; it is only 

with them that goodness is not weakness ... the good is a privi-

lege. On the other hand, nothing can be less permissible to them 

than unpleasant manners, or a pessimistic look, an eye that makes 

deformed,—or even indignation with regard to the entire aspect 

of things. Indignation is the privilege of the Chandala; and pes-

simism similarly. 'The world is perfect'—thus speaks the instinct 

of the most intellectual men, affirmative instinct; 'imperfection, 

every kind of inferiority to us, distance, pathos of distance, even 

the Chandala belongs to this perfection.' The most intellectual 

men, as the strongest, find their happiness in that in which others 

would find their ruin: In the labyrinth, in severity towards them-

selves and others, in effort; their delight is self-overcoming: with 

them asceticism becomes naturalness, requirement, instinct. A 

difficult task is regarded by them, as a privilege, to play with 

burdens, which crush others to death, as a recreation. ... 

Knowledge, a form of asceticism.—They are the most venerable 

kind of man. That does not exclude their being the most cheerful, 

the most amiable. They rule not because they will, but because 

they are; they are not at liberty to be the second in rank.—The sec-

ond in rank are: the guardians of right, the keepers of order and 

security, the noble warriors, the king, above all, as the highest 

formula of warrior, judge and keeper of the law. The second in 

rank are the executive of the most intellectual, the most closely 

associated with them, relieving them of all that is coarse in the 

work of ruling, their retinue, their right hand, their best disci-

ples.—In all that, to repeat it once more, there is nothing arbi-

trary, nothing 'artificial'; what is otherwise, is artificial,—by 

what is otherwise, nature is put to shame. ... By the order of 



castes, the order of rank, the supreme law of life itself is formu-

lated only; the separation of the free types is necessary for the 

maintenance of society, for the making possible of higher and 

highest types,—the inequality of rights is the very condition of 

there being rights at all.—A right is a privilege. In his mode of 

existence, everyone has his privilege. Let us not undervalue the 

privileges of the mediocre. Life always becomes harder towards 

the summit,—the cold increases, responsibility increases. A high 

civilisation is a pyramid: it can only stand upon a broad basis, it 

has for a first prerequisite, a strongly and soundly consolidated 

mediocrity. Handicraft, trade, agriculture, science, the greater 

part of art, in a word, the whole compass of business activity, is 

exclusively compatible with an average amount of ability and 

pretension; the like pursuits would be displaced among the ex-

ceptions, the instinct appropriate thereto would contradict aris-

tocratism as well as anarchism. ... For the mediocre it is a happi-

ness to be mediocre; for them, the mastery in one thing, special-

ism, is a natural instinct. It would be altogether unworthy of a 

profounder intellect to see in mediocrity itself an objection. It is 

indeed the first necessity for the possibility of exceptions: a high 

civilisation is conditioned by it. If the exceptional man just treats 

the mediocre with a more delicate touch than himself and his 

equals, it is not merely courtesy of heart,—it is simply his duty. 

Whom do I hate most among the mob of the present day? The 

socialist mob, the Chandala apostles, who undermine the work-

ing man's instinct, his pleasure, his feeling of contentedness with 

his petty existence,—who make him envious, who teach him re-

venge. ... The wrong never lies in unequal rights, it lies in the 

pretension to 'equal' rights."18 

This concludes Nietzsche's description of his ideal society. In 

examining his morality as we shall now proceed to do, it will be 
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well to bear this description carefully in our minds. Of a very 

large percentage of those who misunderstand and misjudge 

him, I think it may safely be said, that they have omitted to do 

this; for it is quite impossible not to see the consequential and 

logical character of his morality, if one keeps the goal he is aim-

ing at constantly in sight. 

 *        *        *        *        *        *        *  

At the very zenith of the reign of Christian values upon earth, 

under the auspices of the religion of pity, two philosophers, un-

known to each other in person, one English, and the other Ger-

man, began to write upon morals;—each in his own way; each 

with a wish to help his fellows; each, possibly, with the notion 

that the hospital atmosphere of modern Europe was becoming 

intolerable. 

The results arrived at by the one, we knew as early as 1879, 

the other's works we are only now beginning to read in England. 

Herbert Spencer was the one, Friedrich Nietzsche was the other. 

This is what Spencer said: 

"We regard as good the conduct furthering self-preservation, 

and as bad, the conduct tending to self-destruction."19 

Those of you who recall Nietzsche's conclusions as stated in 

the first paper, will perceive that Spencer's moral principle is 

plainly, and in a sense, inevitably, but a half-statement of the ac-

tual fact underlying all moralities. I say inevitably, since it is in 

complete harmony with his views, that Life is Activity, or that it 

is "continuous adjustment of internal relations to external rela-

tions." We have seen, however, that life is more than that; that 

the will to preserve self is but an indirect consequence of a still 

higher will: the will to acquire power for self. 
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 Overlooking this view, however, and assuming, for the sake 

of argument, that Spencer's principle is one which might per-

haps be legitimately formulated from the data which biology af-

fords, we, who are now acquainted with Nietzsche's standpoint 

in regard to Man, must be struck with yet another discrepancy 

in the statement of the doctrine, and that is, that self-preserva-

tion is, alone, held to be good. The preservation of no particular 

type is urged; simply self-preservation is held to be good. 

True, when we examine Spencer's works closely, we do in-

deed see that he has an ideal of a sort: a kind of glorified indus-

trial, possessed with almost transcendental powers for the pro-

duction of useful things; it is an ideal suggested to him by the 

ordinary man of his time, and, even so, we remark a painful lack 

of outline and form in the type desired; since the "survival of the 

fittest" is urged as a process whereby he will be attained to. 

With this stress which Spencer lays upon the bald principle 

of the survival of the fittest,20 we begin to suspect what, all along, 

has been our fear in the study of his philosophy, and that is, its 

almost total lack of taste. Spencer, the man who could seriously 

contemplate the possibility of "setting up a systematic manufac-

ture of designs for textile fabrics printed or woven, as well as for 

paper hangings and the like,"21 does not surprise us therefore, 

when, in his attitude towards the man of the future, he shows a 

proportionate want of refined feeling. On the contrary, he 

thereby merely urges us to acknowledge the consistent quality 

of his philosophy, and it is only when we come to his more ex-

tended definition of good and bad conduct that we are led to 

doubt even that quality. 
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It will be remembered that, overlooking his own very strict 

principle that the survival of the fittest does not necessarily im-

ply the survival of the more desirable, in any respect (if we give 

this word anything like its ordinary meaning)—and, therefore, 

that the course of evolution, followed by a species, does not of 

necessity mean an ascent or an improvement, he states his moral 

principles more definitely as follows: 

"The conduct to which we apply the name good, is the rela-

tively more evolved conduct; and bad is the name we apply to 

conduct which is relatively less evolved."22 

The inconsistency here requires no comment. 

Be all this as it may. Spencer and Nietzsche are, in some de-

tails, so very much alike, and each, in his way, was gifted with 

such extraordinary mental powers, that I should have been loath 

to juxtapose them here in such sharp contrast, were it not for 

Nietzsche's own tribute to our great philosopher, wherewith he 

practically suggests a comparison. 

In the Genealogy of Morals, you remember, he says, after hav-

ing reviewed other systems of ethics and found them worthless: 

"How much more reasonable is Mr Herbert Spencer's theory," 

and although he cannot sanction it, he adds: "it is at least reason-

able and psychologically tenable."23 

We have seen why he could not sanction Spencer's moral phi-

losophy; in the first place, because its principle was so general 

that it promised to rear no very definite type, and therefore re-

vealed a total want of taste; secondly, because the very nebulous 

hints of the ideal to which it might attain, betray a taste so essen-

tially opposed to his, that to accept it meant to join the ranks of 

his worst enemies—the decadents.24 
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Turning from these considerations in order to consult Nie-

tzsche's moral philosophy, let us see what it is he says. 

He who knew and remembered that the law of the "survival 

of the fittest" is no guarantee that a desirable type (in his sense) 

will ultimately survive, provided the values by which it pro-

gresses be values of decadence and degeneration, gives us the 

code with which he would rear his ideal man, the moral code 

which leads his way, expresses his taste, and accords with his 

reading of the face of Nature. 

"What is good?—All that increases the feeling of power, will 

for power, power itself in man. 

"What is bad?—All that proceeds from weakness. 

"What is happiness?—The feeling that power increases—that 

resistance is overcome. 

"Not contentedness, but more power; not peace at any price, 

but warfare, not virtue, but capacity (virtue in the Renaissance 

style, virtú, virtue free from any moralic acid). 

"The weak and ill-constituted shall perish: first principle of 

our charity. And people shall help them to do so. 

"What is more injurious than any crime?—Practical sympathy 

for all the ill-constituted and weak—Christianity."25 

This is the morality of power, of healthy life, of Optimism, 

with which Nietzsche wished to make his ideal man paramount. 

It is the antithesis of everything we think we are most certain 

about today; it is the antithesis, perhaps, of everything we are 

most uncertain about today. 

Its author partly divined the kind of reception moral values 

of this stamp would receive at the hands of the effeminate man-

hood of Europe. He was prepared to be reviled; he foresaw the 

host of misunderstandings to which his code would probably 

give rise. And, indeed, the agitation of the herds, and the fright 
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of the various bell-wethers, soon found violent expression. In the 

third part of Thus Spake Zarathustra we see that he had antici-

pated the most likely form their attack would take. 

"O my brethren," he cries, "say, am I cruel? But I say: What is 

about to fall, shall even be pushed. 

"The all of today—it falleth, it decayeth. Who would keep it? 

But I—I will push it down besides! 

"Know ye the voluptuousness that rolleth stones into steep 

depths? These men of today—look at them, how they roll into 

my depth! 

"A prelude I am of better players, O my brethren! An exam-

ple. Act after mine example! 

"And him you do not teach to fly, teach—how to fall more 

quickly!"26 

To see through the smug and miserable humbug of the pre-

sent, the humbug that still rejoices in a clean conscience, and put 

an end to it; that is what he would have us do. 

But, in the first place, let us be quite clear as to who it is who 

is really selfish and cruel, which morality actually contains the 

values of cruelty and brutality—Nietzsche's or the Christian's? 

Often enough has his been lightly credited with them, and by 

men who ought to know better. Any man's criticism is, however, 

only a comment, a sidelight, on himself. When somebody tells 

us that he dislikes Strauss or Raeger, we hear nothing which may 

either destroy or confirm our opinion of these two musicians; 

but we certainly receive a very broad hint in regard to the char-

acter, taste and education of the man expressing the opinion. 

Likewise, when Mr Chesterton rashly asserts that Nietzsche 

preaches egoism,27 we receive no real information concerning 
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Nietzsche, we are, rather misinformed; but, we are given a valu-

able comment on Mr Chesterton himself, and that is, that he has 

neither read Nietzsche carefully nor troubled to understand the 

little he did read of him. 

As I was saying, Nietzsche's morality has often enough been 

credited with the values of egoism; and, indeed, after cursorily 

examining the matter, nothing could seem more glaringly obvi-

ous—more self-evident (more especially to a superficial reader), 

than that the table of morals he gives us panders to the selfish 

instincts of mankind. 

On inquiring into the question a little more profoundly, how-

ever, we may be surprised to find the case somewhat different 

from what we at first expected it to be. 

According to our ideas, the desirable life of a shrub, a tree, or 

a breed of dogs, is maintained only by a process of selection and 

sacrifice. Our process is more deliberate, not perhaps so stealthy 

and haphazard as Nature's; we sacrifice the individual for the 

ideal we have of the family: we sacrifice the family for our ideal 

of the species, and often we have annihilated the species for our 

ideal of the genus. 

The gardener prunes the fruit and rose trees. He has an ideal 

tree in his mind, to which he strives to make the trees under his 

care attain; therefore he is an enemy of all frail, sickly and de-

generate members. The dog-breeder drowns the sickly individ-

uals among a litter of puppies. If the number be excessive for the 

bitch, and he can find no foster-mother, he sacrifices even prom-

ising young dogs, for the sake of the ideal dog-family, which he 

has in his mind. Life—desirable Life—demands sacrifice, and 

not sacrifice for a metaphysical point, but, more often, for a 

physical one. 

Unconsciously, the ancient Greeks practised this principle 

with the greatest possible severity. 



Their ideal man was the man of spirit and combativeness; 

hence their life was a constant war; even their recreations were 

strenuous struggles—even their conversations were disputes. 

"The humble man of the Christian," says Mr Bury, "would 

have been considered a vicious and contemptible person by Ar-

istotle, who put forward the man of great spirit as the man of 

virtue."28 

Sacrifice—the conscious self-sacrifice for an ideal, which we 

are now discussing—cannot of course be numbered among the 

Greek concepts. They were, first of all, men of action and spirited 

action. But we must not forget that it is possible for an activity 

which is quite unconscious to achieve a result which a conscious 

artistic effort could only approximate. We must remember that 

a peacock may excel the greatest master of deportment that the 

world has ever known, in the way it deports itself. 

Unconscious artists, then, these Greeks merely vented a pres-

sure within them, which craved expression of some sort; that 

this pressure led to heroism and valiant deeds of self-sacrifice 

was just as incidental to their purpose as the voluptuous grace 

of a tiger is to his act of walking, or to his crouch before he 

springs. Their purpose, above all, was to rid themselves of their 

superfluous spirit. It is not sufficiently understood yet, that all 

real artists, whether they paint, sing, write or compose, are, in 

the first place, men of superabundant energy, whose first and 

foremost desire in life, is to discharge that energy. The real artist 

is not so from choice. The charm we derive from his work, is 

purely, or ought to be purely incidental. This was the case with 

the Greeks. Seeking above all to discharge their overflowing en-

ergy, life itself became a secondary—a tertiary—consideration 

with them. Hence their heroism which delights and fires us. That 

we should now see an ideal in it, which was worth striving after, 
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is very natural. But we must not forget that the ideal was only 

unconsciously pursued by them. 

Some painters say, "observe and interpret masses 

of form and colour, masses of light and shade, the line and defini-

tion of your picture will then evolve of themselves." That some 

of us, on regarding a picture produced in this way, should im-

agine that the line and definition in it are the result of the artist's 

conscious effort, is comprehensible enough. The end achieved is 

too often confounded with the means employed in achieving it. 

The Greeks were not heroes from choice;—they were uncon-

scious, artistic heroes. Forgetting the worth of life in deeds of 

heroism, owing to the fact that they were concerned only with 

the still greater worth of performing what were to them natural 

and necessary actions, they give us at least the picture of a peo-

ple striving cheerfully after lofty and spirited ideals. 

When we have understood that these ideals were merely in-

cidental, we have not thereby reduced the beauty of the deed, 

we have made it a thousand times more beautiful—for what 

could be more beautiful than unconscious beauty? 

It is only when we descend to a state of effete culture, or to a 

state of mixed hopes and conflicting aims, in which spirit has to 

be summoned, marshalled and gathered, that we can begin to 

talk of conscious heroism and conscious self-sacrifice. And alt-

hough today we still have a vestige of the old unconscious ideal 

left, still, we are living at a time when ideals must be consciously 

striven after, and in which heroes must mostly be exhorted. 

Nietzsche realised the necessity of a modern Peter the Hermit. 

He saw that the ideal race to which the Greeks unconsciously 

attained, and which made them the greatest artists the world has 

ever had, as their sculpture is with us to prove,—he saw that this 

ideal of race must be deliberately striven after today, there must 

be a deliberate mustering, marshalling and directing of forces, a 

conscious pruning, suppression and elimination of weakness, 



until, in the course of several generations, those qualities which 

must now be willed, become incorporated and instinctive; until 

they become as unconscious as they were in the ancient Greeks, 

and thus acquire that purity and stability which characterise un-

conscious beauty alone. 

This principle of Nietzsche's, which, if we banish squeamish 

prejudices, we know to be our principle also, is simply the old 

time-honoured law, that some one, some few must suffer, if an 

ideal race is to be attained to at all. 

In their ancient doctrine of mysteries, the Greeks actually pro-

nounced painholy. Pain to them, was sanctified in general by the 

pains of childbirth. All becoming and growing, all promise of 

life, by analogy, seemed to require the halo of pain. Suffering 

was not feared as we fear it today; it was not considered an 

evil;—it seemed, rather, a necessity of promising life, as much as 

pleasure itself.29 

Now, how does the so-called altruistic morality of Christian-

ity face these questions? In the first place, as Mr Bury says, 

"Christianity emphasised the privileges, hopes and fears of the 

individual, Christ died for each man."30 

"'Immortality' granted to every Tom, Dick and Harry, has 

hitherto been the worst, the most vicious outrage on noble hu-

manity—and let us not underestimate the calamity which, pro-

ceeding from Christianity, has insinuated itself even into poli-

tics. At present nobody has any longer the courage for separate 

rights, for rights of domination, for a feeling of reverence for 

himself and his equals,—for pathos of distance.31 And yet Christi-

anity owes its triumph to this pitiable flattery of personal van-

ity,—it has thereby enticed over to its side all the ill-constituted, 

the seditiously-disposed, the ill-fortuned, the whole scum and 
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dross of humanity. 'Salvation of the soul'—means, in plain 

words, 'the world revolves around me.'"32 

The heroic ideal is thus maimed and practically done away 

with. "I and my soul," become all-important—an ideal race is a 

minor matter, the whole kind gets the upper hand. 

Mr Bury actually goes so far as to attribute the disintegration 

of the Roman Empire, partly to this baneful centralisation of in-

terests in each individual, to the extinction of an ideal of man-

hood on earth. 

Every human creature that succeeds in filling his lungs with 

air, be he botched or beautiful, sick or sound, becomes sanctified 

through this preservative notion of "soul," and must be main-

tained,—even though an ideal of race ultimately becomes im-

possible, even though mankind ultimately assumes the appear-

ance of the collected patients of all the world's hospitals and in-

firmaries,—even though the noble plants get stifled under the 

matted mass of tares that grow about them. 

As a matter of fact, however, Christianity knows no tares. The 

word was once used metaphorically by the Founder of the 

Creed; but its application to humanity seems to have become ob-

solete. No,—every sprout is a noble plant,—every blade must be 

nurtured, fostered and pampered, until the healthy begin to 

doubt whether it is right or even holy to be as they are; till eve-

ryone is either an invalid or an invalid's attendant, until the hu-

man world becomes, as we see it today, more than two-thirds 

botched, patched and bungled. 

This is genuine selfishness; this is selfishness caught nap-

ping—or else nothing is right, nothing is true, nothing is worth 

while. 

The sacrifice of the ideal type for the soul of the individual; 

the sacrifice of the ideal genus for the motley species: that is what 
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is aimed at and achieved today, and who doubts that this is the 

method sanctioned—nay, recommended, by the Christian 

Church? 

Formerly, the heroic ideal was, that sacrifice is a worthy deed, 

when performed for the ideal of one's race or genus. Christianity 

not only altered the motive of the deed, by offering a post-mor-

tem reward for it; but, in the narrow Christian view, even the 

deed itself shrank, and became an action of pity for one's neigh-

bour, of love for one's friends. 

Schopenhauer consistently made pity the greatest virtue; but, 

obviously only because his philosophy denied life and was thor-

oughly nihilistic. 

Today, pain must, above all things, be avoided; the individual 

must survive; the ideal race is a secondary, a minor—in any 

case—a much less significant—factor in life. We are all alike be-

fore God. 

"And base things of the world, and things which are despised 

has God chosen; yea, and things which are not, to bring to 

nought things that are." 

Nietzsche's teaching was called egoism;—by how many, I 

wonder, who understood this passage: 

"Uncommon is the highest virtue, and of little use; shining it 

is and chaste in its splendour: a giving virtue is the highest vir-

tue. 

"Verily, I believe I have found you out, my disciples: ye seek, 

like me, after a given virtue. ... Ye compel all things to come unto 

you and into you, in order that they may flow back from your 

well as gifts of your love. 

"Verily such a giving love must become a robber as regardeth 

all values; but I call that selfishness healthy and holy. 

"There is another selfishness, a very poor one, a starving one 

which ever seeketh to steal; the selfishness of the sickly, sickly 

selfishness. 



"With a thief's eye it looketh at all that glittereth; with the 

crowing of hunger it measureth him who hath plenty to eat; and 

it ever stealeth round the table of givers. 

"Disease speaketh in that craving, and invisible degeneration; 

of a sick body speaketh the thief-like craving of that selfishness. 

"Tell me, my brethren: what regard we as the bad and the 

worst thing? Is it not degeneration?—And we always suspect 

degeneration wherever the giving soul is lacking. 

"Upwards goeth our way, from species to superficies. But a 

horror for us is the degenerating mind which saith: 'All for my-

self!'"33 

The sick and impotent man, in Nietzsche's opinion, is the one 

who must, of necessity, be selfish, and must be unjustifiably so. 

He has nought to give; he must take from the sound and the 

powerful if he wish to maintain himself. Giving, when it is com-

patible with the survival of the giver, means superabundance. 

"The excess of power only, is the proof of power."34 

The Greeks, the natural artists, giving from superabundance, 

because they must give or choke, this is Nietzsche's notion of 

giving. 

The fulness of life, overflowing life, is distinctly conducive to 

the act of giving; in fact, Nietzsche does not think it at all impos-

sible that even the custom of sacrificial offerings may partly have 

arisen from the desire to bestow, which superfluity provokes. "A 

proud people needs a God in order to sacrifice," he suggests.35 

What seem to be strains of pure egoism, certainly do run 

through Nietzsche's teaching; but let us hear his own words 

upon the matter: 

"Selfishness," he says, "has as much value as the physiological 

value of him who possesses it: it may be very valuable, or it may 
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be vile and contemptible. Each individual may be looked at with 

respect to whether he represents an ascending or a descending 

line of life. When that is determined we have a canon for the val-

uation of his selfishness. If he represents the ascent of the line of 

life, his value is in fact very great—and on account of the collec-

tive life which in him makes a further step, the concern about his 

maintenance, about providing his optimum of conditions, may 

even be extreme. ... If he represents descending development, 

decay, chronic degeneration, or sickening, he has little worth [his 

egoism then amounts to the will to maintain his kind, therefore 

to the will to degeneration] and the greatest fairness would have 

him take away as little as possible from the well-constituted. He 

is then no more than a parasite."36 

What could be more rational, more true to experience, more 

self-evident to all who have thought upon this matter? 

And is it supposed that an egoist wrote these words?: 

"Thus willeth the tribe of noble souls: they wish not to have 

anything for nothing, least of all life. 

"Whoever is of the mob, will live for nothing. But we others 

unto whom life gave itself,—we are wondering what we shall 

best give in return! 

"And verily, this is a noble speech, that saith: 'The promises 

life maketh unto us, we shall keep!' 

"One shall not wish to enjoy one's self where one doth not 

give enjoyment."37 

Not egoism, but broad, grand altruism, is the kernel of Nie-

tzsche's philosophy. In wishing to disabuse our minds of the il-

lusion that our petty unselfishness, gentleness, and pity are of 

any real worth; in crying: "Alas, where in the world have greater 

follies happened than with the pitiful. And what in the world 
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hath done more harm than the follies of the pitiful;"38 he certainly 

led the superficial to suppose that selfishness was the aim and 

mainspring of his teaching. 

But, he says in this respect, we are all too short-sighted, and 

living, as it were, too much from day to day. The far-sighted one 

sees greater and more weighty duties than the love of his neigh-

bour. The generation of the future, their health and their welfare 

press heavily upon him, and he is terribly conscious of the re-

sponsibility which he and others share in shaping them. 

"Do I counsel you to love your neighbour? I rather counsel 

you to flee from your neighbour and to love the most remote. 

"Love unto the most remote future man, is higher than love 

unto your neighbour. 

"It is the more remote [your children and your children's chil-

dren] who pay for your love unto your neighbour.39 

"Your children's land ye shall love (be this love your new no-

bility!), the land undiscovered in the remotest sea! For it I bid 

your sails seek and seek! 

"In your children ye shall make amends for being your fa-

ther's children. Thus ye shall redeem all that is past! This new 

table I put over you!"40 

But, for this ideal of Nietzsche's, we must be harder and more 

tenacious than we are. The weakness of our present sentiments 

must reveal its folly to us, and, if we have the far-sighted gaze, 

we must see that it is dangerous folly. I have already spoken, 

somewhat at length, on this question of hardness. I tried to show, 

in opposition to Mr Chesterton, that it was precisely the prereq-

uisite of an oligarchy, in which commanders are commanders 

from force of temperament and character. All of you who have 

tried at one time or other to command others, even if these others 
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have been but little children, must have learned how completely 

and utterly you first had to gain command over yourselves. How 

you first had to control your heart in its sympathy, your greater 

wisdom and the anger that it often helped to kindle in you, your 

hand and mouth in their frowardness, and your eyes which will 

persist in seeing too much. This initial hardness, this first stage 

of hardness which constitutes the attitude towards oneself, 

only,—what is it compared with the ultimate hardness which is 

requisite for commanding individuals, often refractory, to 

march along roads of which you, alone, know the end and direc-

tion?—what is it compared with the hardness that overlooks an 

isolated case, however deserving of attention, whenever that iso-

lated case threatens to arrest the general grand march you are 

leading. 

This hardness, we are fast losing today. Softer and more de-

generate qualities are taking its place, and pity is the coping-

stone of them all. Pity—that attitude towards our fellow-crea-

tures, which, as you know, all of us, individually resent most 

bitterly, when it is directed at us; pity which makes us recoil 

when it is breathed upon us even by our best friend;—this is the 

quality which is fast becoming the greatest virtue amongst us; it 

was, as we saw in the last lecture, the device upon the shields of 

all slaves, invalids and pygmies. With it they elevated them-

selves. We feel there is something debasing in it. Whatever we 

may say in its support, we know it is ignoble—or, if we don't, 

why, pray, do all those amongst us who have any taste for cour-

age, independence and nobility of spirit, resent and resist it with 

all our might? 

"Alas, where in the world have greater follies happened than 

with the pitiful!" Nietzsche cries: "And what in the world hath 

done more harm than the follies of the pitiful?"41 
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"What is more injurious than any crime?" he asks. "Practical 

sympathy for all the ill-constituted and weak—Christianity." 

That we may be fit to found Nietzsche's society, he would 

perforce have us harder. 

"Ye higher men, think ye that I live to make well what ye 

made badly? 

"Or think ye that I meant to pillow you sufferers more com-

fortably for the future? Or to show new and easier footpaths 

unto you restless, gone astray on roads and mountains? Nay! 

Nay! Three times Nay! Ever more, ever better ones of your tribes 

shall perish. For ye shall have ever a worse and harder life. Only 

thus— 

"Only thus man groweth up unto that height where the light-

ning striketh and breaketh him; high enough for the lightning! 

"Towards few things, towards long things, towards remote 

things, my mind and my longing turn. What concern hath your 

petty, manifold short misery for me! 

"Ye do not yet suffer enough! For ye suffer from yourselves, 

ye have never yet suffered from man. 

"Ye would lie, did ye say otherwise! None of you suffereth 

from what I have suffered."42 

In a race, like ours, in which changes are slow to show them-

selves, in which the life of one individual is not long enough for 

him to perceive even the dawn of effects which he has done his 

utmost to cause, there is a great danger, which attacks the shal-

low more especially; that of losing hope, and of seeking conso-

lation in immediate advantages, alone, to the ruin and destruc-

tion of remoter and greater advantages. Nietzsche knew this and 

therefore he cries: "Alas I have known noble ones who have lost 

their highest hope. And then they slandered all high hopes. But 
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by my love and hope, I conjure thee, throw not away the hero in 

thy soul! Keep holy thy highest hope!"43 

It ought to be clear now, that his preaching of the Gospel of 

hardness, is no idle satisfaction of a cruel lust in his nature; it is 

rather the action of one who would help us to fight our way up 

to a more dignified type. 

"When ye despise what is agreeable and a soft bed, and know 

not how to make your bed far enough from the effeminate: then 

is the origin of your virtue."44 

"Zarathustra was a friend of all such as make distant voyages 

and like not to live without danger."45 

For this hardness; for this will to love only one's children's 

land, we must first of all develop a will. The lack of will, and the 

disease of it, where it does exist, is at the bottom of our effemi-

nacy in Europe today. 

We must learn the firmness of purpose which distinguishes 

good commanders, or the intelligence and honesty to admit that 

we can be but followers. 

Those who cannot command must seek their significance in 

obeying. Freedom, like everything else, is only good relatively. 

Freedom is an instrument that requires to be used by a skilled 

hand. 

"Thou callest thyself free? ... 

"Art thou such a one as to be permitted to escape a yoke? 

Many there are who threw away everything they were worth 

when they threw away their servitude. 

"Free from what? How should that concern Zarathustra? 

Clearly thine eye shall answer: free for what. 
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"Canst thou give thyself thine evil and thy good, hanging thy 

will above thee as a law? Canst thou be thine own judge and the 

avenger of thine own law? 

"Terrible it is to be alone with the judge and avenger of one's 

own law."46 

The promises we make unto ourselves, we must learn to keep. 

If we cannot keep our word to ourselves, how shall we hope to 

be commanders? We are then only followers still. Self-command 

is the first step of all commanding. "Many a one can give rules 

to himself [and make lofty resolutions]; but there lacketh much 

in his obeying them!"47 

"Oh, that ye understood my word: 'Be sure to do whatever ye 

like,—but first of all be such as can will!'"48 

With the future of mankind, alone, in our minds, with the 

possibility of Superman earnestly and completely realised, we 

unconsciously project our gaze over and beyond the heads of 

our fellows. Our purpose lies somewhere behind our present 

horizon; we must be brave and patient sailors. The thought of 

our neighbour is a temptation, a magnet, threatening to draw 

our purpose sideways; true altruism bids us banish our fawning 

neighbour from our thoughts. 

Such a purpose, with the means it exacts, will develop those 

qualities in us which will ultimately lead us to regard our pre-

sent hypersensitiveness and readiness to re-act to the slightest 

stimulus, as conditions of disease, as states of sickness. 

We must cease asking ourselves what we would be free from; 

our question must be: what would we be free for? 

"Beyond-man is my care; with me, he and not man is the first 

and only thing. Not the neighbour, nor the poorest one, not the 

greatest sufferer, not the best one. 
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"O my brethren, what I can love in man, is that he is a transi-

tion and destruction, and even in you there are many things that 

make me love and hope. 

"For today, the petty folk have become master. They all 

preach submission and resignation and policy and diligence and 

regard and the long etcetera of petty virtues 

"These ask, and ask, and weary not with asking: 

"How doth man preserve himself best, longest and most 

agreeably? Thereby they are the masters of today. Surpass these 

masters of today, O my brethren, the petty folk. They are the 

greatest danger for Superman! 

"Surpass, ye higher men, the petty virtues, the petty policies, 

the grains-of-sand-regards, the swarming of ants, the smug ease, 

the happiness of the greatest number!"49 

Now, perhaps, we are beginning to see more clearly into Nie-

tzsche's so-called egoism. We no longer shudder at the apparent 

hardness of his words; his inclemency becomes austerity, his 

love for mankind appears grander and deeper than ours. His se-

verity is really the noblest compassion. 

We know now what he means when he says: "Unto the incur-

able, one shall not go to be physician. But more courage is requi-

site for making an end than for making a new verse. That is 

known unto all physicians and poets."50 

"Life is hard to bear. But do not pretend to be so frail. ... What 

have we in common with the rose-bud that trembleth because a 

drop of dew lieth on its body?51 

"What is good?—All that increases the feeling of power, will 

to power, power itself, in man. 

"What is bad?—All that proceeds from weakness." 
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We now see the necessity of these words, we now see how 

inevitable they are, if we are to achieve Nietzsche's ideal. 

"There is no harder lot in all human fate, than when the pow-

erful of the earth are not at the same time the first men. There 

everything becometh false and warped and monstrous.52 

"For my brethren what is best shall rule; what is best will rule! 

And where the teaching soundeth different, the best is lacking."53 

With this new table reigning, Nietzsche assures us that things 

will be more cheerful, more tasteful, on earth. Man's smile will 

no longer be spasmodically checked and turned to a grimace 

when he bows his head to glance at his fellows and their lot. Pain 

the inevitable concomitant of all becoming, of all birth, will be 

accepted as a necessary factor in existence. The scurry to avoid 

it will cease, and man will halt at his Noon, at his Great Mid-day, 

in order to scan the land of his child—the Superman, which will 

lie remotely on the horizon—bright in the glow of the afternoon 

sun. 

Perhaps this ideal seems vain, over-strained—dreamy? It 

may even raise a laugh among those who have perhaps never 

observed the changes that are possible, even in a single life, if 

high ideals, instead of base ones, are striven after. 

But Nietzsche does not tell you to expect the realisation of 

your ideal to-morrow or the next day. He says: 

"Not yourselves, perhaps my brethren! But ye could create 

yourselves into fathers and fore-fathers of Superman, and let this 

be your best creating."54 

"What hath hitherto been the greatest sin on earth? Was it not 

the word of him who said: 'Woe unto those who laugh here?' 
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"Did he himself find no reasons for laughing on earth? If so, 

he sought but ill. A child findeth reasons here.55 

"This crown of laughter, the crown of rose-wreaths—I myself 

have put this crown on my head; I myself have proclaimed my 

laughter holy. No other I found today strong enough for that.56 

"Since man came into existence, he hath had too little joy. That 

alone, my brethren, is our original sin!57 

"How many things are still possible! Learn, I pray, to laugh 

beyond yourselves! Raise your hearts, ye good dancers, high! 

higher! And forget not the good laughter! 

"This crown of laughter, the crown of rose-wreaths—unto 

you, my brethren, I throw this crown! The laughter I have pro-

claimed holy. Ye higher men, learn how to laugh!"58 
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Introduction 

The commission for a book on Nietzsche, to form the latest ad-

dition to a series of famous philosophers, is most certainly a sign 

that the age of adversity, through which the earlier Nietzscheans 

had to struggle, has at last come to an end. For ten consecutive 

years they had had no reply whatever to their propaganda, and 

their publications, loud as some of them were, proved as ineffec-

tive as cannon shots fired into the eternity of interplanetary 

space. Finally, however, when the echo was at last heard, it gave 

back nothing like the original sound: it was an echo of groans 

and moans, an echo of roaring disapproval and hissing mockery. 

Yet the years rolled on and on—and so did the printing-

presses—hissing and roaring as much as ever—but at last, their 

thunders grew tamer and more subdued—the tempest of their 

fury seemed to die away in the distance—occasionally a slight 

mutter was still to be heard, but no more flashes and hisses—

and suddenly a streak of blue was observed over the horizon, 

followed by a ray and smile of sunlight—and a soft zephyr of 

subdued and tentative compliments—and when our Nietzsche 

edition had begun to appear in its stately volumes we were ena-

bled to receive from our former enemies on both sides of the At-

lantic "respectful congratulations." 

And now all my brave friends are radiant with joy and opti-

mism. Like the wanderer in the fairy tale, while the storm of dis-

gust and loud reproach was raging, they wrapped themselves 

all the more closely in their cloaks, and no impudent wind could 



tear a shred of garments from them, but now that the sun of ap-

proval has set in, they would fain get out of their armour and 

enjoy the fine weather as a reward for past perils. Has not the 

spring come at last? Are not the gay flowers at our feet meant to 

welcome the victorious warriors?... Are not the ladies—ladies 

that from time immemorial have loved the warrior (especially 

when he is successful)—smiling at us more gloriously even than 

the sun?... Sun, ladies, flowers, smiles—was there ever a nicer 

combination?... 

But, alas! there is an unimaginative creature among the 

guests, an earnest face among the cheerful, a disbeliever among 

the faithful, a dark countenance amid the bright assembly;—a 

being who, in glaring contrast to the sun, the smiles, and the 

gaily-coloured dresses and sunshades, is keeping a tight hold 

upon a dark umbrella—for he has an uncontrollable mistrust of 

English weather! 

And I may claim that I not only know the meteorological con-

ditions of England, but also those of the whole of modern Eu-

rope. I know them so well that I have the greatest doubts 

whether Nietzsche's influence will be strong enough to with-

stand the terrible hurricane of democracy which in our age is 

sweeping everything before it, and leaving a level plain in its 

rear. Nietzsche may have been ever so right, but Truth and 

Righteousness do not always prevail in this world of ours, in-

deed, they don't: the bible itself, that otherwise optimistic book, 

lets this grand secret out once and only once—in the story of Job. 

The "happy ending" in that book will deceive no realistic ob-

server: it was added to the story, as it is added to modern plays 

and novels, for the edification and comfort of the audience: the 

true story of Job was without it, as was the true story of many a 

brave man, as was the true story of that great pope, who on his 

deathbed came out with the confession: "Dilexi justitiam et odi 



iniquitatem, propterea morior in exsilio,"1 a confession which 

went in the very teeth of his own virtue-rewarding creed with 

its happy-go-lucky trust in the moral order of the universe. 

Nietzsche may have been right, therefore he may be unsuccess-

ful. I myself regard Nietzsche's views on art, religion, psychol-

ogy, morality, as extremely sound; I think they are proved both 

by history and by common experience; I even suspect that they 

could be confirmed by science, if only science would give up 

looking at the world through the coloured spectacles of demo-

cratic prejudice ... but then, it is so difficult to give up this dem-

ocratic prejudice; for it is by no means simply a political opinion. 

Democracy, as a political creed, need terrify no one; for political 

creeds succeed each other like waves of the sea, whose thunder 

is loud and whose end is froth; but the driving power behind 

democracy is not a political one, it is religious—it is Christianity. 

A mighty religion still, a religion which has governed the world 

for two thousand years, which has influenced all philosophies, 

all literatures, all laws, all customs up to our own day, till it has 

finally filtered into our hearts, our blood, our system, and be-

come part and parcel of ourselves without our being aware of it. 

At the present moment we are all instinctive Christians. Even if 

this Christian religion has been severely wounded by Nie-

tzsche's criticism—and I believe this to be the case—I beg to sug-

gest that a wounded lion may still have more strength than all 

the fussy, political, rationalistic, agnostic, nonconformist, Nie-

tzschean and super-Nietzschean mice put together. 

It was all the braver, therefore, on Nietzsche's part to assail 

such a mighty enemy, and to attack him exactly on the spot 

where attack was most needed, if victory were to be won. Nie-

tzsche clearly recognised that the canons of criticism had until 

now only been directed against the outer works of that stalwart 
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fortress—at dogmatic, at supernatural, at ecclesiastical Christi-

anity, and that no one had yet dared to aim right at the very heart 

of the creed—its morality, which, while the shamfighters were 

at work outside, was being enormously strengthened and con-

solidated from within. This morality, however, Nietzsche recog-

nised as intimately connected with modern democracy—and be-

hind the rosebush of democracy with its flowery speeches and 

its fraternity- and liberty-blossoms, Nietzsche clearly saw the 

dragon of anarchy and dissolution lurking. It was the mortal fear 

of annihilation and ruin which gave Nietzsche the daring to ful-

minate against our religion with such imperishable Dithyram-

bics. He was the first to mean the phrase, "écrasez l'infâme!" 

which in Voltaire's mouth was only an epigrammatic exclama-

tion. For Nietzsche's great forerunner on the Continent, Wolf-

gang Goethe, who was also just as well aware how it would all 

end, was much too prudent a man to lay his innermost heart bare 

to his enemies, he—the grand old hypocrite of Weimar—gauged 

the power of the contrary current correctly, and wisely left the 

open combat against Christianity and democracy to his great 

colleague—to that man of tragic wit, to Heinrich Heine. 

And there were others on the Continent—very few to be sure, 

and no politician or man of science or woman among them—

others who saw the drift of modern ideas: all of them poets. For 

poets are prophets: their sensitive organisation feels the fall of 

the glass first, while their pluck and their pride, their duty and 

their desire to face the storm drive them into the very thick of it. 

The German poet Hebbel, the French novelist Stendhal, were 

amongst them. A new Matthew Arnold—the object of my wish 

for this country—would perhaps like to include another poet, 

the Frenchman Alfred de Vigny, in whose journal are to be 

found those awe-inspiring words against democracy: "Alas! it is 

thou, Democracy, that art the desert! it is thou who hast 

shrouded and bleached everything beneath thy monticles of 



sand! Thy tedious flatness has covered everything and levelled 

all! For ever and ever the valley and the hill supplant each other; 

and only from time to time a man of courage is seen: he rises like 

a sand-whirl, makes his ten paces towards the sun, and then falls 

like powder to the ground. And then nothing more is seen save 

the eternal plain of endless sand." 

Goethe and Hebbel, Stendhal and Heinrich Heine, Alfred de 

Vigny and Friedrich Nietzsche, all made their ten steps towards 

the sun and are now sleeping peacefully beneath the dry sands 

of Christian democracy. Their works are read, to be sure; but 

alas! how few understand their meaning! I see this and I shud-

der. And I remember another moment in my life—a moment of 

perturbation too—a moment in which an idea overcame me, 

which has been haunting me ever since. I was on a visit to Mrs. 

Förster-Nietzsche, in her villa high up amongst the hills of Wei-

mar, waiting in the drawing-room for my hostess to enter. It was 

the first time that I had stood upon the holy ground where Frie-

drich Nietzsche gave up his heroic soul, and I was naturally im-

pressed; my eyes wandered reverently around the scene, and I 

suddenly noticed some handwriting on the wall. The handwrit-

ing consisted of a powerful letter N which the ingenious builder 

had engraved profusely upon the oak panels of the room. The 

N, of course, reminded me of another big N, connected with an-

other big name,—the N which used to be engraved together with 

the imperial crown and eagle upon the plate and regalia of Na-

poleon Bonaparte. There was another victim of democracy: the 

man who, elevated by its revolutionary wave, tried to stifle and 

subdue the anarchical flood, was swallowed up as ignomini-

ously as its other implacable opponent, the plucky parson's son 

of the vicarage of Röcken. 

The mighty sword in the beginning and the mighty pen at the 

end of the last century were alike impotent against—Fate. No 

doubt, I saw in that moment, as though lit up by a flashlight, the 



fate of Europe clearly before my eyes. A fate—an iron fate. A fate 

unavoidable for a continent that will have no more guides, no 

more great men. A fate unavoidable for an age that spills its best 

blood with the carelessness of ignorance. A fate unavoidable for 

a people that is driven by its very religion to disobedience and 

anarchy. And I thought of my own race, which has seen so many 

fates, so many ages, so many empires decline—and there was I, 

the eternal Jew, witnessing another catastrophe. And I shud-

dered, and when my hostess entered I had not yet recovered my 

breath. 

Gruesome, isn't it? But what if it should not come true? "There 

are no more prophets today," says the Talmud scornfully. Well, 

unlike my ancestor Jonah, who became melancholic when his 

announcement of the downfall of Nineveh was not fulfilled, I 

beg to say that I on the contrary shall be extremely delighted to 

have proved a false prophet. But I shall keep my umbrella all the 

same. 

Oscar Levy  

54 Russell Square, 

London, W.C. 

 



I

 

Life and Works 

"Holy be thy name to all coming generations! In the name of all 

thy friends, I, thy pupil, cry out our warmest thanks to thee for 

thy great life. 

"Thou wast one of the noblest and purest men that ever trod 

this earth. 

"And although this is known to both friend and foe, I do not 

deem it superfluous to utter this testimony aloud at thy tomb. 

For we know the world; we know the fate of Spinoza! Around 

Nietzsche's memory, too, posterity may cast shadows! And 

therefore I close with the words: Peace to thy ashes!"1 

This view, expressed by Peter Gast, Nietzsche's staunchest 

friend and disciple, at his master's graveside, in August 1900, 

may be regarded as typical of the Nietzsche enthusiast's attitude 

towards his master. On the other hand we have the assurance of 

Nietzsche's opponents and enemies that nothing could have 

been more utterly disastrous to modern society, more perni-

cious, dangerous, and ridiculous than Nietzsche's life-work. 

At the present day Nietzsche is so potent a force and his in-

fluence is increasing with such rapidity that, whatever our call-

ing in life may be, it behoves us to know precisely what he stands 

for, and to which of the opinions above given we should sub-

scribe. As a matter of fact, the inquirer into the life and works of 

this interesting man will find that he has well-nigh as many by-

names as he has readers, and not the least of our difficulties in 

speaking about him will be to give him a fitting title, descriptive 

of his mission and the way in which he understood it. 
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Some deny his right to the title "philosopher"; others declare 

him to be a mere anarchist; and a large number regard all his 

later works as no more than a shallow though brilliant reversal 

of every accepted doctrine on earth. 

In order to be able to provoke so much diversity of opinion, a 

man must be not only versatile but forcible. Nietzsche was both. 

There is scarcely a subject in the whole range of philosophical 

thought which he does not attack and blow up; and he hurls 

forth his hard, polished missiles in a manner so destructive, and 

at the same time with such accuracy of aim, that it is no wonder 

a chorus of ill-used strongholds of traditional thought now cry 

out against him as a disturber and annihilator of their peace. Yet, 

through all the dust, smoke, and noise of his implacable warfare, 

there are both a method and a mission to be discerned—a 

method and a mission in the pursuit of which Nietzsche is really 

as unswerving as he seems capricious. 

Throughout his life and all his many recantations and revul-

sions of feeling, he remained faithful to one purpose and to one 

aim—the elevation of the type man. However bewildered we 

may become beneath the hail of his epigrams, treating of every 

momentous question that has ever agitated the human mind, we 

still can trace this broad principle running through all his works: 

his desire to elevate man and to make him more worthy of hu-

manity's great past. 

Even in his attack on English psychologists, naturalists, and 

philosophers, in The Genealogy of Morals, what are his charges 

against them? He says they debase man, voluntarily or involun-

tarily, by seeking the really operative, really imperative and de-

cisive factor in history precisely where the intellectual pride of 

man would least wish to find it, i.e. in vis inertiæ, in some blind 

and accidental mechanism of ideas, in automatic and purely pas-

sive adaptation and modification, in the compulsory action of 

adjustment to environment. 



Again, in his attack on the evolutionists' so-called "struggle 

for existence," of which I shall speak more exhaustively later, it 

is the suggestion that life—mere existence in itself—is worthy of 

being an aim at all, that he deprecates so profoundly. And, once 

more, it is with the view of elevating man and his aspirations 

that he levels the attack. 

Whatever we may think of his methods, therefore, at least his 

aim was sufficiently lofty and honourable, and we must bear in 

mind that he never shirked the duties which, rightly or wrongly, 

he imagined would help him to achieve it. 

What was Nietzsche? If we accept his own definition of the 

philosopher's task on earth, we must place him in the front rank 

of philosophers. For, according to him, the creation of new val-

ues, new principles, new standards, is the philosopher's sole rai-

son d'être; and this he certainly accomplished. If, on the other 

hand, with all the "school" philosophers, we ask him to show us 

his system, we shall most surely be disappointed. In this respect, 

therefore, we may perhaps need to modify our opinion of him. 

Be that as it may, it is safe to maintain that he was a poet of 

no mean order; not a mere versifier or rhapsodist, but a poet in 

the old Greek sense of the word, i.e. a maker, in our time such 

men are so rare that we are apt to question whether they exist at 

all, for poetasters have destroyed our faith in them. Goethe was 

perhaps the last example of the type in modern Europe, and alt-

hough we may recall the scientific achievements of men like Mi-

chelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci and Galileo, we are not suffi-

ciently ready to associate their divining and intuitive power in 

the department of science with their purely artistic and poetic 

achievements, despite the fact that the two are really insepara-

ble. 

Knowing the high authority with which poets of this order 

are wont to sneak, it might be supposed that we should ap-

proach Nietzsche's innovations in the realm of science with some 



respect, not in spite of, but precisely owing to, his great poetic 

genius. Unfortunately today this no longer follows. Too thor-

oughly have we divorced science from emotion and feeling 

(very wrongly, as even Herbert Spencer and Buckle both de-

clared), and now, wherever we see emotion or a suggestion of 

passion, we are too apt to purse our lips and stand on our guard. 

When we consider that Nietzsche was ultimately to prove the 

bitterest enemy of Christianity, and the severest critic of the ec-

clesiastic, his antecedents seem, to say the least, remarkable. His 

father, Karl Ludwig Nietzsche, born in 1813, was a clergyman of 

the German Protestant Church; his grandfather had also taken 

orders; whilst his grandmother on his father's side was de-

scended from a long line of parsons. Nor do things change very 

much when we turn to his mother's family; for his maternal 

grandfather, Oehler, was also a clergyman, and, according to 

Nietzsche's sister, he appears to have been a very sound, though 

broad, theologian. 

Yet, perhaps, it is we who are wrong in seeing anything 

strange in the fact that a man with such orthodox antecedents 

should have developed into a prophet and reformer of Nie-

tzsche's stamp; for we should remember that only a long tradi-

tion of discipline and strict conventionality, lasting over a num-

ber of generations, is able to rear that will-power and determi-

nation which, as the lives of most great men have shown, are the 

first conditions of all epoch-making movements started by sin-

gle individuals. 

Friedrich Nietzsche was born at Röcken near Lützen, in the 

Prussian province of Saxony, on the 15th of October 1844. From 

his earliest childhood onwards the boy seems to have been ro-

bust and active and does not appear to have suffered from any 

of the ordinary ailments of infancy. In the biography written by 

his sister much stress is laid upon this fact, while the sometimes 

exceptional health enjoyed by his parents and ancestors is duly 



emphasised by the anxious biographer. Elisabeth Nietzsche 

(born in July 1846), the biographer in question, is perfectly justi-

fied in establishing these facts with care; for we know that our 

poet philosopher died insane, and many have sought to show 

that his insanity was hereditary and could be traced throughout 

his works. 

Nietzsche's father died in 1849, and in the following year the 

family removed to Naumburg. There the boy received his early 

schooling, first at a preparatory school and subsequently at the 

Gymnasium—the Grammar School—of the town. As a lad, it is 

said that he was fond of military games, and of sitting alone, and 

it appears that he would recline for hours at his grandmother 

Nietzsche's feet, listening to her reminiscences of the great Na-

poleon. Towards the end of 1858 Mrs. Nietzsche was offered a 

scholarship for her son, for a term of six years, in the Landes-

Schule, Pforta, so famous for the scholars it produced. At Pforta, 

where the discipline was very severe, the boy followed the reg-

ular school course and worked with great industry. His sister 

tells us that during this period he distinguished himself most in 

his private studies and artistic efforts, though even in the ordi-

nary work of the school he was decidedly above the average. It 

was here, too, that he first became acquainted with Wagner's 

compositions, and a word ought now perhaps to be said in re-

gard to his musical studies. 

Music, we know, played anything but a minor rôle in his later 

life, as his three important essays, Richard Wagner in Bay-

reuth, The Case of Wagner, and Nietzsche contra Wagner, are with 

us to prove. I fear, however, that it will be impossible to go very 

deeply into this question here, save at the cost of other still more 

important matters which have a prior claim to our attention. Let 

it then suffice to say that, as a boy, Nietzsche's talent had already 

become so noticeable that for some time the question which ag-

itated the elders in his circle of relatives and friends, among 



whom were some competent judges, was whether he should not 

give up all else in order to develop his great gift. In the end, how-

ever, it was decided that he should become a scholar, and alt-

hough he never entirely gave up composing and playing the pi-

ano, music never attained to anything beyond the dignity of a 

serious hobby in his life. In saying this I naturally exclude his 

critical writings on the subject, which are at once valuable and 

important. 

Nietzsche's six years at Pforta were responsible for a large 

number of his subsequent ideas. When we hear him laying par-

ticular stress upon the value of rigorous training free from all 

sentimentality; when we read his views concerning austerity 

and the importance of law, order and discipline, we must bear 

in mind that he is speaking with an actual knowledge of these 

things, and with profound experience of their worth. The excel-

lence of his philological work may also be ascribed to the very 

sound training he received at Pforta, and the Latin essay which 

he wrote on an original subject (Theognis, the great aristocratic 

poet of Megara) for the leaving examination, laid the foundation 

of all his subsequent opinions on morality. 

Nietzsche left Pforta in September 1864 and entered the Uni-

versity of Bonn, where he studied philology and theology. The 

latter he abandoned six months later, however, and in the au-

tumn of 1865 he left Bonn for Leipzig, whither his famous 

teacher Ritschl had preceded him. Between 1865 and 1867 his 

work at Leipzig proved of the utmost importance to his career. 

Hellenism, Schopenhauer and Wagner now entered into his life 

and became paramount influences with him, and each in its way 

determined what his ultimate mission was to be. Hellenism 

drew him ever more strongly to philology and to the problem of 

culture in general; Schopenhauer directed him to philosophy, 

and Wagner taught him his first steps in a subject which was to 



be the actual Leit-motif of his teaching—I refer to the question of 

Art. 

His work during these two years, arduous though it was, in 

no way affected his health, and, despite his short-sight, he tells 

us that he was then able to endure the greatest strain without the 

smallest trouble. Being of a robust and energetic nature, how-

ever, he was anxious to discover some means of employing his 

bodily strength, and it was for this reason that, regardless of the 

interruption in his work, he was enthusiastic at the thought of 

becoming a soldier. 

In the autumn of 1867 he entered the fourth regiment of Field 

Artillery, and it is said that he performed his duties to the com-

plete satisfaction of his superiors. But, alas, this lasted but a short 

time; for, as the result of an unfortunate fall from a restive horse, 

he was compelled to leave the colours before he had completed 

his term of service. 

In October 1868, after a serious illness, the student returned 

to his work at Leipzig, and now that event took place which was 

perhaps the most triumphant and most decisive in his career. It 

was Nietzsche's ambition to get His doctor's degree as soon as 

possible and then to travel. Meanwhile, however, others were 

busy determining what he should do. Some philological essays 

which he had written in his student days, and which, owing to 

their excellence, had been published by the "Rheinisches Mu-

seum," had attracted the attention of the educational Board of 

Bâle. One of the Board communicated with Ritschl concerning 

Nietzsche, and the reply the learned scholar sent was so favour-

able that the University of Bâle immediately offered Ritschl's fa-

vourite pupil their Professorship of Classical Philology. This was 

an exceptional honour, and, to crown it, the University of Leip-

zig quickly granted Nietzsche his doctor's degree without fur-

ther examination—truly a remarkable occurrence in straitlaced 

and formal Germany! 



His first years at Bâle are chiefly associated in our minds with 

his inaugural address: "Homer and Classical Philology," with his 

action in regard to the Franco-German war, and with his lectures 

on the "Future of our Educational Institutions." I can do no more 

than refer to these here, but as regards the war it is necessary to 

go into further detail. 

In July 1870, hostilities opened between France and Prussia. 

Now, although Nietzsche had been forced to become a natural-

ised Swiss subject in order to accept his appointment at Bâle, he 

was loth to remain inactive while his own countrymen fought 

for the honour of Germany. He could not, however, fight for the 

Germans without compromising Switzerland's neutrality. He 

therefore went as a hospital attendant, and in this capacity, after 

obtaining the necessary leave, he followed his former compatri-

ots to the war. According to Elisabeth Nietzsche, it was this act 

of devotion which was the cause of all her brother's subsequent 

ill-health. In Ars-sur-Moselle, while tending the sick and 

wounded, Nietzsche contracted dysentery from those in his 

charge. With his constitution undermined by the exertions of the 

campaign, he fell very seriously ill, and had to be relieved of his 

duties. Long before he was strong enough to do so, however, he 

resumed his work at Bâle; and now began that second phase of 

his life during which he never once recovered the health he had 

enjoyed before the war. 

In January 1872 Nietzsche published his first book, The Birth 

of Tragedy. It is really but a portion of a much larger work on 

Hellenism which he had always had in view from his earliest 

student days, and it may be said to have been prepared in two 

preliminary lectures delivered at Bâle, under the title of the 

"Greek Musical Drama," and "Socrates and Tragedy." The work 

was received with enthusiasm by Wagnerians; but among Nie-

tzsche's philological friends it succeeded in rousing little more 

than doubt and suspicion. It was a sign that the young professor 



was beginning to ascribe too much importance to Art in its in-

fluence upon the world, and this the dry men of science could 

not tolerate. 

Between 1873 and 1876, Nietzsche, while still at Bâle, pub-

lished four more essays which, for matter and form, proved to 

be among the most startling productions that Germany had read 

since Schopenhauer's prime. Their author called these es-

says Thoughts out of Season, and his aim in writing them was un-

doubtedly the regeneration of German culture. The first was an 

attack on German Philistinism, in the person of David Strauss, 

the famous theologian of Tübingen, whom Nietzsche dubbed 

the "Philistine of Culture," and was calculated to check the ex-

treme smugness which had suddenly invaded all departments 

of thought and activity in Germany as the result of the recent 

military triumph. 

The second, The Use and Abuse of History, was a protest against 

excessive indulgence in the "historical sense," or the love of look-

ing backwards, which threatened to paralyse the intelligence of 

Germany in those days. In it Nietzsche tries to show how history 

is for the few and not for the many, and points out how rare are 

those who have the strength to endure the lesson of experience. 

In the third, Schopenhauer as Educator, Nietzsche pits his great 

teacher against all other dry-as-dust philosophers who make for 

stagnation in philosophy. The fourth, Richard Wagner in Bay-

reuth, contains Nietzsche's last word of praise as a friend of the 

great German musician. In it we already see signs of his revul-

sion of feeling; but on the whole it is a panegyric written with 

love and conviction. 

The fourth, Richard Wagner in Bayreuth, contains Nietzsche's 

last word of praise as a friend of the great German musician. In 

it we already see signs of his revulsion of feeling; but on the 

whole it is a panegyric written with love and conviction. 



The only one of the four Thoughts out of Season which created 

much comment was the first, concerning David Strauss, and this 

gave rise to a loud outcry against the daring young philologist. 

Nietzsche had been very unwell throughout this period. Dys-

pepsia and headaches, brought on partly by overwork, racked 

him incessantly, and, in addition, he was getting ever nearer and 

nearer to a final and irrevocable breach with the greatest friend 

of his life—Richard Wagner. After obtaining leave from the au-

thorities he went to Sorrento, where, in the autumn of 1876, he 

began work on his next important book, Human, All-too-human, 

the book which was to part him for ever from Wagner. In Febru-

ary 1878 the first volume was ready for the printer, and was pub-

lished almost simultaneously with Wagner's Parsifal, which 

work, as is well known, was the death-blow to Nietzsche's faith 

in his former idol. 

In Human, All-too-human, Nietzsche as a philosopher is not yet 

standing on his own legs, as it were. He is only just beginning to 

feel his way, and is still deeply immersed in the thought of other 

men—more particularly that of the English positivists. As a 

work of transition, however, Human, All-too-Human is exceed-

ingly interesting, as are also its sequels Miscellaneous Opinions 

and Apophthegms (1879) and The Wanderer and his Shadow (1880). 

But in none of these, as the author himself admits, is there to be 

found that certainty of aim and treatment which characterised 

his later writings. 

In 1879, owing to ill-health, Nietzsche was compelled to re-

sign his professorship at the University of Bâle, and the spring 

of that year saw him an independent man with an annual pen-

sion of 3000 francs, generously granted to him by the Board of 

Management on the acceptance of his resignation. With this pen-

sion and a small private income derived from a capital of about 

£1400, he was not destitute, though by no means affluent, and 

when we remember that he was obliged to defray the expenses 



of publication in the case of almost every one of his books, we 

may form some idea of his actual resources. 

From this time forward Nietzsche's life was spent in travel-

ling and writing. Venice, Marienbad, Zürich, St. Moritz in the 

Ober-Engadine, Sils Maria, Tautenberg in Thuringia, Genoa, 

etc., etc. were among the places at which he stayed, according to 

the season; and during the year 1880 his health materially im-

proved. In January 1881 he had completed the manuscript of 

the Dawn of Day, and is said to have been well satisfied with his 

condition. 

In the Dawn of Day Nietzsche for the first time begins to reveal 

his real personality. This book is literally the dawn of his great 

life work, and in it we find him grappling with all the problems 

which he was subsequently to tackle with such a masterly and 

courageous hand. It appeared in July 1881 and met with but a 

poor reception. Indeed, after the publication of the last of 

the Thoughts out of Season Nietzsche appears to have created very 

little stir among his countrymen—a fact which, though it greatly 

depressed him, only made him redouble his energies. 

In September 1882 The Joyful Wisdom was published—a book 

written during one of the happiest periods of his life. It is a ver-

itable fanfare of trumpets announcing the triumphal entry of its 

distinguished follower Zarathustra. With it Nietzsche's final phil-

osophical views are already making headway, and it is full of 

the love of life and energy which permeates the grand philo-

sophical poem which was to come after it. 

Disappointed by the meagre success of his works, and hurt 

by the attitude of various friends, Nietzsche now retired into 

loneliness, and, settling down on the beautiful bay of Rapallo, 

began work on that wonderful moral, psychological, and critical 

rhapsody, Thus Spake Zarathustra, which was to prove the great-

est of his creations. During the years 1883–84, the three first parts 

of this work were published, and, though each part was issued 



separately and met with the same cold reception which had been 

given to his other works of recent years, Nietzsche never once 

lost heart or wavered in his resolve. It required, however, all the 

sublime inspirations which we find expressed in that wonder-

ful Book for all and None, to enable a man to stand firmly and ab-

solutely alone amid all the hardships and reverses that beset our 

anchorite poet throughout this period. 

It was about this time that Nietzsche began to take chloral in 

the hope of overcoming his insomnia; it was now, too, that his 

sister—the only relative for whom, despite some misunder-

standings, he had a real affection—became engaged to a man 

with whom he was utterly out of sympathy; and all the while 

negotiations, into which Nietzsche had entered with the Leipzig 

University for the purpose of securing another professorial 

chair, were becoming ever more hopeless. 

In the course of this exposition I shall have to treat of the doc-

trines enunciated in Thus Spake Zarathustra—indeed, seeing that 

this work contains all Nietzsche's thought in a poetical form, it 

would be quite impossible to discuss any single tenet of his phi-

losophy without in some way referring to the book in question. 

I cannot therefore say much about it at present, save that it is 

generally admitted to be Nietzsche's opus magnum. Besides the 

philosophical views expounded in the four parts of which it con-

sists, the value of its autobiographical passages is enormous. In 

it we find the history of his most intimate experiences, friend-

ships, feuds, disappointments, triumphs, and the like; and the 

whole is written in a style so magnetic and poetical, that, as a 

specimen of belles-lettres alone, entirely apart from the questions 

it treats, the work cannot and ought not to be overlooked. 

Although there is now scarcely a European language into 

which Zarathustra has not been translated, although the fame of 

the work, at present, is almost universal, the reception it met 



with at the time of its publication was so unsatisfactory, and mis-

understanding relative to its teaching became so general, that 

within a year of the issue of its first part, Nietzsche was already 

beginning to see the necessity of bringing his doctrines before 

the public in a more definite and unmistakable form. During the 

years that followed—that is to say, between 1883 and 1886—this 

plan was matured, and between 1886 and 1889—the year of our 

author's final breakdown, three important books were published 

which may be regarded as prose-sequels to the poem Zarathus-

tra. These books are: Beyond Good and Evil (1886), The Genealogy 

of Morals (1887), and The Twilight of the Idols (1889); while the 

posthumous works The Will to Power (1901) and the little volume 

Antichrist, published in 1895, when its author was lying hope-

lessly ill at Naumburg, also belong to the period in which Nie-

tzsche wished to make his Zarathustra clear and comprehensible 

to his fellows. In the ensuing chapters it will be my endeavour 

to state briefly all that is vital in the works just referred to. 

What remains to be related of Nietzsche's life is sad enough, 

and is almost common knowledge. When his sister Elizabeth 

married Dr. Förster and went to Paraguay with her spouse, Nie-

tzsche was practically without a friend, and, had it not been for 

Peter Gast's devotion and help, he would probably have suc-

cumbed to his constitutional and mental troubles much sooner 

than he actually did. Before his last breakdown in Turin, in Jan-

uary 1889, the only real encouragement he is ever known to have 

received in regard to his philosophical works came to him from 

Copenhagen and Paris. In the latter city it was Taine who com-

mitted himself by praising Nietzsche, and in the former it was 

Dr. George Brandes, a clever and learned professor, who deliv-

ered a series of lectures on the new message of the German phi-

losopher. The news of Brandes' success in Copenhagen in 1888 

greatly brightened Nietzsche's last year of authorship, and he 

corresponded with the Danish professor until the end. It has 



been rightly observed that these lectures were the dawn of Nie-

tzscheism in Europe. 

As the result of over-work, excessive indulgence in drugs, 

and a host of disappointments and anxieties, Nietzsche's great 

mind at last collapsed on the 2nd or 3rd of January 1889, never 

again to recover. 

The last words he wrote, which were subsequently found on 

a slip of paper in his study, throw more light upon the tragedy 

of his breakdown than all the learned medical treatises that have 

been written about his case. "I am taking narcotic after narcotic," 

he said, "in order to drown my anguish; but still I cannot sleep. 

Today I will certainly take such a quantity as will drive me out 

of my mind." 

From that time to the day of his death (25th August 1900) he 

lingered a helpless and unconscious invalid, first in the care of 

his aged mother, and ultimately, when Elizabeth returned a 

widow from Paraguay, as his sister's beloved charge. 

For an opinion of Nietzsche during his last phase I cannot do 

better than quote Professor Henri Lichtenberger of Nancy, who 

saw the invalid in 1898; and with this sympathetic Frenchman's 

valuable observations, I shall draw this chapter to a close: 

"In the gradual wane of this enthusiastic lover of life, of this 

apologist of energy, of this prophet of Superman there is some-

thing inexpressibly sad—inexpressibly beautiful and peaceful. 

His brow is still magnificent—his eyes, the light of which seems 

to be directed inwards, have an expression which is indefinably 

and profoundly moving. What is going on within his soul? No-

body can say. It is just possible that he may have preserved a 

dim recollection of his life as a thinker and a poet." 



II

 

Nietzsche the Amoralist 

From a casual study of Nietzsche's life it might be gathered that 

he had little time for private meditation or for any lonely brood-

ing over problems foreign to his school and university studies. 

Indeed, from the very moment when it was decided that he 

should become a scholar, to the day when the University of Leip-

zig granted him his doctor's degree without examination, his ex-

istence seems to have been so wholly occupied by strenuous ap-

plication to the duties which his aspirations imposed upon him 

that, even if he had had the will to do so, it would seem that he 

could not have had the leisure to become engaged in any serious 

thought outside his regular work. Nevertheless, if we inquire 

into the matter more deeply, we find to our astonishment, that 

during the whole of that arduous period—from his thirteenth to 

this twenty-fourth year—his imagination did not once cease 

from playing around problems of the highest import, quite un-

related to his school and university subjects. 

In the introduction to The Genealogy of Morals, he writes as fol-

lows: "... while but a boy of thirteen the problem of the origin of 

evil haunted me: to it I dedicated, in an age when we have in 

heart half-play, half-God, my first literary child-play, my first 

philosophical composition; and, as regards my solution of the 

problem therein, well, I gave, as is but fair, God the honour, and 

made him Father of evil."1 And then he continues: "A little his-

torical and philological schooling, together with an inborn and 

delicate sense regarding psychological questions, changed my 

                                                            
1 See also D.D. Aph. 81. 



problem in a very short time into that other one: under what cir-

cumstances and conditions did man invent the valuations good 

and evil? And what is their own specific value?" 

This problem, as stated here, seems stupendous enough; in 

fact, it would be difficult, in the whole realm of human thought, 

to discover a question of greater moment and intricacy; and yet 

we shall see that Nietzsche was just as much born to attack and 

solve it as Cardinal Newman seems, from the Apologia pro Vita 

Sua, to have been born to the Roman Catholic Church. 

If we reflect a moment, we find that "good" and "evil" are cer-

tainly words that exercise a tremendous power in the world. To 

attach the word "good" to any thing or deed is to give it the hall-

mark of desirability: on the other hand, to attach the word "evil" 

to it is tantamount to proscribing it from existence. Even in the 

old English proverb, "Give a dog a bad name and hang him," we 

have a suggestion of the enormous force which has been com-

pressed into the two monosyllables "good" and "bad," and before 

we seriously take up the problem, it were well to ponder a while 

over the really profound significance of these two words. 

Nietzsche, as we have already observed, was never in any 

doubt as to their importance: his life passion was the desire to 

solve the meaning, the origin, and the intrinsic value of the two 

terms; and he did not rest until he had achieved his end. 

Let us now examine what morality—what "good" and 

"evil"—means to almost everybody today. In the minds of nearly 

all those people who are neither students nor actual teachers of 

philosophy, there is a superstition that "good" is a perfectly def-

inite and absolute value, and that "evil" is known unto all. Few 

seem to doubt that the meaning of these words has been fixed 

once and for ever. The ordinary European lives, reads, and 

sleeps, year in, year out, under the delusion that all is quite clear 

in regard to right and wrong. Such a person is, of course, some-

what abashed when you tell him that a certain people in the East 



practise infanticide and call it good or that a certain people in the 

West always separate at meals and eat apart and call this good. 

He usually gets over the difficulty, however, by saying that they 

know no better, and when at last he is hard pressed, and is 

bound to admit that views of good and bad, sometimes the re-

verse of his own, actually do preserve and unite people in 

strange lands, he takes refuge in the hope that all differences 

may one day be broken down and that the problem will thus be 

solved. 

No such facile shelving of the question, however, could sat-

isfy Nietzsche. From the very outset he freed himself from all 

national and even racial prejudices, and could see no particular 

reason why the kind of morality now prevailing in Europe, or 

countries like Europe, must necessarily and ultimately over-

come and supplant all others. He therefore attacked the question 

with a perfectly open mind, and asked himself whether he quite 

understood the part the terms "good" and "evil" have played in 

human history. 

Is morality—its justification in our midst and its mode of ac-

tion—comprehended at all?—He replies to this question so dar-

ingly and so uprightly, that at first his clearness may only bewil-

der us. 

These terms "good" and "evil," he tells us, are merely a means 

to the acquisition of power. And, indeed, in the very resistance 

we offer when he attempts to criticise our notions of morality, 

we tacitly acknowledge that in this morality our strength does 

actually reside. "No greater power on earth was found by Zara-

thustra than good and evil"2 "No people could live without first 

valuing; if a people will maintain itself, however, it must not 

value as its neighbour valueth."3 

                                                            
2 Z., p. 67. 
3 Z., p. 65. 



In the last sentence we have seized Nietzsche's clue to the 

whole question. If you would maintain yourself, you cannot and 

must not value as your neighbour values. Good and evil, then, 

are not permanent absolute values; they are transient, relative 

values, serving an end which can be explained in terms of biol-

ogy and anthropology. 

But now let us halt a moment, for the sake of clearness, and 

let us inquire precisely how Nietzsche himself was led to this 

conclusion. 

In the summer of 1864, when he was in his twentieth year, he 

was given some home work to do which he was expected to have 

ready by the end of the holidays. It was to consist of a Latin the-

sis upon some optional subject, and he chose "Theognis, the 

Aristocratic Poet of Megara." 

While preparing the work he was struck with the author's use 

of the words "good" and "bad" as synonymous with aristocratic 

and plebeian, and it was this valuable hint which first set him on 

the right track. Theognis and his friends, being desirous of mak-

ing their power prevail, were naturally compelled to regard any 

force which assailed that power as bad—"bad," in the sense of 

"dangerous to their order of power"; and thus it came to pass 

that Theognis, as an aristocrat in the heat of a struggle between 

an oligarchy and a democracy, spoke of the democratic values 

as "bad" and of those of his own party as "good." 

The writing of this essay had other consequences which I 

shall only be able to refer to in the next chapter; but at present 

let it suffice to say that, in recognising the arbitrary use made by 

Theognis of the epithets good and bad in designating the oligar-

chy and the democracy respectively, Nietzsche was first induced 

to look upon morality merely as a weapon in the struggle for 

power, and he thus freed himself from all the usual bias which 



belongs to the absolutist's standpoint. Hence his claim to the sur-

name "amoralist," and his use of the phrase "Beyond Good and 

Evil," as the title of one of his greatest works. 

Let us, however, remember that although Nietzsche did un-

doubtedly take up a position beyond good and evil, in order to 

free himself temporarily from the gyves of all tradition, still this 

attitude was no more than a momentary one, and he ultimately 

became as rigid a moralist as the most exacting could desire. It 

was a new morality, however, or perhaps a forgotten one, which 

he ultimately preached, and with the view of preparing the 

ground for it he was in a measure obliged to destroy old idols. 

"He who hath to be a creator in good and evil," says Zarathustra, 

"verily, he hath first to be a destroyer, and to break values to 

pieces."4 

Assuming the position of the relativist, then, Nietzsche ob-

served that, all morality, all use of the words "good" and "evil," 

is only an artifice for acquiring power. Turning to the animal 

kingdom, he went in search of support for his views, and very 

soon discovered that, in biology at least, no fact was at variance 

with his general hypothesis. 

In nature every species of organic being behaves as if its kind 

alone ought ultimately to prevail on earth, and, whether it try to 

effect this end by open aggression or cowardly dissimulation, 

the motive in both cases is the same. The lion's good is the ante-

lope's evil. If the antelope believed the lion's good to be its good, 

it would go and present itself without further ado before the li-

on's jaws. If the lion believed the antelope's good to be its good 

it would adopt vegetarianism forthwith and eschew its carnivo-

rous habits for the rest of its days. Again, no parasite could share 

the notions of good and evil entertained by its victim, neither 

could the victims share the notions of good and evil entertained 

                                                            
4 Z., p. 138. 



by the parasite. Everywhere, then, those modes of conduct are 

adopted and perpetuated by a species, which most conduce to 

the prevalence and extension of their particular kind, and that 

species which fails to discover the class of conduct best calcu-

lated to preserve and strengthen it gets overcome in the war of 

conduct which constitutes the incessant struggle for power. 

Now, applying the knowledge to man, what did Nietzsche 

find? He found there was also a war being waged between the 

different modes of conduct which now prevail among men, and 

that what one man sets up as good is called evil by another 

and vice versâ. But of this he soon became convinced, that when-

ever and wherever good and evil had been set up as absolute 

values, they had been thus elevated to power with the view of 

preserving and multiplying one specific type of man. 

All moralities, therefore, were but so many Trades Union ban-

ners flying above the heads of different classes of men, woven 

and upheld by them for their own needs and aspirations. 

So far, so good. But then, if that were so, the character of a 

morality must be determined by the class of men among" whom 

it came into being. 

We shall see that Nietzsche did not hesitate to accept this con-

clusion, and that if for a moment he declared: "No one knoweth 

yet what is good and what is evil!" the next minute he was asking 

himself this searching question: "Is our morality—that is to say, 

the particular table of values which is gradually modifying us—

compatible with an ideal worthy of man's inheritance and past?" 

If Nietzsche has been called dangerous, pernicious and im-

moral, it is because people have deliberately overlooked this last 

question of his. No thinker who states and honestly sets out to 

answer this question, as Nietzsche did, deserves to be slandered, 

as he has been slandered, by prejudiced and interested people 

intent on misunderstanding only in order that they may fling 

mud more freely. 



Nietzsche cast his critical eye very seriously around him, and 

the sight of the modern world led him to ask these admittedly 

pertinent questions: "Is that which we have for centuries held for 

good and evil, really good and evil? Does our table of ethical 

principles seem to be favouring the multiplication of a desirable 

type?" 

In answering these two inquiries, Nietzsche unfortunately 

stormed the most formidable strongholds of modern society—

Christianity and Democracy; and perhaps this accounts for the 

fact that his fight was so uneven and so hopeless. The strength 

of modern Europe, if indeed there be any strength in her, lies 

precisely on the side of Christianity and Democracy, the grand-

mother and the mother of what is called "progress," "modernity"; 

and in assailing these, Nietzsche must have known that he was 

engaging in a hand-to-hand struggle with stony-hearted adver-

saries unaccustomed to giving quarter and unscrupulous in 

their methods. 

Nietzsche clearly saw that if all moral codes are but weapons 

protecting and helping to universalise distinct species of men, 

then the Christian religion with its ethical principles could be no 

exception to the rule. It must have been created at some time and 

in some place by one who had the interests of a certain type of 

man at heart, and who desired to make that type paramount. 

Now if that were really so, the next question that occurred to 

Nietzsche's mercilessly logical mind was this: "Is the Christian 

religion, with its morality, tending to preserve and multiply a de-

sirable type of man?" 

To this last question Nietzsche replies most emphatically 

"No!" 

But, before going into the reasons of this flat negative, let us 

first pause to consider the age and the circumstances in which 

our author wrote and thought. 



Long before Nietzsche had reached his prime David Strauss 

had published his Life of Jesus; in 1863, when Nietzsche was still 

in his teens, Renan published his Vie de Jésus, and in the mean-

time Charles Darwin had given his Origin of Species to the world. 

These books had been read by a Europe that had already studied 

Hume and Lamarck, Kant and Schopenhauer, and in all direc-

tions a fine ear could not help hearing the falling timbers of 

Christian dogma. 

In the midst of this general work of destruction it was almost 

impossible for Nietzsche to remain unmoved or indifferent, and 

very soon he found that he too was drawn into the general 

stream of European thought; but only to prove how completely 

he was independent of it, and in every way superior to it. 

He contemplated the work of the destroyers for some time 

with amused interest; and then it suddenly occurred to him to 

inquire whether these zealous and well-meaning housebreakers 

were really doing any lasting good, or whether all their efforts 

were not perhaps a little misguided. True, they were pulling the 

embellishments from the walls and were casting the most cher-

ished idols of the Christian Faith into the dust. But the walls 

themselves, the actual design of the edifice, remained untouched 

and as strong as ever. A few broken stones, a few complaints 

from the priestly archæologists who wished to preserve them, 

and then all the noise subsided! Europe remained as it was be-

fore—that is to say, still in possession of a stronghold of Christi-

anity, merely divested of its superfluous ornament. 

Nietzsche soon perceived that, in spite of all the rubbish and 

refuse which such people as Kant, Schopenhauer, Strauss, Renan 

and others had made of Christian dogma, the essential core of 

Christianity, the vital organ of its body—its morality—had so far 

remained absolutely intact. Nay, he saw that it was actually be-

ing plastered up and restored by scholars and men of science 



who vowed that they could proffer reasonable, rationalistic, and 

logical grounds in support of it. 

Just as Christian dogma and metaphysics had been rational-

ised and philosophically proved by the scholars of the Middle 

Ages, and even as late as Leibnitz; so, now, Christian morality 

was being presented in a purely philosophical garb by the intel-

lects of Europe. Having relinquished the dogma as no longer 

tenable, all scholars and men of science were trying with redou-

bled vigour to bolster up Christian ethics with elaborate text-

books and learned treatises. There were some who accepted it 

all as if it were innate in human nature, and attributed it to a 

"moral sense"; there were others—good-natured biologists—

who were likewise desirous of leaving it whole, and who de-

clared with conviction that it was the natural outcome of the feel-

ings of pleasure and pain; and there were yet others who as-

sumed that it must have been evolved quite automatically out of 

expediency and non-expediency. 

Not one of these would-be rationalists, however, halted at the 

Christian terms "good" and "bad" themselves, in order to ask 

himself whether, like all the other notions of good and evil pre-

vailing elsewhere under the shelter of other religions, these, the 

Christian notions, might not have been invented at some partic-

ular time by a certain kind of man, simply with the view of pre-

serving and universalising his specific type. Breathless from 

their efforts at getting rid of the dogma, they did not dream that 

perhaps the most important part of the work still remained to be 

done. 

Nietzsche went to the very foundation of the Christian edi-

fice. He pointed to its morality and said: if we are going to meas-

ure the value of this religion, let us cease our petty quarrels con-

cerning the truth or falsehood of such stories as the loss of the 

Gadarene swine, or the miracle of the loaves and fishes, and let 



us throw the whole of Christian morality into the scales and ap-

praise its precise worth as a system of ethics. Nietzsche would 

have scorned to quarrel with the Church, as Huxley did; for 

much more important issues were at stake. The worth of a reli-

gion is measured by its morality; because by its morality it 

moulds and rears men and reveals the type of man who ulti-

mately wishes to prevail by means of it. 

With the metaphysics and the dogma of Christianity in ruins 

all around him, therefore, Nietzsche took a step very far in ad-

vance of the rationalistic iconoclasts of his age. He attacked 

Christian morals, and declared them to be, like all other morals, 

merely a weapon in the hands of a certain type of man, with 

which that type struggled for power. 

But bold as this step was, it constituted but the first of a series, 

the next of which was to discover the type which had laid the 

foundations of the Christian ideal. If it could be proved that 

these Christian values had been created by a noble species with 

the object of perpetuating that species, then Christianity would 

come forth from the inquiry vindicated to the hilt, and fill the 

damage done to its dogma would not have deterred Nietzsche 

from standing by it and upholding it to his very last breath. Alas! 

Things turned out somewhat differently and Nietzsche was not 

by any means the least pained by the result. Pursuing the inquiry 

with his usual unflinching and uncompromising honesty, and 

avoiding no conclusion however unpleasant or fatal, Nietzsche, 

the scion of a profoundly religions house, the lover of order and 

tradition, with the blood of generations of earnest believers in 

his veins, finally found himself compelled to renounce and even 

to condemn, root and branch, the faith which had been the 

strength and hope of his forebears. 

Before turning to the next chapter, where I shall explain how 

he came to regard this step as inevitable, it should be said con-

cerning Nietzsche's philosophy in general, that it is essentially 



and through and through religious and almost prophetic in 

spirit. No careful reader of his works can doubt that Nietzsche 

was a deeply religious man. A glance at Thus Spake Zarathus-

tra alone would convince any one of this; while in his constant 

references to religion throughout his works, as "a step to higher 

intellectuality,"5 as "a means to invaluable contentedness,"6 as "a 

measure of discipline,"7 as a powerful social factor,8 a more sub-

stantial confirmation of the fact is to be found. 

It is well to bear in mind, however, throughout our study of 

Nietzsche, that he had a higher type always in view; that he was 

also well aware that this type could only be attained by the strict 

observance of a new morality, and that if he opposed other forms 

of morality—more particularly the Christian form—it was be-

cause he earnestly believed that they were rearing an undesira-

ble and even despicable kind of man. 

"Verily men have made for themselves all their good and evil. 

Verily they did not take it: they did not find it: it did not come 

down as a voice from heaven."9 

"Behold, the good and just! Whom do they hate most? Him 

who breaketh up their tables of values; the breaker, the law-

breaker: he, however, is the creator."10 

"Verily a muddy stream is man. One must be at least a sea to 

be able to absorb a muddy stream without becoming unclean." 

"Behold, I teach you Superman: he is that sea; in him your 

great contempt can sink."11 
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III

 

Nietzsche the Moralist 

Conceiving all forms of morality to be but weapons in the strug-

gle for power, Nietzsche concluded that every species of man 

must at some time or other have taken to moralising, and must 

have called that "good" which its instincts approved, and that 

"bad" which its enemies instincts approved. In Beyond Good 

and Evil, however, he tells us that after making a careful exami-

nation "of the finer and coarser moralities which have hitherto 

prevailed or still prevail on earth," he found certain traits recur-

ring so regularly together, and so closely connected with one an-

other, that, finally, two primary types of morality revealed them-

selves to him. That is to say, after passing the known moralities 

of the world in review, he was able to classify them broadly into 

two types. 

He observed that throughout human history there had been 

a continual and implacable war between two kinds of men; it 

must have begun in the remotest ages, and it continues to this 

day. It is the war between the powerful and the impotent, the 

strong and the weak, the givers and the takers, the healthy and 

the sick, the happy and the wretched. The powerful formed their 

concept of "good," and it was one which justified their strongest 

instincts. The impotent likewise acquired their view of the mat-

ter, which was often precisely the reverse of the former view. 

In this way Nietzsche arrived at the following broad general-

isation: that all the moralities of the world could be placed under 

one of two heads, Master Morality or Slave Morality. 

In the first, the master morality, it is the oak which contends: 

I must reach the sun and spread broad brandies in so doing; this 



I call "good," and the herd that I shelter may also call it good. In 

the second, the slave morality, it is the shrub which says: I also 

want to reach the sun, these broad branches of the oak, however, 

keep the sun from me, therefore the oak's instincts are "bad." 

It is obvious that these two points of view exist and have ex-

isted everywhere on earth. Apart from national and racial dis-

tinctions, mankind does fall into the two broad classes of master 

and slave, or ruler and subject. We also know that each of these 

classes must have developed its moral code, and must have tried 

to protect its conduct and life therewith. But, what we did not 

know until Nietzsche pointed the fact out to us, was: which mo-

rality is the more desirable and the more full of promise for the 

future? Admitting that the master and the slave moralities are 

struggling for supremacy still, which of them ought we to pro-

mote with every means in our power?—which of them is going 

to make life more attractive, more justifiable, and more accepta-

ble on earth? 

These are now questions of the utmost importance; because it 

is precisely now that pessimism, nihilism, and other desperate 

faiths are beginning to set their note of interrogation to human 

existence, and to shake our belief even in the desirability of our 

own survival. 

It is now time for us to discover whence arises this contempt 

and horror of life, and to lay the blame for it either at the door of 

the master or of the slave morality. 

In order that we may understand how to set forth upon this 

inquiry, let us first form a mental image of the two codes as they 

must have been evolved by their originators. 

Nietzsche reminds us before we start, however,1 that in most 

communities the two moralities have become so confused and 

mingled, in order to establish that compromise which is so dear 
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to the hearts of the peaceful, that it would be almost a hopeless 

task to seek any society on earth in which they are now to be 

seen juxtaposed in sharp contrast. Be this as it may, in order to 

recognise the blood of each when we come across it, we have 

only to think of what must have occurred when the ruling caste 

and the ruled class took to moralising. 

Taking the ruling caste first, it is clear that in their morality, 

all is good which proceeds from strength, power, health, well-

constitutedness, happiness, and awfulness; for the motive force 

behind the people who evolved it was simply the will to dis-

charge a plenitude, a superabundance, of spiritual and physical 

wealth. A consciousness of high tension, of a treasure that would 

fain give and bestow,—this is the mental attitude of the nobles. 

The antithesis "good" and "bad" to this first class means the same 

as "noble" and "despicable." "Bad" in the master morality must 

be applied to the coward, to all acts that spring from weakness, 

to the man with "an eye to the main chance," who would forsake 

everything in order to live. 

The creator of the master morality was he who, out of the very 

fulness of his soul, transfigured all he saw and heard, and de-

clared it better, greater, more beautiful than it appeared to the 

creator of the slave morality. Great artists, great legislators, and 

great warriors belong to the class that created master morality. 

Turning now to the second class, we must bear in mind that 

it is the product of a community in which the struggle for exist-

ence is the prime life-motor. There, inasmuch as oppression, suf-

fering, weariness, and servitude are the general rule, all will be 

regarded as good that tends to alleviate pain. Pity, the obliging 

hand, the warm heart, patience, industry, and humility,—these 

are undoubtedly the virtues we shall here find elevated to the 

highest places; because they are useful virtues; they make life en-

durable; they are helpful in the struggle for existence. To this 



class, all that proceeds from strength, superabundance of spir-

itual or bodily power, or great health, is looked upon with loath-

ing and mistrust, while that which is awful is the worst and 

greatest evil. He is good who is amenable, kind, unselfish, meek, 

and submissive; that is why, in all communities where slave mo-

rality is in the ascendant, a "good fellow" always suggests a man 

in possession of a fair modicum of foolishness and sentimental-

ity. 

The creator of slave-morality was one who, out of the poverty 

of his soul, transfigured all he saw and heard, and declared it 

smaller, meaner, and less beautiful than it appeared to the crea-

tor of the master values. Great misanthropists, pessimists, dem-

agogues, tasteless artists, nihilists, spiteful authors and drama-

tists, and resentful saints belong to the class that created slave-

morality. 

The first order of values are active, creative, Dionysiac. The 

second are passive, defensive, venomous, subterranean; to them 

belong "Adaptation," "adjustment," and "utilitarian relationship 

to environment." 

Now, seeing that mankind is undoubtedly moulded by the 

nature of the values which prevail over it, it is manifestly of par-

amount importance to the philosopher to know which order of 

values conduces to rear the most desirable species of man, and 

then to advocate that order, with all the art and science at his 

disposal. 

Nietzsche saw two lines of life: an ascending and a descend-

ing line. At the end of the one he pictured an ideal type, robust 

in mind and body, rich enough in spirit and vigour to make giv-

ing and bestowing a necessary condition of its existence; at the 

end of the other line he already perceived degeneracy, poverty 

of blood and spirit, and a sufficiently low degree of vitality to 

make parasitism a biological need. 



He believed that the first, or noble morality, when it pre-

vailed, made for an ascending line of life and therefore favoured 

the multiplication of a desirable type of man; and he was now 

equally convinced that whenever ignoble or slave morality was 

supreme, life not only tended to follow the descending line, but 

that the very men whose existence it favoured were the least 

likely to stem the declining tide. Hence it seemed to him that the 

most essential of all tasks was to ascertain what kind of morality 

now prevailed, in order that we might immediately transvalue 

our values, while there was still time, if we believed this change 

to be necessary. 

What then are our present values? Nietzsche replies most em-

phatically—they are Christian values. 

In the last chapter we saw that although Christian dogma was 

very rapidly becoming mere wreckage, its most earnest oppos-

ers and destroyers nevertheless clung with fanatical faith to 

Christian morality. Thus, in addition to the vast multitude of 

those professing the old religion, there was also a host of athe-

ists, agnostics, rationalists, and materialists, who, as far as Nie-

tzsche was concerned, could quite logically be classed with those 

who were avowedly Christian. And, as for the remainder—a few 

indifferent and perhaps nameless people,—what could they 

matter? Even they, perhaps, if hard pressed, would have be-

trayed a sneaking, cowardly trust in Christian ethics, if only out 

of a sense of security; and with these the total sum of the civilised 

world was fully made up. 

Perhaps to some this may appear a somewhat sweeping con-

clusion. To such as doubt its justice, the best advice that can be 

given is to urge them to consult the literature, ethical, philosoph-

ical, and otherwise, of those writers whom they would consider 

most opposed to Christianity before the publication of Nie-

tzsche's works; and they will then realise that, with very few ex-



ceptions, mostly to be found among uninfluential and uncrea-

tive iconoclasts, the whole of the Western civilised world in Nie-

tzsche's time was firmly Christian in morals, and most firmly so, 

perhaps, in those very quarters where the dogma of the religion 

of pity was most honestly disclaimed. 

It had therefore become in the highest degree necessary to put 

these values under the philosophical microscope, and to dis-

cover to which order they belonged. Was Christianity the pur-

veyor of a noble or of a slave morality? The reply to this question 

would reveal the whole tendency of the modern world, and 

would also answer Nietzsche's searching inquiry: "Are we on the 

right track?" 

Pursuing Nietzsche's method as closely as we can, let us now 

turn to Christianity, as we find it today, and see whether it is 

possible to bring its values into line with one of the two broad 

classes spoken of in this chapter. 

In the first place, Nietzsche discovers that Christianity is not 

a world-approving faith. The very pivot upon which it revolves 

seems to be the slandering and depreciating of this world, to-

gether with the praise and exaltation of a hypothetical world to 

come. To his mind it seems to draw odious comparisons be-

tween the things of this earth and the blessings of heaven. Fi-

nally, it gushes in a very unsportsmanlike manner over an im-

aginary beyond, to the detriment and disadvantage of a "here," 

of this earth, of this life, and posits another region—a nether re-

gion—for the accommodation of its enemies.2 

What, now, is the mental attitude of these "backworldsmen," 

as Nietzsche calls them, who can see only the world's filth? Who 

is likely to need the thought of a beyond, where he will live in 

bliss while those he hates will writhe in hell? Such ideas occur 

only to certain minds. Do they occur to the minds of those who, 
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by the very health, strength, and happiness that is in them, trans-

figure all the world—even the ugliness in it—and declare it to be 

beautiful? Do they occur to the powerful who can chastise their 

enemies while their blood is still up? Admitting that the world 

may be surveyed from a hundred different standpoints, is this 

particular standpoint which we now have under our notice, that 

of a contented, optimistic, sanguine type, or that of a discon-

tented, pessimistic, anæmic one? 

"To the pure all things are pure!—I, however, say unto you: 

To the swine all things are swinish."3 

Nietzsche's sensitive car caught curious notes in the daily 

dronings of those around him—notes that made him suspicious 

of the whole melody of modern life, and still more suspicions of 

the chorus executing it. 

He heard to his astonishment: ... "the wretched alone are the 

good; the poor, the impotent, the lowly alone are good; only the 

sufferers, the needy, the sick, the ugly are pious only they are 

godly; them alone blessedness awaits—but ye, the proud and 

potent, ye are for aye and evermore the wicked, the cruel, the 

lustful, the insatiable, the godless; ye will also be, to all eternity, 

the unblessed, the cursed, and the damned."4 

He continued listening intently, and, with his ear attuned 

anew, these sentiments broke strangely upon his senses: 

"Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the Kingdom of 

Heaven. 

"Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted. 

"Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth. 

"Blessed are the peacemakers: for they shall be called the chil-

dren of God."5 
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There was no time for brooding over stray thoughts; there 

was still much to be seen and hoard. When you want to catch 

some one napping, you keep your eye eagerly upon him, and 

turn neither to the right nor to the left. Nietzsche, it must be re-

membered, was at this stage treading softly towards Europe 

whom he believed to be "napping." 

In his lonely hermit cell he was able to catch all the sounds 

that rose from the city beneath him, and he heard perhaps more 

than the inhabitants themselves. 

He could see them all fighting and quarrelling, and he was 

cheered, because he knew that where the great fight for power 

ceases, the standard of life falls. But some he saw were wounded, 

others were actually unfit for the battlefield, a large number 

looked tired and listless, and there were yet others—a goodly 

multitude—who were resentful at the sight of their superiors 

and who, like sulky children, dropped their arms in a pet and 

declared that they would not play any more. And what were all 

these feeble and less viable mortals doing? They were crying 

aloud, and making their deepest wishes known. They were ele-

vating their desiderata to the highest places amongst earthly vir-

tues—and driving back the others with words! Nietzsche thought 

of Reynard the Fox, who, at the very moment that he was about 

to be hanged, and with the rope already round his neck, suc-

ceeded by his dialectical skill in persuading the crowd to release 

him. For Nietzsche could hear the weary, the wounded, and the 

incapable of the fight, crying quite distinctly through their lips 

parched for rest: "Peace is good! Love is good! Love for one's 

neighbour is good! Ay, and even love for one's enemy is good!"6 

And some cried: "It is God that avengeth me!" to those who 

oppressed them, and others said: "The Lord avenge me!"7 
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Whereupon Nietzsche thought of the Jehovah of the Old Tes-

tament, the God of revenge and thunderbolts; he recalled the 

sentiment: "Ye shall chase your enemies and they shall fall fall 

before you by the sword," and he wondered how this had come 

to mean "love your enemies," in the New Testament. Had an-

other type of men perhaps made themselves God's mouthpiece? 

Yes, that must be so; for, in their holy book, he came across 

this passage, ascribed to one of their greatest saints: 

"Hath not God made foolish the wisdom of this world? 

"For after that in the wisdom of God the world by wisdom 

knew God, it pleased God by the foolishness of preaching to save 

them that believe. 

"... Not many wise men after the flesh, not many mighty, not 

many noble are called: 

"But God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to con-

found the wise: and God hath chosen the weak things of the 

world to confound the things which are mighty: 

"And base things of the world, and things which are despised, 

hath God chosen, yea and things which are not, to bring to 

nought things that are."8 

Here, Nietzsche tells us, he began to hold his nose; but he still 

listened; for there was yet more to be heard. From the smiles that 

were breaking over the lips of those who read the above words, 

he gathered that they must have overcome their unhappiness. 

Yes, indeed, they had. But what did they call it? This was im-

portant—even the Christian view of unhappiness seemed signif-

icant to Nietzsche in this inquiry. 

Their unhappiness, their wretchedness, they called a trial, a 

gift, a distinction! Not really? Yes indeed! As Nietzsche points 

out: "They are wretched, no doubt, all these mumblers and un-

derground forgers, though warmly seated together. But they tell 
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us their wretchedness is a selection and distinction from God, 

that the dogs which are loved most are whipped, that their mis-

ery may perhaps also be a preparation, a trial, a schooling; per-

haps even more—something which at some time to come will be 

refuted and paid back with immense interest in gold. No! in hap-

piness. This they call 'blessedness.'"9 

At this point Nietzsche declares that he could stand it no 

longer. "Enough, enough! Bad air! Bad air!" he cried. "Methinks 

this workshop of virtue positively reeks." 

He had now realised in whose company he had been all this 

time. 

These people who halted at nothing in order to elevate their 

weaknesses to the highest place among the virtues, and to mo-

nopolise goodness on earth—who called that good which was 

tame and soft and harmless, because they themselves could only 

survive in litters of cotton wool; who coloured the earth with the 

darkness that was in their own bodies; who did not scruple to 

dub all manly and vital virtues odiously sinful and wicked, and 

who preferred to set the life of the whole world at stake, rather 

than acknowledge that it was precisely their own second-rate, 

third-rate, or even fourth-rate, vitality which was the greatest sin 

of all; who in one and the same breath preached their utilitarian 

"universal love" to the powerful, and then sent them to eternal 

damnation in another world: Nietzsche asks, are these people 

the supporters of a noble or of a slave morality? 

The answer is obvious, and we need not labour the point. But 

it was so obvious to the lonely hermit, that the thought of it filled 

him with horror and dread, and he was moved to leave his cell 

and to descend into the plain, while there was yet time, with the 

object of urging us to transvalue our values. 
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In Christian values, Nietzsche read nihilism, decadence, de-

generation, and death. They were calculated to favour the mul-

tiplication of the least desirable on earth: and, as such, despite 

his antecedents, and with his one desire, "the elevation of the 

type man," always before him, he condemned Christian morality 

from top to bottom. This magnificent attempt on the part of the 

low, the base, and the worthless, to establish themselves as the 

most powerful on earth, must be checked at all costs, and with 

terrible earnestness he exhorts us to alter our values. 

"O my brethren, with whom lieth the greatest danger to the 

whole human future? Is it not with the good and the just? 

"Break up, break up, I pray you, the good and the just!" 

This condemnation of Christian values, as slave values—

which Nietzsche regarded as his greatest service to mankind—

he says he would write on all walls. He tells us he came just in 

the nick of time; to-morrow might be too late. 

"It is time for man to fix his goal. It is time for man to plant 

the germ of his highest hope. 

"His soil is still rich enough for that purpose. But that soil will 

one day be too poor and exhausted, and no lofty tree will any 

longer be able to grow thereon."10 
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IV

 

Nietzsche the Evolutionist 

"Transvalue your values or perish!" This was the message of the 

hermit Nietzsche to the people inhabiting the valley into which 

he had descended. "Transvalue your values!"—that is to say, 

make them what they once were, noble, life-approving, virile! 

For two thousand years the roll of the world-wheel had been re-

versed—Stendhal had said that many years before Nietzsche 

lived—but it was left to Nietzsche, Stendhal's admirer and pupil, 

to teach and prove this fact. Stendhal, too, had cried out against 

the tameness, the lukewarmness, the effeminacy of society; but 

Nietzsche took up this cry with a voice more brazen than Sten-

dhal's at a time when mankind was in much greater need of it. 

Stendhal had pointed enthusiastically to the sun and to the pas-

sion of the south, and had donned a moral respirator whenever 

he turned to face the grey and depressing atmosphere of north-

ern ideas and northern tepidness. Nietzsche follows his master's 

hint with alacrity, but in doing so converts Stendhal's clarion 

notes into thunder, and the glint of Stendhal's rapier into strokes 

of lightning.1 

When Nietzsche began to write Europe was suffering from 

the worst kind of spiritual illness—weakness of will. Every-

where comfort and freedom from danger were becoming the 

highest ideals; everywhere, too, virtue was being confounded 

with those qualities which led to the highest possible amount of 

security and tame, back-parlour pleasures; and man was gradu-
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ally developing into a harmless domesticated type of animal, ca-

pable of performing a host of charming little drawing-room 

tricks which rejoiced the hearts of his womenfolk. 

Sleep seemed to be the greatest accomplishment. It had be-

come all important to have a good night's rest, and everything 

was done to achieve this end. A man no longer asked his heart 

what it dictated, when he stood irresolute before a daring deed, 

he simply consulted Morpheus, who warned him that he could 

not promise him a soft pillow if he did anything that was ever 

so slightly naughty. In the end, Morpheus would prevail, and 

thus all Europe was beginning to snore peacefully the whole 

night through, with marvellous regularity, while manliness rot-

ted and danger dwindled.2 

Nietzsche protested against this state of affairs: "What is 

good? ye ask. To be brave is good. Let the little schoolgirls say: 

To be good is sweet and touching at the same time. Ye say, a 

good cause will hallow even war? I say unto you: a good war 

halloweth every cause. War and courage have done greater 

things than love!"3 

"I pass through this people and keep mine eyes open: they 

have become smaller, and ever become smaller: the reason thereof 

is their doctrine of happiness and virtue. 

"For they are moderate also in virtue—because they want 

comfort. With comfort, however, moderate virtue only is com-

patible. 

"Of man there is little here: therefore do their women make 

themselves manly. For only he who is man enough, will save the 

woman in woman. 

"In their hearts, they want simply one thing most of all: that 

no one hurt them. 
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"That, however, is cowardice, though it be called virtue."4 

Some there were, of course, who were conscious of the dread-

ful condition of things, and who deplored it, without, however, 

being able to put their finger on the root of the evil. Such people 

were most of them pessimists, and, at the time that Nietzsche 

lived, Schopenhauer was their leader. 

Sensitive, noble-minded, artistic people, deprived by ration-

alistic and atheistic teachers of the belief in God, felt the ignoble-

ness of European hopes and aspirations, and knowing of no bet-

ter creed and possessing the intelligence to see the hopelessness 

of things under the rule of the values which then prevailed, they 

succumbed to a mood of utter despair, subscribed to Schopen-

hauer's horror and loathing of the world, and regarded the very 

optimism of childhood with suspicion and scorn. 

For a while Nietzsche, too, was an ardent and devoted fol-

lower of Schopenhauer. Godlessness was bad enough to endure: 

but Godlessness in a world of un-pagan and effeminate man-

hood, was too much for the loving student of classical antiquity, 

and he turned to Schopenhauer as to one who, he thought, 

would understand how to steel his heart against life's misery. 

But this opiate did not maintain its sway over Nietzsche long. 

Our poet was of a type too courageous and too vigorous to be 

able to surrender himself so completely to sorrow and to Bud-

dhistic consolations. Gradually he began to regard the humble 

and resigned attitude of the pessimist before life's hardships and 

modernity's greyness as unworthy of a spirited and active man. 

Slowly it dawned upon him that the root of the evil lay, not in 

the constitution of the earth, but in man himself, and in man's 

actual values. If man could be roused to pursue higher ideals; if 

he could be moved to kill the poisonous snake of ignoble values 

that had crawled into his throat and choked him while he was in 
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slumber;5 in fact, if man could surpass himself and regard the 

reversal of the world's engines, for the last two thousand years, 

as Stendhal had done—that is to say, as the grossest error and 

most ridiculous faux pas that had ever been made—then, Nie-

tzsche thought, pessimism and Schopenhauer might go to the 

deuce, and conscious, sensitive, intellectual, and artistic Europe 

would once more be able to smile instead of shuddering at the 

thought of mankind's former qualities. 

Thus it was the condemnation of modern values, together 

with the thought of man's being able to surpass himself, which 

gave Nietzsche the grounds and the necessary strength for aban-

doning pessimism and embracing that wise optimism which 

characterises the whole of his works after The Joyful Wisdom. 

True, God was dead; but that ought only to make man feel 

more self-reliant, more creative, prouder. Undoubtedly God was 

dead: but man could now hold himself responsible for himself. 

He could now seek a goal in manhood, on earth, and one that 

was at least within the compass of his powers. Long enough had 

he squinted heavenwards, with the result, that he had neglected 

his task on earth.6 

"Dead are all Gods!" Nietzsche cries, "now we will that Super-

man live!"7 

We are now before Nietzsche the evolutionist, and we must 

define him, relatively to those other evolutionists with whom 

we, as English people, are already familiar. 

To begin with, then, let us dispose of the fundamental ques-

tion: Nietzsche's concept of life. We have had life variously de-

fined for us by our own writers, and perhaps one among Nie-

tzsche's greatest contemporaries in England—Herbert Spen-

cer—defined it in the most characteristically English fashion. 
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Spencer said: "Life is activity," or "the continuous adjustment of 

internal relations to external relations." Now there is absolutely 

nothing in either of these definitions, no suggestion or hint, 

which would lead the most suspicious to conjecture what life re-

ally is. (Activity) reveals nothing of life's passions, its hate, its 

envy, its covetousness, its hard, inexorable principles; the pro-

cess of the continual adjustments of internal relations to external 

relations might mean the serpent's digestion of its prey, or the 

training of an opera singer's voice, and it might also be a scien-

tific formula for a "moral order of things." Both definitions are 

delightfully unheroic and vague; though they do not compro-

mise the writer they compromise with everything else, and to 

start out with them is to shelve the question in a way which al-

lows of our subsequently weaving all the romance and sweet-

ness possible into life, and of making it as pretty as a little 

nursery story. 

Nietzsche, always eager for a practical and tangible idea, nat-

urally could not accept these two definitions as expressing any-

thing profound about life at all. Looking into the race of nature, 

and reading her history from the amoeba with its predatory 

pseudo-podia, to the lion with its murderous prehensile claws, 

he defined life practically, uprightly, and bravely, as "appropri-

ation, injury, conquest of the strange and weak, suppression, se-

verity, obtrusion of its own forms, incorporation, and, at least, 

putting it mildest, exploitation."8 

Thus, as we see, from the start Nietzsche closes his eyes at 

nothing, he does not want life to be a pretty tale if it is not one. 

He wants to know it as it is: for he is convinced that this is the 

only way of arriving at sound principles as to the manner in 

which human existence should be led. 
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"Appropriation," then, he takes as a fact: he does not argue it 

away, any more than he tries to argue away "injury," "conquest 

of the strange and weak," "suppression," and "incorporation." 

These things are only too apparent, and he states them bravely 

in his definition. We know life is all this; but how much more 

comfortable it is, when we are sitting in our soft easy-chairs be-

fore our cheerful fires, to think that life is merely activity! 

To believe that there is a moral order in the universe is to be-

lieve that these unpleasant things in Nietzsche's definition will 

one day be overcome. This was the position Christianity as-

sumed from the start. Put, though it was excusable in a religion 

fighting for power, and compelled to use nice and attractive 

words for its followers, to suppose that all the misery on earth 

will one day be transformed by God's wisdom into perfect bliss; 

such an attitude is quite unpardonable in the case of a philoso-

pher or even of a poet. When Browning chanted smugly: "God's 

in His heaven: All's right with the world," he confessed himself 

a mediocre spirit with one stroke of the pen. And when Spencer 

wrote that the blind process of evolution "must inevitably favour 

all changes of nature which increase life and augment happi-

ness," he did the same. We may now perhaps understand Nie-

tzsche's impatience of his predecessors and contemporaries, 

who refused to see precisely what he saw in the face of nature. 

But even in his extended definition of life, the modern biolo-

gist brings himself no nearer to Nietzsche's honest standpoint, 

and for the following reasons: 

The modern biologist says, this "activity" he speaks of has a 

precise meaning. It connotes "the struggle for existence," or in 

other words "self-defence." (Again he is looking at life through 

moral or Christian glasses; because if every thing on earth is 

done in self-defence, even the devil himself is argued out of ex-

istence, and God remains creator of the "good" alone.) Nietzsche 

replies by denying this flatly. He says that the definition is again 



inadequate. He warns us not to confound Malthus with na-

ture.9 He admits that the struggle occurs, but only as an excep-

tion. "The general aspect of life is not a state of want or hunger; 

it is rather a state of opulence, luxuriance, and even absurd prod-

igality—where there is a struggle, it is a struggle for power."—

Will to power and not will to live is the motive force of life. 

"Wherever I found living matter," he says, "I found will to 

power, and even in the servant I found the yearning to be mas-

ter. 

"Only where there is life, there is will: though a not will to 

live, but thus I teach thee—WILL TO POWER."10 

Is there no aggression without the struggle for existence? Is 

there no voluptuousness in a position of power for us own sake? 

Of course there is! And one wonders how these English biolo-

gists could ever have been schoolboys without noticing these 

facts. As Nietzsche points out, however, they are every one of 

them labouring under the Christian ideal still—in spite of all 

their upsetting of the first chapter of Genesis, and in spite of all 

their blasting of the miracles. Put, if life is the supreme aim of all, 

how is it that many things are valued higher than life by living 

beings? If the will to live sometimes finds itself overpowered by 

another will—more particularly in great warriors, great proph-

ets, great artists, and great heroes—what is this mightier force 

which thus overpowers it? We have heard what Nietzsche calls 

it—it is the Will to Power. 

"Psychologists should bethink themselves before putting 

down the instinct of self-preservation as the cardinal instinct of 

an organic being. A living thing seeks above all to discharge its 

strength—life itself is Will to Power; self-preservation is only 

one of the indirect and most frequent results thereof."11 
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In spite of everything we have already said, Nietzsche's disa-

greement with our own biologists may still seem to many but a 

play upon words. A moment's meditation, however—more par-

ticularly over the passage just quoted—will show that it is really 

much deeper than this. It is one thing to regard an animal as a 

mere automaton, prowling around to satisfy its hunger, and 

happy to remain inactive when the sensation of hunger is ap-

peased, and quite another to regard an animal as a battery of ac-

cumulated forces which must be discharged at all costs (and for 

good or evil), with only temporary lapses of purely self-preserv-

ative desires and self-preservative actions. All the different con-

sequences of these two views will occur to the thinker in an in-

stant. 

Upon this basis, then, the Will to Power, Nietzsche builds up 

a cosmogony which also assumes that species have been 

evolved; but again, in the processes of that evolution he is at var-

iance with Darwin and all the natural-selectionists. 

Nietzsche cannot be persuaded that "mechanical adjustment 

to ambient conditions," or "adaptation to environment"—both 

purely passive, meek, and uncreative functions—should be 

given the importance, as determining factors, which the English 

and German schools give them. With Samuel Butler, he protests 

against this "pitchforking of mind and spirit out of the universe," 

and points imperatively to an inner creative will in living organ-

isms, which ultimately makes environment and natural condi-

tions subservient and subject. In the Genealogy of Morals12 he 

makes it quite clear that he would ascribe the greatest im-

portance to a power in the organism itself, to "the highest func-

tionaries in the animal, in which the life-will appears as an active 

and formative principle," and that even in the matter of the mys-

terious occurrence of varieties (sports) he would seek for inner 
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causes. Darwin himself threw out only a hint in this direction; 

that is why it is safe to suppose that, if Nietzsche and Darwin are 

ever reconciled, it will probably be precisely on this ground. In 

the Origin of Species, speaking of the causes of variability, Darwin 

said: "... There are two factors, namely the nature of the organ-

ism, and the nature of the conditions. The former seem to be much 

the more important,13 for nearly similar variations sometimes arise 

under, as far as we can judge, dissimilar conditions; and on the 

other hand, dissimilar variations arise under conditions which 

appear to be uniform." 

Thus differing widely from the orthodox school of evolution-

ists, Nietzsche nevertheless believed their hypothesis to be 

sound; but once more he has an objection to raise. Why did they 

halt where they halted? 

If the process is a fact, if things have become what they are, 

and have not always been so; then why should we rest on our 

oars? If it was possible for man to struggle up from barbarism, 

and still more remotely from the lower Primates, and reach the 

zenith of his physical development; why, Nietzsche asks, should 

he not surpass himself and attain to Superman by evolving in 

the same decree volitionally and mentally? 

"The most careful ask today: 'How is man preserved?' But 

Zarathustra asketh as the only and first one: 'How is man sur-

passed?'14 

"All beings (in your genealogical ladder) have created some-

thing beyond themselves, and are ye going to be the ebb of this 

great tide? 

"Behold I teach you Superman!"15 

And now, again, at the risk of being monotonous, I must point 

to yet another difference between Nietzsche and the prevailing 
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school of evolutionists. Whereas the latter, in their unscrupulous 

optimism, believed that out of the chaotic play of blind forces 

something highly desirable and "good" would ultimately be 

evolved; whereas they tacitly, though not avowedly, believed 

that their "fittest" in the struggle for existence would eventually 

prove to be the best—in fact that we should "muddle through" 

to perfection somehow, and that something really noble and im-

portant would be sure to result from John Brown's contest with 

Harry Smith for the highest place in an insurance office, for in-

stance; Nietzsche disbelieved from the bottom of his heart in this 

chance play of blind and meaningless tendencies. He said: Given 

a degenerate, mean, and base environment and the fittest to sur-

vive therein will be the man who is best adapted to degeneracy, 

meanness, and baseness—therefore the worst kind of man. 

Given a community of parasites, and it may be that the flattest, 

the slimiest, and the softest, will be the fittest to survive. Such 

faith in blind forces Nietzsche regarded merely as the survival 

of the old Christian belief in the moral order of things, fogged 

out in scientific apparel to suit modern tastes. He saw plainly, 

that if man were to be elevated at all, no blind struggle in his 

present conditions would ever effect that end; for the present 

conditions themselves make those the fittest to survive in them 

who are persons of absolutely undesirable gifts and propensi-

ties. 

He declared (and here we are in the very heart of Nietzsche-

ism) that nothing but a total change in these conditions, a com-

plete transvaluation of all values, would ever alter man and 

make him more worthy of his past. For it is values, values, and 

again values, that mould men, and rear men, and create men; 

and ignoble values make ignoble men, and noble values make 

noble men! Thus it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall 

be, truth without end—for men. 



Nietzsche realised "all that could still be made out of man, 

through a favourable accumulation and augmentation of human 

powers and arrangements"; he knew "how unexhausted man 

still is for the greatest possibilities, and how often in the past the 

type man has stood in mysterious and dangerous crossways, 

and has launched forth upon the right or the wrong road, im-

pelled merely by a whim, or by a hint from the giant 

Chance."16 And now, he was determined that, whether man 

wished to listen or not, at least he should be told of the ultimate 

disaster that awaited him, if he continued in his present direc-

tion. For, there was yet time! 

It is to higher men that Nietzsche really makes his appeal, the 

leaders and misleaders of the mob. He had no concern with the 

multitude and they did not need him. The world had seen phi-

losophies enough which had advocated the cause of the "great-

est number"—English libraries were stacked with such works. 

What was required was, to convert those rare men who give the 

direction—the heads of the various throngs—the vanguard. 

"Awake and listen, ye lonely ones! From the future, winds are 

coming with a gentle beating of wings, and there cometh good 

tidings for fine ears. 

"Ye lonely ones of today, ye who stand apart, ye shall one day 

be a people: from you, who have chosen yourselves, a chosen 

people shall arise and from it Superman."17 
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V

 

Nietzsche the Sociologist 

For Nietzsche, as we are beginning to see, a fitting title is hard to 

find. Unless we coin new names for things that have not yet been 

given names, Nietzsche remains without a title among his fellow 

thinkers. He has been called the "arch-anarchist," which he is 

not; he has been called the "preacher of brutality," which he is 

not; he has been called the "egoist," which he is not. But all these 

titles were conferred upon him by people whose interest it was 

to reduce him in the public's esteem. If he must be named, how-

ever, and we suppose he must, the best title would obviously be 

that which would distinguish him most exactly from his col-

leagues. Now, how does Nietzsche stand out from the ranks of 

almost all other philosophers? By the fact that he was through-

out his life an "Advocate of Higher Man." Whereas other philos-

ophers and scholars had always thought they had some divine 

message to impart in the cause of the "greatest number"; Nie-

tzsche—the typical miner and underminer—believed that his 

mission was to stand for a neglected minority, for higher men, 

for the gold in the mass of quartz. 

No title therefore could be more fair, and at the same time 

more essentially descriptive, than the "Advocate of Higher 

Man," and in giving this title to Nietzsche, we immediately out-

line him against that assembly of his colleagues who were "Ad-

vocates of the Greatest Number." 

It is of the first importance to humanity that its higher indi-

viduals should be allowed to attain their full development, for 

only by means of its heroes can the human race be led forward 

step by step to higher and ever higher levels. In view of the fact 



that Nietzsche realised this, some of his principles, when given 

general application, may very naturally appear to be both iniq-

uitous and subversive, and those who read him with the idea 

that he is preaching a gospel for all are perfectly justified if they 

turn away in horror from his works. The mistake they make, 

however, is to suppose that he, like most other philosophers 

with whom they are familiar, is an advocate of the greatest num-

ber. 

Let us take a single instance. In The Honey Sacrifice1 the phrase 

"Become what thou art," occurs. Now it is obvious that however 

legitimate this command may be when applied to the highest 

and best, it becomes dangerous and seditious when applied to 

each individual of the mass of mankind. And this explains the 

number of errors that are rife concerning Nietzsche's gospel. 

Whenever Nietzsche spoke esoterically, his enemies declared 

that he was pronouncing maxims for the greatest number; when-

ever he spoke for the greatest number, as he does again and 

again in his allusions to the mediocre, he was accused of speak-

ing esoterically. How would any other philosophy have fared 

under such misrepresentation and calumny? 

Nietzsche could not believe in equality; for within him justice 

said "men are not equal!" Those to whom it gives pleasure to 

think that men are equal, he conjures not to confound pleasure 

with truth, and, like Professor Huxley, he finds himself obliged 

to recognise "the natural inequality of men." 

But, far from deploring this fact, he would fain have accentu-

ated and intensified it. This inequality, to Nietzsche, is a condi-

tion to be exploited and to be made use of by the legislator. The 

higher men of a society in which gradations of rank are recog-

nised as a natural and desirable condition constitute the class in 

which the hopes of a real elevation of humanity may be placed. 
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The Divine Manu, Laotse, Confucius, Muhammad, Jesus 

Christ—all these men, who in their sublime arrogance actually 

converted man into a mirror in which they saw themselves and 

their doctrines reflected, and who in thus converting man into a 

mirror really made him feel happy in the function of reflecting 

alone—these leaders are the types Nietzsche refers to when he 

speaks of higher men. 

Ruling, like all other functions which require the great to jus-

tify them, has fallen into disrepute, thanks to the incompetent 

amateurs that have tried their hand at the game. As in the Fine 

Arts, so in leading and ruling; it is the dilettantes that have bro-

ken our faith in human performances. The really great ruler 

reaches his zenith in dominating an epoch, a party, a nation or 

the world, to the best advantage of each of these; but it does not 

follow that the motive power propelling him should necessarily 

be the conscious pursuit of the best advantage of those he 

rules,—this is merely a fortuitous circumstance curiously asso-

ciated with greatness in ruling,—generally speaking, however, 

his only conscious motive is the gratification of his inordinate 

will to power. 

The innocent fallacy of democracy lies in supposing that by a 

mere search, by a mere rummaging and fumbling among a mot-

ley populace, one man or several men can be found, who are able 

to take the place of the rare and ideal ruler. As if the mere fact of 

searching and rummaging were not in itself a confession of fail-

ure,—a confession that this man does not exist! For if he existed 

he would have asserted himself! he would have needed no dem-

ocratic exploration party to unearth him. 

"There is no sorer misfortune in all human destiny, than when 

the powerful of the earth are not at the same time the first men. 

Then everything becometh false and warped and monstrous."2 
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"For, my brethren, the best shall rule: the best will rule! And 

where the teaching is different, there—the best is lacking."3 

Here we observe that Nietzsche advocated an aristocratic ar-

rangement of society. A firm believer in tradition, law, and or-

der, and, in spite of his opponents' accusations, an undaunted 

enemy of Anarchy and laisser-aller, he saw in Socialism and De-

mocracy nothing more than two slave organisations for the rais-

ing of every individual to his highest power, individuality made 

as general as possible; or, in other words, Socialism and Democ-

racy meant to Nietzsche the annihilation of all higher aims and 

hopes. It meant valuing all the weeds and noble plants alike, and 

with such a valuation, the noble plants, being in the minority, 

must necessarily suffer and ultimately die out. Where every-

body is somebody, nobody is anybody. Socialism, i.e. organised 

Individualism, seemed to Nietzsche merely the reflection in pol-

itics of the Christian principle that all men are alike before God. 

Grant immortality to every Tom, Dick, and Harry, and, in the 

end, every Tom, Dick, or Harry will believe in equal rights be-

fore he can even hope to reach Heaven, but to deny the privi-

leges of rare men implies the proscription from life of all high 

trees with broad brandies,—those broad brandies that protect 

the herd from the rain, but which also keep the sun from the en-

vious and ambitious shrub,—and thus it would mean that the 

world would gradually assume the appearance of those vast 

Scotch moors of gorse and heather, where liberalism and medi-

ocrity are rampant, but where all loftiness is dead. 

Nietzsche was a profound believer in the value of tradition, 

in the value of general discipline lasting over long periods. He 

knew that all that is great and lasting and intensely moving has 

been the result of the law of castes or of the laws governing the 
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individual members of a caste throughout many genera-

tions.4 This building up of the rare man, of the great man (of the 

cultivated type in a Darwinian sense) as every scientist is aware, 

is utterly frustrated by any thing in the way of injudicious and 

careless cross-breeding (see Darwin on the degeneration of the 

cultivated types of animals through the action of promiscuous 

breeding), by democratic mésalliances of all kinds, and by the 

laisser aller which is one of the worst evils of that kind of free-

dom which tends to prevail when the slaves of a community 

have succeeded in asserting and expressing their insignificant 

and miserable little individualities. 

Believing all this, Nietzsche could not help but advocate the 

rearing of a select and aristocratic caste, and in none of his ex-

hortations is he more sincere than when he appeals to higher 

men to sow the seeds of a nobility for the future. 

"O my brethren, I consecrate you to be, and show unto you 

the way unto a now nobility. Ye shall become procreators and 

breeders and sowers of the future. 

"Verily, ye shall not become a nobility one might buy, like 

shopkeepers with shopkeepers' gold. For all that hath its fixed 

price is of little worth. 

"Not whence ye come be your honour in future, but whither 

ye go!" Your will, and your foot that longeth to get beyond your-

selves,—be that your new honour!" 

"Your children's land ye shall love (be this your new nobility), 

the land undiscovered in the remotest sea! For it I bid you set 

sail and seek!"5 

"Every elevation of the type man," says Nietzsche, "has hith-

erto been the work of an aristocratic society—and so will it al-

ways be—a society believing in a long scale of gradations of rank 
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and differences of worth among human beings, and requiring 

slavery in some form or other. Without the pathos of distance, such 

as grows out of the incarnated differences of classes, out of the 

constant outlooking and downlooking of the ruling caste on sub-

ordinates and instruments, and out of their equally constant 

practice of obeying and commanding, of keeping down and 

keeping at a distance that other more mysterious pathos could 

never have arisen, the longing for an ever new widening dis-

tance within the soul itself, the formation of ever higher, rarer, 

further, more extended, more comprehensive states, in short, 

just the elevation of the type 'man,' the continued 'self-sur-

mounting of man,' to use a moral formula in a super-moral 

sense."6 

I cannot attempt to give a full account of the society Nietzsche 

would fain have seen established on earth. It will be found ex-

haustively described in Aph. 57 of the Antichrist: while in the 

book of Manu (Max Müller's "Sacred Books of the East," No. 25), 

similar sociological prescriptions are to be found, correlated 

with all the imposing machinery of divine revelation, supernat-

ural authority, and religious earnestness. 

Briefly, Nietzsche says this: 

It is ridiculous to pretend to treat every one without regard to 

those natural distinctions which are manifested by superior in-

tellectuality, or exceptional muscular strength, or mediocrity of 

spiritual and bodily powers, or inferiority of both. He tells us 

that it is not the legislator, but nature herself, who establishes 

these broad classes, and to ignore them when forming a society 

would be just as foolish as to ignore the order of rank among 

materials and structural principles when building a monument. 

Though the base of a pyramid does not require to be of the very 
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finest marble, we know it must be both broad and massive. Nie-

tzsche declares that no society has any solidarity which is not 

founded upon a broad basis of mediocrity. Though the stones 

get fewer in the layers as we ascend to the top of the pyramid, 

we know that their gradation is necessary if the highest point is 

to be readied. Nietzsche believes in the long scale of gradations 

of rank with the ascending line leading always to the highest—

even if he be only a single individual. Though the very upper-

most point consists of a single stone, it is around that single stone 

that the weather will rage most furiously and the sun shine most 

gorgeously. That single stone will be the first to cleave the heavy 

shower, and the first, for, to meet the lightning. Nietzsche says: 

"Life always becomes harder towards the summit,—the cold in-

creases, responsibility increases."7 

"Saepius ventis agitatur ingens 

pinus, et celsae graviore casu 

decidunt turres, feriuntque summos 

fulgura montes."8 

—HORACE, Carm. II. X. 

Thus he would have the intellectually superior, those who 

can bear responsibility and endure hardships, at the head. Be-

neath them are the warriors, the physically strong, who are "the 

guardians of right, the keepers of order and security, the king 

above all as the highest formula of warrior, judge, and keeper of 

the law. The second in rank are the executive of the most intel-

lectual." And below this caste are the mediocre. "Handicraft, 

trade, agriculture, science, the greater part of art, in a word, the 

whole compass of business activity, is exclusively compatible 
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with an average amount of ability and pretension." At the very 

base of the social edifice, Nietzsche sees the class of man who 

thrives best when he is well looked after and closely observed,—

the man who is happy to serve, not because he must, but because 

he is what he is,—the man uncorrupted by political and religious 

lies concerning equality, liberty, and fraternity,—who is half 

conscious of the abyss which separates him from his superiors, 

and who is happiest when performing those acts which are not 

beyond his limitations. 

He forestalls this sketch of his ideal society by enunciating the 

moral code wherewith he would transvalue our present values, 

and I shall now give this code without a single remark or com-

ment, feeling quite sure that the reader who has understood Nie-

tzsche so far will not require any assistance in seeing that it is the 

necessary and logical outcome of the rest of his teaching. 

     *     *     *      *     *     * 

"What is good? All that increases the feeling of power, will to 

power, power itself in man. 

"What is bad?—All that proceeds from weakness. 

"What is happiness?—The feeling that power increases, that 

resistance is overcome. 

"Not contentedness, but more power; not peace at any price, 

but warfare; not virtue, but capacity (virtue in the Renaissance 

style, virtù free from any moralic acid)."9 

     *     *     *      *     *     * 
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I cannot well close this chapter on Nietzsche's sociological 

views without touching upon two of the most important ele-

ments in modern society, and his treatment of them. I refer to 

"altruism" and to "pity." I am more particularly anxious to ex-

press myself clearly on these two points, inasmuch as I know 

how many erroneous opinions are current in regard to Nie-

tzsche's attitude towards them. In all gregarious communities, 

as is well known, altruism and pity have become very potent 

life-preserving factors, and it would be hard to find in Europe 

today, a city, a town, or a village, in which these two qualities 

are not considered the most creditable of virtues. Now apart 

from the fact that this excessive praise of compassion and self-

lessness is a sign of slave values being in the ascendant, we must 

bear in mind two things: (1) that under our present system of 

society, in which cruelties are perpetrated far more brutal than 

any that could be found in antiquity, a sort of maudlin sentimen-

tality has arisen among the oppressing classes, whereby they at-

tempt to counterbalance their deeds of oppression with lavish 

acts of charity. This sentimentality is a sign that their conscience 

is no longer clean for the act of oppressing; because in their heart 

of hearts they feel themselves unworthy of being at the top: (2) 

that wherever two or three human beings collect together, a cer-

tain modicum of altruism and compassion is a prerequisite of 

their social unity. 

Dismissing observation one as the mere expression of a re-

grettable fact which scarcely requires substantiation, and which 

is responsible for more than three-quarters of the anomalies that 

characterise modern Western civilisation; and passing over the 

suggestion that the excessive praise of compassion and selfless-

ness denotes an ascendency of slave values (for we have dealt 

with this question in Chapter III.), let us turn to the more abstract 

proposition enunciated in observation two and try to grasp Nie-

tzsche's treatment of it. 



In the first place, let us understand that there are two kinds of 

pity and selflessness, just as there are two kinds of generosity. 

There is the pity, the selflessness and the generosity which is 

preached and praised as a virtue by him who urgently requires 

them because he is ill-constituted, needy, and hungry; and there 

is the pity, the selflessness and the generosity which suggests it-

self to the man overflowing with health, trust in the future, and 

confidence in his own powers. To such a man, pity, selflessness, 

and generosity are a means of discharging a certain plenitude of 

power, and in his case giving and bestowing are natural func-

tions. In the first instance, the three virtues are preached from a 

utilitarian standpoint which tends to increase an undesirable 

type; in the second, they are the sign of the existence of a desira-

ble type. 

Let us hear Nietzsche— 

"A man who says: 'I like that, I take it for my own, and mean 

to guard it and protect it from everyone'; and the man who can 

conduct a case, carry out a resolution, remain true to an opinion, 

keep hold of a woman, punish and overthrow insolence; a man 

who has his indignation and his sword, and to whom the weak, 

the suffering, the oppressed, and even the animals willingly sub-

mit and naturally belong; in short, a man who is a master by na-

ture—when such a man has sympathy, well! that sympathy has 

value! But of what account is the sympathy of those who suffer! 

or of those even who preach sympathy!" 

Wherever we find anything akin to "pity," even in nature: the 

suckling of the young, the maintenance of dependants (the lion's 

attitude towards the jackal), the protection of the helpless young 

(as in many fish and mammals), it is always the superabundance 

of the giver and his Will to Power which creates the pitiful act. 

But the pity which most of us understand as a virtue in Eu-

rope today, is merely a sort of sickly sensitiveness and irritability 

towards pain, an effeminate absence of control in the presence 



of suffering, which has nothing whatever to do with our powers 

of alleviating the misery we contemplate, and which is only 

compatible either with excessive sentimentality or with weak 

and overstrained nerves. In that case all it does is to add to the 

misery of this world, and to elevate to a virtue that which is per-

haps one of the saddest signs of the times. It is then indiscrimi-

nate, rash, and short-sighted, and gives rise to more evil than it 

tries to dispel. 

"Ah, where in the world have there been greater follies than 

with the pitiful? And what in the world hath caused more suf-

fering than the follies of the pitiful? 

"Woe unto all loving ones who have not an elevation which 

is above their pity!"10 

The legislator or the leader (and it is to him, remember, that 

Nietzsche appeals), is often obliged to leave dozens to die by the 

wayside, and has to do so with a clean conscience. If the march 

he is organising requires certain sacrifices, he must be ready to 

make them; the slavish pity, then, which would sacrifice the 

greater to the less, must have been overcome by him in his own 

heart., and he must have learnt that hardness which is wider in 

its sympathies, more presbyopic in its love, and less immediate 

in its effect. But he alone can feel like this who has something to 

give to those he leads, i.e. his protection and guidance, his prom-

ise of a better land. 

"Myself I would sacrifice to my design, and my neighbour as 

well—such is the language of creators. 

"All creators, however, are hard."11 

Now turning to the question of egoism cru et vert, which, ac-

cording to some, is the very basis and core of Nietzscheism, what 

are the points which strike us most in Nietzsche's standpoint? 

                                                            
10 Z., pp. 104, 105. 
11 Z., p. 105. 



To begin with, in this question, as in all others, his honesty is 

paramount, and we become conscious of it the moment we read 

his first line on the subject. Where Nietzsche discusses matters 

of which others are wont to speak with heaving breasts, florid 

language, and tearful voices, he takes particular pains to be clear, 

concise, calculating and cold—hence perhaps the hatred he has 

provoked in those who depend for their effect upon the impres-

sion of benevolence which their watery eyes, their cracked, 

good-natured voices, and their high-falutin' words make upon a 

multitude. 

Nietzsche puts his linger on the very centre of the question of 

egoism, he simply says: "Not every one has the right to be an 

egoist. Whereas in some egoism would be a virtue, in others it 

may be an insufferable vice which should be stamped out at all 

costs." 

In whom then is egoism a vice? 

Obviously in him who is physiologically botched, below me-

diocrity in spirit and body, mean, despicable, and even ugly. 

Egoism in such a man means concentrating certain interests, 

and not always the least valuable, upon the promotion and en-

hancement of an undesirable element in society. The egoism of 

him who is below mediocrity is a form of tyranny which leads 

to nothing, save, perhaps, a Heaven where the haute volée will 

consist of the whole scum and dross of humanity. Such egoism 

leads humanity downwards: it practically says: "I, the bungled 

and the botched, I the poor in spirit and body, I the mean, des-

picable and ugly, want my kind to be all-important, paramount 

and on the top—I the least desirable wish to prevail." But this 

egoism would mean humanity's ruin, it would mean humanity's 

suicide and annihilation: it would certainly mean humanity's 

degradation. When such egoism says: "I will have all," the only 

decent retort is deafness. When such egoism says: "I have as 



much right to live and flourish as the well-constituted, the supe-

rior in spirit and body, the beautiful and the happy," wisdom 

replies with a shrill of its shoulders. And when such egoism 

preaches altruism—then! Then woe to all those who are tempted 

to practise one virtue more! Woe to humanity! Woe to the whole 

world! 

There is, on the other hand, a form of egoism, which is both 

virtuous and noble. It is the egoism of him whose multiplication 

would make the world better, more desirable, happier, healthier, 

superior in spirit and body. Egoism in such a case is a moral 

duty; wherever, in such a case, giving, bestowing—altruism in 

fact—is not compatible with survival, then egoism becomes the 

highest principle of all, and it is in such circumstances that altru-

ism may become a vice. 

Now let us hear Nietzsche's own words: 

"Selfishness," he says, "has as much value as the physiological 

value of him who possesses it: it may be very valuable or it may 

be vile and contemptible. Each individual may be looked at with 

respect to whether he represents an ascending or a descending 

line of life. When that is determined, we have a canon for deter-

mining the value of his selfishness. If he represent the ascent in 

the line of life, his value is in fact very great—and on account of 

the collective life which in him makes a further step, the concern 

about his maintenance, about providing his optimum of condi-

tions, may even be extreme... If he represent descending devel-

opment, decay, chronic degeneration, or sickening, he has little 

worth, and the greatest fairness would have him take away as lit-

tle as possible from the well-constituted. He is then no more than 

their parasite."12 

This is all clear enough; but it is quite conceivable that a mis-

understanding of it might lead to the most perverted notions of 

                                                            
12 The Twilight of the Idols, Par. 10, Aph. 33. 



what Nietzsche actually stood for, and when I hear people in-

veighing against the so-called egoism of his teaching, and de-

claring it poisonous on that account, I often wonder whether 

they have really made any attempt at all to comprehend the 

above passage, and whether there is not perhaps something 

wrong with language itself, that a thought which to some seems 

expressed so clearly and unmistakably, should still prove con-

fusing and incomprehensible to others. 

Speaking once more to higher men, then, Nietzsche tells 

them, with some reason on his side, that altruism may be their 

greatest danger, that altruism may be even their greatest temp-

tation, that there are times when they must avoid it as they 

would avoid a plague. In periods of gestation, when plans and 

dreams of plans for the elevation of themselves and their fellows 

are taking shape in their minds, altruism may lure them side-

ways, it may make them diverge from their path, and it may 

make mankind one great thought the poorer. In this sense, and 

in this sense alone, does our author deprecate the altruistic vir-

tues; but, again, I venture to remind readers that it is the simplest 

thing on earth to awaken suspicion against him by declaring, as 

some have declared, that his deprecation of altruism applies to 

all. 

No greater nonsense could be talked about Nietzsche than to 

say that he preached universal egoism. Universal egoism as op-

posed to select egoism is behind all the noisiest movements to-

day—it is behind Socialism, Democracy, Anarchy, and Nihil-

ism—but it is not behind Nietzscheism, and nobody who reads 

him with care could ever think so. 

With these observations in mind, we can read the following 

passages from Thus Spake Zarathustra without either surprise or 

indignation; indeed we may even learn a new valuation from 

them which will alter our whole outlook on life, though no such 

sudden revulsion of feeling need necessarily follow a study of 



Nietzsche's doctrine. Only when we have given his thoughts 

time to become linked up and co-ordinated in our minds are we 

likely to find that our view of the world has become in the least 

decree transformed. 

     *     *     *      *     *     * 

"Do I advise you to love your neighbour? leather do I advise 

you to flee from your neighbour and to love the most remote. 

"Higher than love to your neighbour is love unto the most re-

mote future man. 

"It is the more remote (your children and your children's chil-

dren) who pay for your love unto your neighbour.13 

"Your children's land ye shall love (be this love your new no-

bility!), the land undiscovered in the remotest sea! For it I bid 

your sails seek and seek! 

"In your children ye shall make amends for being the children 

of your fathers: all the past shall ye thus redeem! This new table 

do I place over you!"14 

                                                            
13 Z., pp. 69, 70. 
14 Z., p. 248. 



Summary and Conclusion 

When we have done rubbing our eyes and ears at the dazzling 

and startling novelty of all we have seen and heard, let us ask 

ourselves calmly and dispassionately what sort of man this is 

who has led us thus far into regions which, from their very un-

familiarity and exoticness, may have seemed to us both unpleas-

ant and forbidding. 

This is no time for apologetics, or for pleading extenuating 

circumstances. Even if Nietzsche's doctrines have been pre-

sented in a form too undiluted to be inviting, it would scarcely 

mend matters, now, to beg pardon fur them; and I have no in-

tention of doing anything of the sort. But these questions may be 

put without any fear of assuming a penitential attitude, and I do 

not hesitate to put them: Was the promise of Nietzsche's life ful-

filled? Did the task he started out with, "the elevation of the type 

man," receive his best strength, his best endeavours, his sincerest 

application? However fundamentally we may disagree with his 

conclusions, were they reached by means of an upright attempt 

at grappling with the problems? To all of those questions there 

is but one answer, and that answer clears Nietzsche of all the 

slander and calumny to which he has been submitted for the last 

thirty years. 

However often we may think he has erred, it is nonsense any 

longer to speak of him as an anarchist, an advocate of brutality, 

a supporter of immorality in its worst modern sense, and a 

guardian saint of savage passions. If I have led any readers to 

suspect that he was all this, I can only entreat them to turn as 

soon as possible to the original works themselves, and there they 

will find that it was I who was wrong. 



Personally I believe, as Hippolyte Taine, Dr. George Brandes 

and Wagner believed, that Nietzsche's work is greater than his 

own or the next generation could ever suspect. Questions such 

as Art, the future of Science, and the future of Religion, which 

Nietzsche treats with his customary skill, I have been unable to 

find room for, in this work. But in each of these departments, I 

believe (and in this belief I am by no means alone) that Nie-

tzsche's speculations may prove of the very highest value. 

Already in Biology there are signs that Nietzsche's conclu-

sions are gaining ground. In Art, as I hope to able to show else-

where, his doctrines are likely to effect a salutary revolution: 

while, in the departments of history, psychology, jurisprudence 

and metaphysics, specialists will doubtless arise who will at-

tempt to make innovations under his leadership. 

For the present, though the outlook is brighter than it was, 

Nietzscheism—that is to say: free-spiritedness, intellectual brav-

ery; the ability to stand alone when every one else has his arm 

linked in something; the courage to face unpleasant, fatal, and 

disconcerting truths,—has not much hope of very general ac-

ceptance, among those to whom it really ought to appeal. Cal-

umny, which had a long start, has deafened many to the cause 

and will continue deafening a larger number still, until the truth 

is ultimately known. Yet it is to be hoped that readers may learn 

to be less satisfied than they have been heretofore with second-

hand accounts of what Nietzsche stood for, and that very shortly 

everybody who is interested in the matter will be able to reply 

to the slanderer with facts culled from Nietzsche's life and 

works. 

     *     *     *      *     *     * 



"Mine enemies have grown strong," says Zarathustra, "and I 

have disfigured the face of my teaching, so that my dearest 

friends have to blush for the gifts I gave them."1 

"But like a wind I shall one day blow amidst them, and take 

away their breath with my spirit; thus my future willeth it. 

"Verily a strong wind is Zarathustra to all low lands; and his 

enemies and everything that spitteth and speweth he coun-

selleth with such advice: Beware of spitting against the wind."2 

                                                            
1 Z., pp. 95, 96. 
2 Z., p. 116. 
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